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Whether you manage a small libray or
simply use one. you know that smallness
usually means not enough funds for major
reference works. You also know that not
having the tools necessary to make comprehensive literature searches creates
problems for both researcher and librarian.
The Institute for Scientific Informationa
has a solution to these problems: IS1
grants toward the purchase of our Science
Citation Indexmand our Social Sciences
Citation Index.TM If your libray fits into
one of the following categories, it may be
eligible for a grant:
Two-Year CollegesFour-Year College or University Libraries with no or
limited graduate programs
Municipal, State or Public Libraries
Departmental Libraries
Hospital Libraries
Schools and Colleges of Veterinary
Science. Pharmacy, Dentistry. Nursing. Osteopathy, Chiropractic.
Podiatry, and Mining
Small Non-Academic Research
Organizations
Polytechnics and Colleges o f
Education
Libraries in Developing Nations

The ISI"Grant

Program:
it helps small
libraries
perform like
big ones

Eligibility can be determined only upon
application. T o request a n application
form, simply complete and mail the
coupon below.
e l g T, s l7

TO GRANT ADMINISTRATOR
I a m Interested rn determining whether my organlzat~ons lrbrary

n S c ~ e n c eCrtatlon Index

IS

ellgtble to saue 50% of the cost of the

3
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Please send me an apphcahon form for IS1 5 L ~ b r a yGrant Program
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Telephone
26468b

@Institutefor Scientific information@

325 Chestnut St Phlla Pa 19106 U S A T e ( 2 1 5 ) 923 3300 Cable SCINFO Telex 84-5305

European Office:
132 H g h Street U x b r d g e M ~ d d l e s e x Unlted K ~ n g d o m Tel U x b r ~ d g e30085 Telex 933693

WHO5 WHO IN HEALTH CARE
Who are the government and industry officials formulating
health policy and providing for the nation's health care?
Who are the key executives in the nation's hospitals and
other health facilities?
Who are the leaders in health education who influence the
entire health care profession?
The answers to these questions, and many more, will be
found in Who's Who in Health Care, the First Edition of which
will be published in October, 1977.

EXCERPT OF TYPICAL BIOGRAPHY.
deceased, chddren - John W. Susan 6.Judlth K Valentlc MD. U of MI. 1
MSPH. 1939. Intern Toledo Hosp. 1935-36. res. 1936-37, res Neuropsychlat I
U of MI. 1937 Dlr Bureau of Med Rehef. 1937-38, actlng supt Municipal
Toledo Hlth Depl. 1937-38. asst dlr lngham Co Hlth Dept and M I Student Tr

Co Hlth Dept. Oberlln OH. 1941-44, sr surg USPHS. 1944-48, asst to exec r n c

COMPREHENSIVE
Who's Who in Health Care, 8'/2" X 11" trim size and hard
bound, will profile more than 8,000 health industry professionals including medical school educators, health researchers, senior government officials, hospital and nursing home
administrators, leaders in public health, H M O and PSRO
directors, foundation, pharmaceutical and insurance executives and many others.

EASY TO USE
Who's Who in Health Care i s conveniently arranged alphabetically and is cross referenced by name, state, current affiliation and professional field.

INVALUABLE
Who's Who in Health Care i s a reterence source that no

,
I
1

I
I
I
I

library, professional office or school should be without. Prepaid prlce o f $60.00 includes shipping and handling. If not
completely satisfied, return within 10 days for a full refund.

................................

HANOVER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
200 Park Avenue Suite 303E New York, New York 10017
Cen tlemen:
Please reserve copy(s) of Who's Who in Health Care, First Edition, at $60.00
a copy.
Enclowd i s my check or purchase order in the amount of $Please charge to nly cred~tcard account (please check):
Master Charge
BankAmericard
My card number i s - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - and expires on
(Month) (Year)
Credit Card Signature.
Please ship my copy(s) of Who's Who in Health Care to:
Name
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ENGLISH

JAPANESE

CHINESE

Vocabulary covers entire field of chemistry and chemical
technologies.
Terrris arranged alphabetically i n English followed b y the
Japanese and Chinese equivilents transliterated i n t o
English pr-onounciation.
Forrnulas supplied t o aid clarification.
Supplemented b y an index o f Japanese syllabary and an index
i n alphabetical order o f English spelling of Chinese.
Published in Japan b y Sanyo Shuppan Boeki Co., Inc., 1976.

1900 pages

35,000 terrns

$1 50

available from1

Sadtler Research Laboratories, Inc.
3 3 1 6 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
( 2 15) 382-7800
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For up-to-the-minute reports in all life science research areas,
consult BOTH Biological Abstracts' and BioResearch Index."

For details, write BlOSlS Marketing Bureau, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 U.S.A.

Subscription Rates: Nonmembers, USA and
Canada, $22.50 per calendar year; add $2.50 postage
for other countries. $7.50 to members, which is included in member dues. Single copies (recent years)
$2.75 except for October issue (Directory) which is
$12.00.
Back Issues & Hard Cover Reprints: Inquire Kraus
Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St., New York, N.Y.
Microfilm & Microfiche Editions (1909 to date): Inquire University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Changes of Address: Allow six weeks for all changes
to become effective. All communications should include both old and new addresses (with Z I P Codes)
and should be accompanied by a mailing label from
a recent issue. Members should send their communications to the S L A Membership Department, 235
Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003. Nonmember Subscribers should send their communications to the SLA Circulation Department, 235 Park
AvenueSouth, New York, N.Y. 10003.
Claims for missing numbers will not be allowed if
received more than 90 days from date of mailing
plus the time normally required for postal delivery
of the issue and the claim. No claims are allowed because of failure to notify the Membership Department o r the Circulation Department (see above) of a
change of address, o r because copy is "missing from
files."

Special Libraries Association assumes no responsibility for the statements and opinions advanced by
the contributors to the Association's publications.
Instructions for Contributors last appeared in Special Libraries 68 (no. 4) (Apr 1977). A publications
brochure is available from the Association's New
York offices. Editorial views do not necessarily
represent the official position of Special Libraries
Association. Acceptance of an advertisement does
not imply endorsement of the product by Special Libraries Association.
Indexed in: Book Review Index. Business Periodicals
Index. Information Science A bstracts, Historical
Abstracts, Hospital Literature Index, Library
Literature, Library & Information Science
Abstracts, Management Index, Public A f i i r s Information Service and Science Citation Index.

Membership

DUES. Member o r Associate Member
$40; S t u d e n t M e m b e r $8; R e t i r e d
Member $10; Sustaining Member $200.

Special books from Halsted
MOLAR MASS MEASUREMENTS
IN POLYMER SCIENCE
N.C. Billingharn,University of Sussex
Provides a concise account of the different
techniques available for the measurement of
molar mass averages for high polymers.
(Rights: U.S. & Canada)
(0 470 99125-9) 1977 320 pp. $32.50

FUEL ECONOMY OF THE GASOLINE
ENGINE
Edited by D.R. Blackmore & A. Thomas,
both of Shell Research, Ltd.
CONTENTS: Introduction. Principles Governing Fuel Economy in a Gasoline Engine.
Motor Gasoline and the Effect of Compression Ratio on Octane Requirement and Fuel
Economy. The Effect of the Physical Properties of Gasoline on Fuel. The Effect of Gasoline Additives on Fuel Economy. The Effect
of Mixture Preparation on Fuel Economy.
The Effect of Vehicle Maintenance on Fuel
Economy. The Effect of Emission Controls on
Fuel Economy. The Measurement of Fuel
Economy. The Effect of Crankcase Lubricants
on Fuel Economy. The Effect of Transmission
Lubricants on Fuel Economy. Mileage
Marathons. Appendices. Index.
(Rights: U.S.)
(0 470 99132-1) 1977
approx. 300 pp. $22.50

COPPER
Its Geology and Economics
Robert Bowen & Ananda Gunatilaka,
both of the University of Zambia
Explores the world of copper and the interrelationships deposits have with subducting plate
margins through geological time. Also looks
at the future of the industry, plate tectonics,
rnininghefining, scrap copper, deep-ocean
and continental margin reserves, and legal
aspects involved in mining.
(Rights: U.S. & Canada)
(0 470 99156-9) 1977
approx. 300 pp. $49.50 (tent.)

MECHANICAL FAULT DIAGNOSIS
AND CONDITION MONITORING
Ralph A. Collacott,
U.K. Mechanical Health Monitoring Group
Treats all diagnostic/preventative aspects of
machine deterioration and failure, with discussions of design, assembly, and operation
(Rights: U.S.)
(0 470 99095-3) 1977
496 pp. $47.50 (tent.)

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
OF MINING
C.G. Down & J. Stocks,
both of the Royal School of Mines, London
Analyzes mining's environmental effects,
techniques for processing more important
minerals, resource availability, changing
grades, and future considerations.
(Rights: U.S. & Canada)
(0 470 99086-4) 1977 371 pp. $37.50

IMMS' GENERAL TEXTBOOK OF
ENTOMOLOGY, 10th Ed.
Volume 2
The late A.D. Irnrns, O.W. Richards,
& R.G. Davies, a// of Imperial College,
University of London
Examines insect structure and physiology
with chapters that individually describe a
major organ system and related research.
(Rights: US.)
(0 470 99123-2) 1977 910 pp. $57.50

DRUG DISPOSITION DURING
DEVELOPMENT
Edited by Paolo L. Morselli,
Synth6lab0, Paris
Provides contemporary information on the
influence of age on drug disposition and
effects from birth to adulthood.
(A Spectrum publication)
(0 470 99178-X) 1977
approx. 425 pp. $38.50 (tent.)

THE EEL
Biology and Management of
Anguillid Eels
F.W. Tesch,
Biologische Anstalt Helgoland, Hamburg
Details all aspects of the natural history of
these fishes with particular focus on ecology,
reproduction, migration, physiology, fishery
manaaement, fishina
.,techniaues. and farmina.
.,
( ~ i ~ hU.S.)
g:
(0 470 99199-2) 1977 400 pp. $42.50
Order from your regular bookdealer, or
directly from:
+CLS%
HALSTED PRESS
a division of John Wiley & Sons, Inc
605 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10016
D 4 ~ S S Attn: Dept. SL-96

0

Prices subject to change without notice and slightly
higher in Canada.
In Canada: John Wiley &Sons Canada, Ltd.
22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario

A 8177-67

LETTERS

ing or non-administrative position, their attitudes might change.
Alan Edward Schorr
Elmer E. Rasmuson Library
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Job Well Done
W e have received a clipping on Bill
Saunders' report on the activities of the Library Committee, President's Committee on
Employment of the Handicapped, which appeared in the September issue of Special Libraries [67 (no. 9):482-483 (Sep 1976)l.
This is an excellent way to keep the Board of
Directors and the members of the Special Libraries Association up-to-date. It certainly
assists in building cooperation and support.
We feel that Bill did a very good job of summarizing the work of the Library Committee.
He has given his personal support and cooperation to the program and we appreciate it very
much.
We are very appreciative of the support
which SLA gives the hire-the-handicapped
program.
John Rebenack
Library Committee
The President's Committee
on Employment of the Handicapped
Washington, D.C. 20210

Library School Enrollment
Few would disagree with Irving M .
Klempner in "Decisions for Library School
Curricula" [ S p e c i a l Libraries 67(no. 9):
409-414 (Sep 1976)] that there are many
fields of knowledge which could benefit from librarians or that library school curricula are in
need of revision. However, at this point the
central issue is that the system is simply
graduating too many librarians and they are a
glut on the market. I fail to see why this should
continue in light of the fact that job prospects
are dismal for the coming years. As Klempner
illustrates, fifth year library science programs
are only one to two years in length, and the
spiget can be turned off fairly quickly. When
and if job opportunities improve, enrollments
could be increased.
The problem is both economic and moral.
The first is obvious; apparently the second is
not. Klempner and others do not feel it is
ethically irresponsible to train individuals who
often will never get an opportunity to use their
professional skills. It is interesting that most of
the proponents of non-curtailment of enrollments are the more experienced (older) librarians who remember the halycon days of an
open job market, mobility, etc. Perhaps if some
of these library school faculty members and library bureaucrats had to look for a non-teach-

Microfiche Catalog
T h e Rand Corporation Library has introduced a COM-produced microfiche catalog
to replace its two-year-old book catalog. Because we consider this an innovative step in
special libraries, we are anxious to let the special library community know about our decision to go microfiche in order to share our decision-making and experiences with other libraries that may be considering a similar
change. (The libraries of Rockwell International will be issuing a microfiche catalog in
February .)
The microfiche catalog presently consists of
thirty 48 x microfiche, and will be updated
monthly. The services of a COM vendor are
used to produce the fiche. The annual growth
rate of the catalog is about 10,000-12,000
items per year. NMI 90 readers have been
purchased, as well as a MIS1 reader-printer.
The decision to convert to a microfiche
catalog was based on cost, improvement in update capability, speed of update compared to
hard copy reproduction, and ease of cumulation and distribution. Each month the microfiche catalog will be produced in its entirety,
including all changes and additions.
We look forward to hearing from other special librarians who may be considering a
microfiche c a t a l o g o r who have one which we
do not know about.
Cecily J . Surace
Rand Corporation
Santa Monica. Calif. 90406

Caveat Emptor

I am writing about Metropolitan Information & Library Services (MILS) which advertises in Special Libraries.
We established a deposit account with M I L S
in the late summer of 1975 and used their
services satisfactorily until fall, 1976. By the
end of December service was essentially
nonexistent, and the person filling our requests
told me she was leaving and did not know what
further arrangements were being made by
MILS. Numerous telephone calls were made
to the number listed in the current advertisement (301-654-9 133). This number is the

switchboard o f Dataflow Systems in Bethesda,
and they said messages were forwarded to
M I L S . M y calls were never returned and I
wrote M I L S on Jan 10, 1977, asking for a
refund o f our balance o f $63.32. The letter was
ignored.
Finally, i n early April, after seeing the ad in
the latest issue o f SL, Icalled again. Dataflow
referred me to Mrs. Shula Schwartz at 703323-3294. 1 left a message for her at that
number but have not heard from her.
I f you can shed any light on this situation. I
would be very grateful.
Carol E. Kornfeld
Thomas .I. Lipton, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

Specinl Libraries welcomes c o m m u n i c a tions f r o m i t s readers, b u t can r a r e l y acc o m m o d a t e l e t t e r s i n excess o f 300 words.

Light editing, f o r s t y l e a n d economy, i s t h e

PUBLICATIONS
FROM
UNITED NATIONS

1

STATISTICAL YEARBOOK 1975
Important compilation of statistics
from countr~esthroughout the world
coverlng a wide range of economlc
and social subjects, including: population, agriculture, manufacturing,
constructron. transport, trade, balance of payments, natlonal income,
educat~onand culture. Improved statistical coverage has enabled the
YEARBOOK to widen the territorial
scope of many of its tables and to
provlde more comprehenslve and
accurate world and contlnerital
aggregates.

I

Order No. E:F.76.XV11.1
Clothbound $42.00

r u l e r a t h e r t h a n the exception, a n d w e
assume t h a t a n y letter, unless o t h e r w i s e
stipulated, i s free f o r p u b l i c a t i o n i n o u r
monthly letters column.
1211 Geneva 10. Switzerland

I

Response to disaster

THE CORNING
a.

In just two years, Faxon has added six
full-time regional sales managers to add yet
another dimension to Faxon's personalized
service.
South:
Mid-Atlantic:
James L. Smith
Roy J. Reinalda
Nat'l. Sales Mgr.
901 Broad Street
P.O.Box 1000
Shrewsbury, NJ
Marietta, GA 30061
07701
Tel. 404-971- 1323
Tel: 201-741-0997
Southwest:
Midwest:
James R. Bohrer
David R. Fritsch
12633 Memorial Dr.
P.0. Box 338
AD^. 222
Saline, MI 48176
~ o u % n , TX 77043
Tel. 313-995-0108
Tel. 713-461-4323
Northeast:
West:
Douglas N. Fernald
John C. Van Dyke
15 Southwest Pk.
1351 Rhoda Dr.
Westwood, MA 02090 LaJolla, CA 92037
Tel. 61 7-329-3350
Tel. 714-454-4946
Contact the representative in your area
today to learn how Faxon's fast, personalized
service can apply to your library.

BF.
w. mxon c o r n p w , ac.
L ~ b r a r yM a g a z ~ n eSubscription Agency
15 Southwest Park, Westwood, Mass 02090
Tel 800-225-7894(toll-free)
61 7 329-3350 (collect In Mass and Canada only)

FLOOD: M U S E U M
UNDER WATER
John H. Martin, Editor
A complete account of the restoration o f
the glass and library collections of The
Corning M u s e u m o f Glass following their
devastation b y Tropical Storm Agnes i n

1972.
A n invaluable reference for all institutions
concerned about disaster planning.
Available b y mail for $6.00 plus postage.
handling, and sales tax where applicable.

T H E CORNING MUSEUM
OF GLASS
Corning, New York 14830

Two New State-of-the Art Reviews tkom SLA
Getting into Networking:
Guidelines for Special Libraries
SLA Networking Committee
Subcommittee on Guidelines
Beth A. Hamilton, Chairman
1977 / paper / 37 pages / 8 1/2 x 11 / $6.00
LC 76-58875 / ISBN 0 - 8 7 1 11-250-1

Special librarians have a long tradition of involvement in informal library cooperation. In
recent years, they have recognized the fast-paced development of formal cooperation/resource
sharing/networking organizations and have become convinced that formal networking is a
necessity. Their concern is often whether to join an existing formal network or t o establish a
new one. Guidelines are necessary to assist in this decision-making process. The guidelines
presented in this manual should stimulate and promote effective formal networking by special
libraries and by groups of special libraries.

The Special Librarian as a Supervisor or Middle Manager
Martha J. Bailey
1977 / paper / 4 6 pages / 8 1/2 x 11 / $6.00
LC 77-5021 / ISBN 0 - 8 7 1 1 1-249-3

Libraries have often drawn heavily on the business world for innovation in hardware. A fairly
recent trend has been the adaption of management techniques to library operations. However.
business management techniques may not have the same meaning and impact in the library organization until they are placed in similar contexts.
The library and information science literature concerning the supervisor and the middle
manager is rewewed. Where information is not available, the material is drawn from the I~terature of business management. After defining the terms "supervisor" and "middle manager." the
various library environments are described. This is followed by an examination of position
responsibilities and the education and work experience desired. This report concludes with
recommendations for further research.
Order your copies n o w from:

Order Department
Special Libraries Association
2 3 5 Park Avenue South
N e w York, N e w York 1 0 0 0 3

De-Programming Prison Libraries
Richard M. Barone
Administrative Conference of the United States, Washington, D.C. 20037

W Few justifications for prison library
services appear to be so firmly entrenched
as the justification that the prison library
functions to rehabilitate t h e offender.
There appears, however, to be little or no
valid experimental data to support it. The
present paper therefore was undertaken
to determine whether it corresponds to an

effective objective of corrections or should
be regarded merely as a rationale adopted
for purposes of convention. T h e author
concludes that the prison library must be
viewed as a non-discretionary function and
that the strongest justification for it is the
right to read.

A P E S S I M I S T once said that "a book
never straightened out anyone's life" ( 1 ).
H e was suggesting not only that we expect
too much from books but also that the
therapeutic value of books is open to question. His remark prompts one to ask
whether books in themselves have the
power to change personal attitudes and
behavior. Does the individual acquire new
attitudes as the result of reading, o r a r e
attitudes already there, waiting to be triggered and revealed through reading?
Under what circumstances would therapeutic reading be rehabilitative'? What can
be said of the particular instances of attitude change in persons as a result of
reading'? And can we even agree on the
validity of these particular mstances?
The ideas in this paper a r e intended to
stimulate thinking and offer some answers
to questions about reading programs for
prison inmates. They a r e particularly
timely because of recent insistence of
many scholars and criminal justice practitioners that rehabilitative programs a r e
unworkable in a prison setting.

Corrections as Conflict

SEPTEMBER
1977

We are now witnessing something approaching a national debate on correctional rehabilitation. The debate centers
on the four main objectives of correctional
services in America: 1 ) Rehabilitation t o
treat and reform the criminal: 2 ) Deterr e n c e - t o frighten the would-be criminal
and repeat offender from committing
crimes; 3 ) Retribution- to establish a
sense of fairness for the victims of crime;
4) Protection of Society-to prevent crime
through confinement of t h e criminal.
These four objectives a r e said to be inconsistent with criminal justice. At issue is
t h e m u t u a l l y exclusive c h a r a c t e r of
rehabilitation.
In their publication, A Program jbr
Prison Reform, the Chief Justice Earl
Warren Conference on Advocacy recommended that:
Prisons must be judged by their actual functioning rather than by their stated objectives. Experience has shown that prisons do
not rehabilitate offenders. For all practical

purposes, prisons are wholly punitive
(2. p. 9).
In other words. it cannot be said that from
having desirable objectives for a system it
will necessarily follow that the system will
function effectively. T h e c o r r e c t i o n a l
s y s t e m m u s t continually b a l a n c e i t s
conflicting objectives, often to the point of
conceding oneobjective to another.
In 197 1 the American Friends Service
Committee contended that there was an
absence of credible scientific d a t a on the
effectiveness of correctional t r e a t m e n t
programs and that wherever such programs did exist, the measure of their
effectiveness rested largely on speculation
(3). Today this contention still holds. In
The EfSectiveness of Correctional Treatment. t h e a u t h o r s assess t h e Dresent

range of correctional treatments and find
t h a t "while s o m e programs have had
modest success, it still must be concluded
that the field of corrections has not as yet
found satisfactory ways to reduce recidivism by significant amounts" ( 4 ) .
Indeed this scems to be the prevalent
argument in many works on the subject.
T h e C o m m i t t e e for t h e S t u d y of Inc a r c e r a t i o n , while a l s o affirming t h e
ineffectiveness of treatment programs per
se, argues that there is an inherent injustice in the individualized treatment model
151.
, , It asserts that time frames for rehabilitation a r e not always commensurate with
those for punishment. Even if a rehabilitation program works and takes only six
months to complete, how would the demands of justice be served if the person
were sentenced to five years (to meet the
purposes of deterrence and retribution)?
Rehabilitation is corrections on the edge
of a precipice; when the offender is tested
convincingly and there is no further reason
left for incarceration, no rational justification for deterrence and retribution exists.
In a world of increasing concern about
victimology and restitution for crime, the
objectives of deterrence and retribution
generate their own social and political
constituencies,
and demonstrably
improved effectiveness of rehabilitation is
not necessarily enough to overcome opposition. Whether effective or ineffective,

rehabilitation programs in prison seem to
be untenable.
This inability to accommodate t h e
influences of the incarceration rationale
upon the offender's reformation represents one of the major weaknesses of the
rehabilitative perspective of prison libraries. But, it will be shown, this weakness can become the library's strength.
Rehabilitation: Depreciation of the Library

There have been plenty of articles-too
many, it seems sometimes- that describe
prison libraries, say they a r e useful as
rehabilitative tools, and stop there. These
reports describe library services and specialized group reading programs as if they
were all working successfully a s if lib r a r i a n s w e r e c o n t r i b u t i n g to t h e
preeminent aim of rehabilitation. If librarians d a r e complain, it's generally for
improved services and more funds. Rarely
have they questioned t h e rationale of
rehabilitation.
T h e most authoritative of contemporary dicta on library services to inmates is
published by the American Correctional
Association (ACA). In the Manual of Correctional Standards, t h e A C A recommends that each prison library include the
following statement as a preface to all its
policies: "Libraries in a correctional situation have a clear responsibility to support,
broaden, and strengthen the institution's
total rehabilitation program" (6, p. 503).
T h e ACA explains that:
L

Rehabilitation, with all its implications, is a
most important part of the over-all correction institution program. The library has an
influential role to play in this process and
should provide only those materials which
have positive value . . . Omission of books
which will not support the institution
program and philosophy constitutes good selection, not undesirable censorship ( 6 , p.
505).

T h e issue is not censorship, although it
could be. At issue is the library's commitment to provide services and materials
geared to support the rehabilitation programs of the prison. But as was pointed
o u t , r e h a b i l i t a t i o n p r o g r a m s m a y be
unworkable in a prison setting (71. S o why

should librarians support them? This is not
so much an indication of the dictum's
falseness as it is a question of awareness
and commitment.
Those of us who work (or have worked)
in prison libraries know that the library
program is often the lowest in priority,
usually l a c k i n g an a d e q u a t e b u d g e t ,
facilities, personnel, and moral support
from t h e administration and custodial
staff. Yet the ACA dares claim that "institutions cannot afford to o ~ e r a t eeffective t r e a t m e n t programs without fully
developed libraries, readily accessible,
well stocked with sufficient, carefully
selected up-to-date books, periodicals and
other library materials" (6. p. 504). I f
there is anything we cannot afford, it is
this kind of unreal perspective on prison libraries-the belief that libraries support
(and a r e supported in return by) rehabilitation programs.
The logic used by the ACA to justify the
existence of prison libraries is self-defeating. Rehabilitation programs in prisons
can function without the support of libraries. And they can succeed or fail
without them. too.
Bibliotherapy: An Experimental Study

Bibliotherapy is one of the most important ingredients in t h e a t t e m p t to
rehabilitate offenders through books; yet
there has been very little research, either
philosophical o r psychological, on this
topic. But one major study stands out
amongst the void, giving evidence from its
c o m p e n d i u m of s t a t i s t i c s t h a t bibliotherapy can prove effective in changing
inmate attitudes. However, this study is
not only suspicious in its singularity but
also, and most important, in its implications.
Burt (1972) claimed that "the group discussion form of bibliotherapy may supplement the correctional program by improving attitudes related to behavior for all
groups" of inmates represented by the
study (8, p. v).
The most important finding of this study was
that the response of the four groups participating in group book discussion was signiticantly less positive and accepting toward

DOPE ADDICTION and STEALING than
that of the control groups a t the end of the
program (8. p. 118).

The bibliotherapy program did not prove
to be successful in changing attitudes
about self, parole officer, race, and other
variables.
T h e s t u d y began with offenders
presumed to be prejudiced and exposed
half of them to a treatment (highly moving
discussions of books about drug addiction
and self-awareness selected by the staff)
designed to modify their attitudes toward
narcotics, stealing, etc. Subsequently,
members of the treatment and non-treatment groups were tested on their attitudes
on the topics discussed by the treatment
group, and the results showed the treatment group to have more positive attitudes about the topics they discussed.
Despite its internal validity, there is one
major problem in the interpretation of this
study-external validity, or the third variable problem. It is important to recognize
that this study did not address itself to the
effects of bibliotherapy on recidivism, but
to the highly controversial subject of institutional adjustment.
It is a well-established observation that
attitudes a r e often multiply determined
(9). T h e phenomenon observed, t h a t
inmates responded positively after reading
and discussing specially selected books,
may have resulted from a variety of
influences that have contributed to it.
Goffman observed that inmates who a r e
institutionalized undergo a mortification
of self and take on a disidentifying role
(10). The inmate adapts to the institution
through a temporary conversion: "The
inmate appears to take over the official or
staff view of himself and tries to act out
the role of a perfect inmate" (10, p. 62).
The inmate converts for the purposes of
avoiding reprisals and assuring eligibility
for release. But this "programming,"
states Goffman, is not true rehabilitation.
Except in some religious institutions, neither
the stripping process nor the reorganizing
processes seem to have a lasting effect,
partly because of the availability of secondary adjustments, the presence of counter
mores, and the tendency for inmates to combine all strategies and play it cool (10, p. 7 1).

Upon his release, the inmate's self-regulatory role breaks down; he becomes attuned to the liberties of civilian life and
there is no further need for him to maintain the attitudes developed within the institution.
Evaluating the experimental study in
light of Goffman's observations, it should
be noted that, in fact, a third variable
might have been present-an intention on
the part of the treatment group to conform to the measures of the study. Doing
well in a prison program increases an
inmate's "points" toward pre-release programs, furloughs, and parole. The treatment group indeed knew they were taking
part in a treatment program and that an
adjustment in attitudes was expected of
them. T h e treatment can be said to be
conditional in its effects; its relative potency c a n only be u n d e r s t o o d a n d
evaluated through the furtherance of the
study to test the post-release attitudinal
disposition of the subjects.

-

The Right to Read
Prescriptive reading programs represent failure to instill in the inmate the
capacity to act in contrast to behaving or
the capacity to feel free in his reading
habits in contrast to conforming his attitudes to ideas present in books. It is
difficult to know what changes in prison library services can remedy this failure in a
time when powerful institutional pressures
militate against the right to read. Yet
there is evident in the literature on intellectual freedom a faith that books in
themselves hold the keys to the problems
of good and evil, right and wrong.
It is undoubtedly true that prisoners a r e
not entitled to all t h e rights of f r e e
citizens. However, substantial changes regarding the rights of prisoners to have access to books and reading materials have
been made by the federal courts (111. In
one instance, t h e court decided that an
inmate's right to read the literature of his
choice is no less significant than the right
to be free from arbitrary and unwarranted
punishment ( I 2 1.
Prison libraries must be conceived in a
m o r e inclusive and activist, in a less
programmatic and specialized, fashion

than has hitherto been the case. It is not
enough to provide well-stocked libraries
with materials of "positive" value. T h e o p timum is not some programmed path, but
an attunement of the library to its limits in
which both excess and failure a r e avoided.
T h e view that prison libraries should
commit themselves solely to the policy of
the right to read and detach themselves
from the overall rehabilitation program is
not found in the literature. It is. therefore.
high time that this approach be considered
and means sought of implementing it. We
can no longer rely on the rehabilitation rationale for help. This author believes that
the right to read is the strongest and only
force to both improve services to inmates
and, a t t h e s a m e time, justify much
needed increases in funding.
Predictably, introduction of the right to
read motive would result in a shift of
perspective from program budgeting to
that of line budgeting 1/31, By means of
the appeal to the right to read, the library
could both protect itself from encroachment by other prison programs (which a r e
usually by their very nature more rehabilitative) and gain some measure of control
over its budget.
Consider, for example, the librarian in
the New York S t a t e Department of Correctional Services who bears the burden of
competing with educational, vocational,
and recreational programs for funds 1/41.
T o be sure, most inmates would rather
play basketball, lift weights, earn a high
school diploma, or learn bricklaying than
sit in a library and read a story from the
Rrudrr's Digest Condensed Books. At
strategic points the librarian can forestall
the competition or mitigate its effects by
acquiring a few new "positive value"
books and periodicals. But the established
organizational structure in this department identifies the library as a recreational and educational program, and it is
administered as such, not by librarians,
but by education directors and recreation
supervisors (15).
Deterioration of Prison Libraries

In a r e c e n t a r t i c l e , Daniel S u v a k
c l a i m s t h a t t h e F e d e r a l Bureau o f
Prisons, though a forerunner in providing

adequate library services to prisoners, has
laid to waste its initial investment in prison
libraries and has been allowing its "wellestablished" libraries to deteriorate into
so-called closet collections 1161. Suvak
supports this claim by reporting a decline
in circulation, discontent among inmates,
a n d t h e b u r e a u ' s own confession o f
neglect. T h e primary question presented
is why the decay in federal prison libraries? Suvak states that "while the Bureau is to be complimented for its willingness to innovate with educational services,
it is difficult to understand why they have
not incorporated some of the most significant services libraries have pioneered in
the last decade ( 1 6 , p. 1344)." Since some
prison administrators view the library as a
discretionary program, the lack of effectiveness of such a program in rehabilitating the offender is natural.
Although there is some doubt about
f o r m a l e d u c a t i o n being an effective
rehabilitator. there is no doubt about it being the dominant factor in rehabilitation
plans (17). Some reasons why education
seems to be more desirable to prison
administrators than libraries are: it offers
greater control over inmates, its results
are more easily measured by means of
g r a d i n g s y s t e m s , a n d it offers m o r e
concrete rewards for participation, e.g..
diplomas and points toward parole. But
must library services to the well-educated
and non-educable offender suffer because
of t h e vagueness of t h e library as a
rehabilitative program? And what about
the library as a medium for promoting
self-education among inmates who prefer
a non-academic mode of education?
This author believes that the correctional objective of rehabilitation represents the betrayal of adequate prison library budgeting. And a co-conspirator
with rehabilitation in this betrayal is
program budgeting. Program budgeting
requires that decisions involving the allocation of funds be made only after a
review of agency objectives and the effectiveness of the alternative programs for
meeting these objectives. Earlier in this
paper, the major objectives of correctional
agencies were noted. Faced with t h e
dismal reality that prison libraries do not

meet these objectives, the librarian cannot
negotiate in good faith for improved fundConclusion

The issue raised is central to what a
prison library should be and what it should
stand for. It is of course quite true that the
books in a library a r e not likely to immediately sway t h e offender, although
some may have had positive effect. They
do not exist for t h e propagation of a special point of view, namely, the worthwhileness of living a good, clean, noncriminal
life. The author is not advocating that
prison libraries should become neutral.
The view presented here does not remove
the library from the problems of the
prison. It does not diminish, indeed it
increases, the pressure for the creation
and e x c h a n g e of ideas, popular o r
unpopular, which help identify the problems of corrections. It does suggest that
the greatest contribution of the library will
be in the power to ungird itself from the
rehabilitation strategy in behalf of the
offender's right to read.
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Document Examination in American Archives
Cheryl A. Price
DuPage County Law Library, Wheaton, Ill.

There is a lack of training programs in
document examination for the American
archivist. A l t h o u g h t h e British h a v e
utilized the scientific approach to document examination for many years, it is
seldom utilized by American archivists.
The means available for examining documents and uncovering forgery attempts
a r e detailed by tracing the process a

forger might use to introduce spurious
correspondence into a presidential a r chive. It is proposed that authentication
and certification of documents be established as a part of t h e selection process
in archives and that an introduction to
d o c u m e n t e x a m i n a t i o n b e a p a r t of
archival training.

AMERICA
is a young country, oneof the

not have the foundation stone laid by t h e
highly scientific approach of the British.
There is no uniform preparation for the
fledgling archivist. Despite this handicap,
the archival profession deserves much applause. A particularly fine example of
archival
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t is t h e
Smithsonian ~nstitutionarchives.
There is one area, however, where the
United States lags far behind Britain in
archival training. This is in the area of
auestioned documents. It is an area which
American archivists seldom investigate.
The primary approach to questioned documents in the United States is from the
legal point of view. This is unfortunate, because authentication and certification of
documents is just as important to the archivist concerned with the integrity of his
collection as it is for the lawyer who
suspects the authenticity of a will, medical
or business record, and places them under
examination of the court.
Margaret Cross Norton, Illinois S t a t e
Archivist from 1922 to 1957, once stated,
"The official in charge of public records,
whether he be the head of the agency in

youngest nations of the world, and yet it is
old in that it has had a democratic government for over 200 years. Looking back on
our traditions, we note with appreciation
the work of the Smithsonian Institution
and various presidential libraries in keeping alive the deeds of the past. Most of
these institutions a r e recent phenomena.
The presidential libraries are a creation of
the twentieth century. America is unique
in that many of her archives a r e products
of the present century. European countries have had institutions like the British
Museum which have served as archives to
preserve their past for centuries. The
United States however did not establish
the National Archives until the 1940s.
Prior to that period, historians depended
on h i s t o r i c a l m u s e u m s , college a n d
university libraries, and public libraries to
provide key materials on history.
Thus, the archival profession in the
United S t a t e s is a young profession. It has
been d e p e n d e n t on t h e l a r g e s s of
universities and libraries and has had to
struggle to develop in its own right. It does

which the records originate o r the archivist, is bound by law to protect the integrity of those records in such a manner
that their value to the individual and
government shall not be impaired" ( I ) .
Archivists thus have a legal and ethical
duty to maintain the authenticity of their
records. I t is an area of extreme importance and can be linked with all
aspects of the archival profession from the
first contact with records to their final disposition.

make. Many have found, after years of
holding what was assumed to be a valuable
painting, letter, o r artifact, that it was a
f o r g e r y . An a r c h i v e s m a y be m o r e
exposed to forgeries than a museum in
that when materials a r e presented to it,
the materials a r e often measured in cubic
feet of documents. Thus, it is difficult to
make the minute examination that a curator might m a k e before a purchase.

Effects of Forgeries
Authentication and Certification
Authentication is defined in Ballentine's
Law Dictionary as "the act or mode of giving legal authority to a statute, record or
other written instrument, o r certified copy
thereof, so as to render it legally admissible in evidence." Certification is defined as
"a formal s t a t e m e n t intended a s an
authentication of t h e fact asserted and set
forth, usually under seal where made by a
public officer." There is so much dependence on the integrity of an archivist's
collection that few would question the
authenticity of a document in an appropriate official's custody. Custody has been
equated with genuineness. T h e extent that
a document is accepted without question
can be seen in its admissibility as evidence
before a jury. Official custody is generally
taken as sufficient proof of authenticity.
But is it? Simply because an archives
has possession of certain materials may
not be sufficient proof of authentication.
Harry M. Ashton notes: "Today documents in one form or another enter into all
kinds of business transactions and social
communications. Thousands of forged
documents a r e prepared every day and
other thousands a r e altered by chemical
o r mechanical m e a n s to change their
original meaning. Millions of dollars a r e
paid out yearly on checks bearing forged
signatures or forged endorsements. Many
of these forged or altered documents find
their way into criminal trials and civil litigation" (2 b
There a r e many forgeries which a r e
never discovered. T h e archivist is not immune from the mistakes which museum
curators o r librarians of special collections

A forgery in the possession of an archives can s h a p e an interpretation of
events, color the writings of historical
texts, and affect the education of thousands of people. Historians working with
materials from the Middle Ages have discovered that they have to be extremely
careful of so-called documents from the
period.
Many
documents
from
monasteries, for example, were found to
be distorted or forged to support
particular claims o r prerogatives of the
monastery.
If archivists do not recognize the importance of custody, forgers do. Margaret
Cross Norton emphasized this point when
she declared that there has been a constant effort by forgers through the years
to get forgeries enrolled in some public
series ( I ). They know that once a forgery
becomes a part of a repository it can pass
unquestioned. Thus, they can make the
document serve any purpose they have in
mind.
Imagine a spurious letter being planted
in a presidential archive. Let us use a fictitious example. After the bombing of
Pearl Harbor there was much controversy
over which leaders were responsible for
the disaster. There were court-martials
and a congressional investigation. Suppose
many years later a man caught in the uproar of t h e investigation and pilloried
through no fault of his own strove to get
even with some of the people who were his
superiors. H e might carefully fabricate a
series of correspondence which would
clear his name and at the same time show
that President Roosevelt was aware of
Japanese intentions. If this man could get
these forgeries into an archives, and they

were later discovered by a scholar doing
historical research, the whole interpretation of this period of history might be
revised.

Appraisal and Records Management
What is the first line of defense against
such an occurrence? It would appear to be
in the area of appraisal. Appraisal is one
of the most difficult problems facing the
archivist. Appraisal is defined, by the Society of American Archivists, as "the
process of determining value and thus the
disposition of records based upon their
current administrative, legal and fiscal
use; their evidential o r research value;
their arrangement and their relationship
to other records" (3). Nowhere in this definition a r e the words authentication o r
certification mentioned. The phrase 'evidential o r research value' comes t h e
closest to the authenticating process. Yet
archivists do not really regard authentication as part of the appraisal process.
T h e archival process is viewed as a flow.
T h e archivist selects, preserves, and
makes available. Perhaps since records
management, like appraisal, is a part of
the selection process and is concerned
with the quality, quantity, and integrity of
records, authentication could fit into this
aspect of archival managment. But the
Society of American Archivists views
records management as "an a r e a of
general administrative management conc e r n e d with achieving economy a n d
efficiency in t h e c r e a t i o n , u s e a n d
maintenance, and disposition of records"
(3).
There appears to be no set part of the
archival function which includes within it
the important field of authentication. Appraisal and records management come the
closest to this area and yet inexplicably do
not include it. Perhaps it is too large an
area to be a subfield of another archival
function. Or, perhaps it is an area which is
taken for granted by the archivist. This
author is inclined to believe it is taken for
granted. T h e field of document examination, or authentication, should be a part of
the archival function. It should not be
taken for granted, for it is part of the se-

lection p r o c e s s a n d is i m p o r t a n t
throughout the entire life of a document.
Recognizing Forgeries
Let us assume that the forger of the
correspondence regarding President
Roosevelt's k n o w l e d g e of t h e P e a r l
Harbor attack was able to introduce the
materials into an archival collection. How
would the archivist ferret out t h e spurious
materials?
John J. Harris, in the California State
Bar Journal, notes that there a r e certain
questions to keep in mind in scrutinizing
any document:
0 How does the signature compare with
other signatures known to be genuine?
0 Does the evidence appear to be traced?
0 Is there evidence of erasures?
Could the writing have been inserted
above a genuine signature?
0 Has the date of the will (or any other
document) been altered?
0 Who typed the will (or document)?
0 Is the typewriting consistent throughout?
0 Were pages substituted or a different kind
or paper?
0 Do initials on each page appear to be
genuine?
Harris also notes that information can be
gleaned from the suspected material by a
number of laboratory studies. These include analysis of ink, typing, watermarks,
paper, color, and envelopes (4).
Ashton declares that the skilled document examiner should be familiar with the
following areas: handwriting, typewriting,
printing, rubber stamp impressions, postm a r k s , adhesives, mucilages, p a p e r ,
w a t e r m a r k s , pens, pencils, alterations,
chemical and mechanical eradications, or
anything which may be placed on or happen to a document, including writing impressed on papers such as checks with
stubs, and also deciphering burned and
charred documents. Ashton estimates
that it requires a minimum of three years
of full-time study and work in the laboratory before a trainee is sufficiently qualified to render opinions and testify in court
(2 ).
Determining Document Age
Suppose that the archivist suspects the
authenticity of the newly discovered ma-

terial on Pearl Harbor and would like to
scientifically determine its age. H e knows
that many documents advanced to support
a cause are prepared after the fact. So it
would be natural and logical for him to
check the dates of the correspondence
first. Dating problems fall into one of two
categories. T h e first is the determination
of absolute age, generally encountered
when a whole document is in question. T h e
second is the demonstration of the relative
age of entries. This question arises when it
is suspected that the whole of the document has not been written at one time.
T h e majority of dating problems are
difficult if not impossible to solve in a manner which is completely satisfactory, according to Wilson R. Harrison, author of a
treatise on the scientific examination of
documents (51. Therefore, every factor
which might have some bearing on the
date must be taken into consideration. If
the document is from the 19th century,
the paper itself will be of some help. A t
that time paper was made in relatively
small quantities, a large proportion of it
was watermarked, and extensive changes
in the methods and materials of paper
manufacture took place during the last
half of the century. These changes can be
readily spotted through scientific examination, and thus, it is easier to match the
paper with specific dates.
However, the present correspondence is
purported to be from just prior to World
War 11, and some of it seems to extend
into the first years of the conflict. Most
modern paper bears no watermark, and
even when it does, it is difficult to determine the maker, often the first step in
dating paper. If there is a watermark,
Harrison recommends that particular attention be paid to tracing the dandy roll
used for forming the watermark (5). For
while paper makers a r e many, dandy roll
manufacturers a r e few. Most dandy roll
makers keep records of their products,
and from these, the mill which made the
paper can be traced. Once the paper mill
has been traced, it may be discovered that
the watermark has been keyed to indicate
the year of manufacture.
If there was no watermark, another
method of tracing the age of the Pearl

Harbor documents would be through type
design. The design of printers' type is subject to modification. T h e dates of the introduction of new type design are known
by the trade. Thus when a document, such
as a first edition novel, shows a date
earlier than that indicated by the type
design, there is good reason to believe that
the novel is not a first edition, but a
forgery.
In most instances a document examiner
can give a rough approximation of the age
of a typewriter utilized in correspondence
by studying the type design. One of the
most famous instances of typewriter font
identification was in the Alger Hiss trial.
Although the defense attempted to belittle
the tying of evidence to a particular
typewriter, the prosecution gave ample
illustration of the value of type design in
dating and identifying documents (6 1.
So if the Pearl Harbor correspondence
was typewritten, there would be some indication from the type itself regarding
maximum age. Our would-be forger might
feel that a printed heading would aid in the
acceptance of his document. Here too, h e
would have to be extremely careful. H e
would have to use official correspondence
from the period. If he did not, careful
scrutiny could reveal variations in design
or arrangement of later materials or substituted materials.
Other Clues to Forgeries
Even if the material was written in longhand, there would be difficulty in making
the document appear authentic. Writing
inks can be traced by age. The inks
themselves divide into two classes, the
first being the running ink used in conventional pens and in fountain pens, and the
second, the thick viscous ink found in the
ball-point pen. If the forger used a ballpoint pen, his documents would be easily
spotted as forgeries by an expert. Harrison notes that ball-point pens first became popular in the mid-1940s, but the
original ink was not satisfactory and a
different ink was introduced in the 1950s
(5). Thus the age of ball-point pen writings
may be estimated accurately by chemical
tests on the ink.

Let us assume that the correspondence
in auestion does have watermarks. If the
forger decided to type the letters on a machine made before World War I1 and
chose his paper carefully so t h a t t h e
watermark was consistent with the period,
h e could still be tripped up if he used the
wrong adhesive to seal the envelopes. For
many y e a r s adhesives were based on
natural products such as gum, gelatine,
and starch. Improved adhesives incorp o r a t i n g r u b b e r , both n a t u r a l a n d
synthetic plastics, and synthetic resins
have been developed, but it is only since
World War I1 that they have come into
general use.
Since the Pearl Harbor correspondence
would have to bear some type of signature,
the archivist should be aware that there
are three methods of counterfeiting signatures. One method is simply writing the
other person's name without attempting
to trace o r copy it. Another is a simulated
copy of an original signature. T h e third
method is simple tracing. If our forger attempted to copy o r reproduce an original
signature he could be discovered by careful examination by an expert. It is almost
impossible to duplicate the line quality,
shading, pen pressure, hesitations, stops,
pen lifts, little quirks and habits, and especially the speed of another person's writing.
Erasures may be disclosed through visual, ultraviolet, infrared, o r chemical
tests. Differences in pens. inks, or pencils,
or an improper sequence of intersecting
strokes and folds may reveal additions to
documents. S o may crowding and abnormal alignment. Linton Godown points
out that even highly refined photographic
recording and the use of electronic visual
devices may be used (7).

T h e problem is that it is easy to assume
the records to be authentic. T h e reasoning
may be a s follows: "They have been
housed here for years. They a r e authentic!
I don't care if they a r e typed a little
differently from the other material. It
doesn't matter if different paper was used.
Custody means authenticity!" O r does it?
T h e judiciary is more wary of assumptions than an archivist. Perhaps they a r e
trained to question and doubt more. As
Ann E. Tomeny observed in a 1975 Loyola
Law Review, "A purported signature on
the face of an instrument does not provide
a sufficient foundation for its admission
into evidence." Yet she goes on to state,
"A writing purported to be an official
record is authenticated upon proof that it
was produced from t h e proper public
office for such documents. This method of
identification is based upon the premise
that the custodian of records will carry out
his public duty by receiving and recording
only genuine records" (8).
How can archivists do this without some
type of background or training in the
a u t h e n t i c a t i o n of d o c u m e n t s ? M o s t
serious investigation of authentication and
certification techniques is carried out by
the British. They seem well ahead of the
Americans in this area. Since the Society
of American Archivists does not define
authentication and certification as an area
of study in the selection process, the
author proposes that it be considered for
adoption into this area. In England it is
considered that it takes a t least three
years to produce a competent document
examiner. Certainly one-semester courses
in this field could at least introduce the
fledgling archivist to the importance of
authentication to the archivist.

Conclusions
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This paper presents the results of a
survey of patron reaction to an SDCbased on-line search service a t a small
engineering library. Patrons surveyed ineluded both previous users of this service
a t the library, and also patrons who had
not yet made use of the service. The

author discusses the evaluation of such online based services by library patrons, giving particular attention to the implications
of patron opinion for t h e design and
improvement of such on-line systems and
services.

S I N C Et h e

service they can provide. Included in this
group a r e recent articles by DeGennaro
( 1 3 ) , Brandli (14), Butler (15). Hawkins
( 1 6 ) , Katter and Pearson (17), and Summit and Firschein 118). A notable general
study was
by W a n g e r ,
Fishburn, and Cuadra ( 1 9 ) with the support of a National Science Foundation
grant.
Although there have been many studies
evaluating information scientists' reaction
to t h e computerized search systems,
including o n e questionnaire survey of
these reactions (in Wanger, Fishburn, and
C u a d r a ) , t h e r e h a v e been only two
published attempts to survey end user
reactions to these on-line services. Hutchingham ( 2 0 ) polled end user reaction to
the M E D L I N E system, and Hoover ( 2 1 )
did the same for the DIALOG-language
service available from Lockheed. No such
end user study has been attempted for the
SDC-based terminal service. Indeed, relatively few articles have considered end
user evaluation of these services very extensively at all, with the exceptions of the

a d v e n t of on-line bibliographic search systems for commercial
use some six years ago, numerous articles
have appeared on these systems, their
characteristics, and value to libraries.
Some of the articles have investigated the
costs of such systems, both in terms of
cost-effectiveness, as in Cooper and DeWaith ( 1 i and Marshall /21. and in comparison to manual-search costs, as in Bivans ( 3 ) and Elman (4). Other authors
have studied t h e technical aspects of
software and d a t a base characteristics,
including Bonn ( 5 ) ,Cuadra (61, Lynch ( 7 ) ,
and Williams (8). Information scientists,
such as Hines ( 9 ) and Weiss ( l o ) , have
written on such systems in the terminology of their discipline. Lancaster and
Fayen ( 1 1 ) have particularly treated online search systems in this manner, and
Lancaster ( 1 2 ) has discussed them in the
context of new developments in such
systems generally. T h e largest body of
literature has discussed the general imp a c t of on-line s e a r c h s y s t e m s a n d
services on libraries and t h e level of

u

a r t i c l e s by H u t c h i n g h a m , H o o v e r ,
Lancaster (l2,22J, and Maier (23).
Hoover's was the only scientific study of
end user evaluation of one of the two
m a j o r o n - l i n e bibliographic r e t r i e v a l
systems. This study involved 26 questionnaires returned from end users of the
L o c k h e e d s y s t e m provided a t t h e
University of U t a h M a r r i o t t Library.
Questions asked in this survey sought
basic f a c t u a l i n f o r m a t i o n on s e a r c h
characteristics, such as costs, the nature
of the user population, and d a t a bases
used. A few of the questions were more
evaluative in nature, seeking end user
opinion of the service.
With the above study of patron evaluation of the Lockheed-based service as inspiration, this author attempted a slightly
more expansive survey of patron reaction
to an SDC-based service. Similar to
Hoover's study, this study was based on a
r a t h e r small sample, and is therefore
more suggestive of future directions in research than definitive in itself.
T h e survey was conducted a t the U.S.
Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory ( C E R L ) facility in C h a m paign, Ill. This laboratory employs approximately 350 people, most of whom a r e
researchers pursuing topics relating to
construction and design engineering.
T h e C E R L Library initiated use of the
S D C service two years ago. T h e purpose
was to expand service in the most effective
manner possible in a library with a staff of
two persons. Records were kept by the librarian of all searches conducted, and the
S D C invoices provided more factual data
for this investigation. Since the questionnaires used in this study were returned
signed, it was possible to r e l a t e t h e
preexisting information contained in the
above-mentioned records to individual
respondents' questionnaire data.
T o survey patron reaction to S D C and
the total service based on S D C provided
a t the C E R L Library, two forms of questionnaire were devised. One form was for
those patrons who had made previous use
of the SDC-based service at the C E R L Library, and the other form was sent to
selected non-users of this service. For the
previous-user form, 26 of 27 question-

naires were returned; for the non-user
form, 13 of 19 persons responded. Perhaps
the best manner in which to present the
survey results and interpretation of this
data is to "walk through" the questionnaire responses.
The User Form
1. How did you learn about the on-line
service?
C E R L I N F O R M A T I O N BULLETIN 4
LIBRARIAN
COLLEAGUE
O T H E R (please specify)Q*

It was h o ~ e dthat the resDonses to this
question would be of some value in ascertaining how to most effectively advertise t h e on-line service a t C E R L .
Word-of-mouth a p p e a r s m o r e effective
than print.
An interesting relationship was found
between this data and the graph of frequency of S D C usage a t C E R L (see
Figure 1). As can be seen, this graph indicates a high level of initial use, followed by
a decrease to a sustained level of usage,
and then, a recent definite increase in use
during the past several months.
In comparing the above responses to
this usage pattern, it was discovered that
all 7 respondents who had answered
"colleague" as their source of discovery of
the S D C service at C E R L had used the
service for the first time only since September 1976 or later. This corresponds
directly to the time of increase in use of
the service shown by the graph. Based on
the high level of user satisfaction found by
this survey, as will be discussed later, it
would appear that the service is becoming
its own best advertisement. This is to say
that users have been satisfied with the
service to the extent that they have become a significant factor in its promotion.
The service has spawned a word-of-mouth
advertising phenomenon.
This finding coincides with that of Berk
in a study of the process of innovation
diffusion concerning the M E D L A R S Demand Search Service: "The formal chan*Some respondents evidently checked more
than one possibility here.

Figure 1 .

Frequency of S D C Usage at C E R L

Month
No. of Searches Per Month
x = by data base: o = b y date; a = coincidence of the other two

riels of communication are most important
in the early stages of the diffusion process.
. . . Subsequent diffusion is largely dependent on social interaction involving informal channels of communication" (24,
p. 35).

2. What percentage range of the citations retrieved from your search were
relevant to your research topic?
0-20% 12
20-40% 6_
40-60%
3
60-80% 4
8 0 100% Q
This question is a measure of the precision of the system, or the ratio of relevant
citations to noise. However, the question
did not seek a scientific measure of precision. Rather, in keeping with the user
orientation of this survey, an assessment
of the patrons' "perceived precision" was
sought. Again, the reasons behind the end
users' low estimation of t h e system's
precision were not probed. Instead, the
following question asked for patron reaction to this level of perceived precision.

3. Was it worth sifting through the irrelevant citations to get the relevant ones?
Y E S G N o 1 UNCERTAIN2

The overwhelmingly favorable response
here indicates that, in the opinion of the
experienced end users, the precision of the
system is low in percentage terms, yet this
presents no obstacle to their positive
evaluation of the system in this respect.
4. How easy was it to get actual copies
of t h e d o c u m e n t s r e t r i e v e d by your
search? E A S Y , N O P R O B L E M S 3
M O S T W E R E E A S I L Y F O U N D 14
MANY W E R E H A R D T O G E T 3
To the end user, a bibliographic search
system is not an end in itself, but only a
means to an end. Unless physical access
can be had to the documents referred to in
a literature search, that service is of little
value to the user. Thus it is that the on-line
service must be considered but a part of
the larger process of delivering documents
or usable information to the patron, and

the library's ability to back up the computerized portion of its service is of utmost
importance.
T h e responses obtained to this question
are, of course, particular to the C E R L Library. But such a question as this should
be a serious consideration for any library
weighing t h e possibility of an on-line
service. Can the library build a total
service based on the on-line system?
Closely related to this concept is the library's ability to deliver documents to the
patron under circumstances where the library does not have certain of the items in
its own collection.

5. Did you order any of the documents
from your citation list through the library?
M A N Y 11 A FEW? N O N E 3
T h e results here, a r e again, of local
interest only.

6. Did you receive these documents
within an acceptable length of time for
your research purposes?
YES 14 N O 4- U N C E R T A I N ?
'

Turnaround time is a concept borrowed
by librarians from the terminology of computer science, and in this process it has occasionally been misused. In keeping with
this survey's user orientation, turnaround
time is here understood in the end user's
terms, as the time elapsed from the time
of the request, to the time of the patron's
physical possession of the needed docum e n t ( ~ ) This
.
turnaround time is therefore
the sum of: the response time of the online system and the time spent at the terminal; the time it takes to receive an offline citations list, if generated; and, the
time required by the library to produce
the needed documents.
Obviously, in the case of on-line citations retrieval, t h e response time at the
terminal is not likely to be of significance
compared to the other turnaround times
involved. Turnaround time for the reception of an off-line citations list is usually
about three days. Most significant is the
possibility of the library's needing to order
documents. In the case of the C E R L Library, a small, scientific library, t h e
ordering of documents from N T I S is often
a necessity. The true o r total turnaround

time, then, is often about three weeks.
(The ordering time varies widely, but this
is an accurate average.) T h e responses
from the scientific researchers above indicate satisfaction with this situation. but
certainly room for improvement as well.
T h e preceding discussion points out an
interesting irony of the present state of information retrieval in libraries using onaccess services: bibline biblioerauhic
" .
liographic access has been both expanded
and rendered extremely rapid by the use
of computer technology. Yet, physical access still may involve an appreciable time
lag. This is particularly true of smaller
and special libraries, which, according to
Wanger, Fishburn, and Cuadra 1/91, make
up a large percentage of all libraries using
such on-line svstems. These libraries must
more often rely on the ordering of documents through the mails and interlibrary
loan for actually obtaining the documents
indicated by computer-produced citation
listings. I would suggest either of the
following as the future's ultimate answer
to this dilemma: full text storage and
retrieval by computer devices; or, a more
inexpensive transfer of document information through advanced telecommunications systems. In consideration of modern
teleprocessing technologies, these a r e not
necessarily mutually exclusive categories.

7. Would you be interested in periodic
update searches on your research topic?
YES1 NO
UNCERTAIN?
From both the comments received and
the responses above, it appears that this
q u e s t i o n a n d t h e m e c h a n i c s of t h e
proposed search updates were not clearly
understood by many of those surveyed.

8. Do you think that the on-line search
service is a useful addition to other library
services?
25 N O 9 U N C E R T A I N 1
YES This question was intended as a general
index to user satisfaction with the on-line
service. T h e clearly favorable response
was frequently supported by comments
(question 14, the last question, asked for
comments), and this positive evaluation
matches virtually all professional library
literature on this point.

9. A r e there any other subject areas
that you would like to see made available
through this system'? (please specify) 2

is used by the library to cover the cost of
its own occasional u s e of t h e on-line
system. This charge is approximately
equivalent to the commercial r a t e of such
a service.
In view of the apparent high cost of such
a service, and also in regard to the debate
in the literature of the early 1970s on the
costs of this service, the overwhelmingly
positive response generated on this question was not anticipated. T h e findings here
echo those of Cooper and DeWaith ( 1 / and
Elman 14 1, among others.
A n d again, t h e c o m m e n t s by t h e
respondents clearly reinforce the contention of Hawkins ( 1 6 ) that patrons a r e willing to pay for the convenience and speed
provided by the on-line systems. A typical
comment was offered by the patron who

One of the suggestions received was for
a computer science data base. With file
maintenance and t h e rapidity of t h a t
maintenance being major advantages of
on-line data bases, the rapidly changing
field of computer science would seem wellsuited to an on-line data base.

10. Was the search worth its cost? YES
20
4
- N O -I U N C E R T A I N-I I. If you answered NO, would the
search have been worth it at half the cost?
Y E S 1 NO(> U N C E R T A I N L
T h e cost of a search a t C E R L is
charged to the end user's division of the
laboratory. This cost is determined by the
following formula:

rr

I2O%
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time

N o n - U s e r Questionnaire

1 . Do you use the library? A LOTLSOMETIMES
7 LITTLEL N E V E R 2
2 . Have you heard of the on-line search service
before? YES
N O 1
3. Please check all applicable reasons you have
not used this servlce:
A) Find the documents I need for research
on my o w n 6
€3) Don't generally need documents or
printed mater~als
for my w o r k 2
C) Have not been shown clearly what an
on-line search can d o 2
D) Too expensiveQ
E) Takes too l o n g 2
F) Too difficult t o g e t the documents
themselves3
G) The service is not applicable to my f i e l d 2
H) Need the documents themselves, not
lists of d o c u m e n t s 4
I) Other: (please specify) (2)
4. Have you ever used a n y such service
elsewhere? YES 4 NO?
5. Would you hke to receive additional information on this service and the subject areas
covered? YES 3 N O 1
6. Comments: ( 7 )

11

per data base

citations

J

Thus, a user a t C E R L pays the cost of
the service plus an additional 20570,which

Figure 2.

1

1

computer cost
data b a s e )

wrote that "whatever the cost, a literature
search of this kind will save many man
hours and possible brain damage from
long hours in library basements."

12. Were you present at the terminal
during the search? YES 16 N O 2
13. If you answered YES, do you think
that this was helpful? Y E S 15 NO Q
UNCERTAIN 1
These questions were also inspired by
the early debates in the literature on online systems. T h e responses and comments indicate that the patrons believe
their presence at the terminal with the information scientist to be a helpful factor in
the search. Yet none communicated a
desire to operate the terminal themselves.
This evidence supports the concept of the
search as proposed by Maier (23).
The Non-User Form

T h e results of the questionnaire distributed to non-users of the service at
C E R L (see Figure 2) tended to reinforce
the findings discussed above in the previous-user survey. T h e most significant in-

dicators in this form of the survey were
found in t h e c o m m e n t s a n d in t h e
responses to the third question:

3. Please check all applicable reasons
you have not used this service:
Find the documents I need for research on my o w n 6
Don't generally need documents
or printed materials for my work
2
Have not been shown clearly
what an on-line search can d o 2
Too expensive9
Takes too long 2
Too difficult t o g e t the documents
themselves 3
T h e service is not applicable to
my f i e l d 2
Need the documents themselves,
not lists of d o c u m e n t s 4
Other (please specify): ( 2 )
Alternative D) failed to elicit any indication whatsoever that the cost of the
service discouraged use. This parallels the
findings discussed for user-form questions
10and 11.
Responses to alternatives F) and H )
were almost invariably linked to the noting
of A)-indicating
t h a t s o m e of t h e
respondents preferred to find the docu"The results. . . show a strong positive patron evaluation of the on-line based
service at the CERL Library."

ments they require on their own in the library, thereby avoiding the problem of immediate bibliographic access to items the
library might not have in its collection.
Here there was some slight negative reaction to the service because t h e searches
themselves were so rapid, but physical access might still involve the loss of a few
weeks through an ordering process. This
finding parallels that of the user form in its
questions 4, 6, and 14, which indicated a
slightly less favorable reaction to this
aspect of t h e service than many of its
other characteristics.
Other reasons for the non-use of the
system by this minority of project investigators included a lack of knowledge con-

cerning t h e system's capabilities, and
some feelings that literature searches a r e
not germane to particular specialties a t
the laboratory.
Implications

T h e results of this study, then, show a
strong positive patron evaluation of the
on-line based service a t the C E R L Library. T h e only aspect of service receiving
any response for improvement was that
d i s c u s s e d two p a r a g r a p h s earlier. Lancaster (12) has noted that user
studies of this nature often lack suggestions for improvement on the topic of
systems design. Probing that one area of
less-than-total patron satisfaction with the
SDC-based service as discovered in this
study, this author maintains the following
as implied the findings of this survey.
1) On-line bibliographic search systems
have achieved such speed a s to have
rendered themselves but a small portion
of total turnaround time, as that concept
is defined by the end user. Since the online based service is a total service, which
can not be considered complete until the
documents needed a r e in the physical
possession of the patron, further effort
must be directed towards reducing the
time lag between having obtained bibliographic access to an item, and attaining
physical possession of that item. As previously mentioned, ultimately full-text
computerized storage or advanced
t e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s for inexpensive
transfer of large amounts of information
may solve this problem. Teleprocessing,
too, holds some promise. But in the interim, other solutions must be sought.
2 ) Since the cost of the on-line system
was of so little concern to those surveyed,
r e s o u r c e s might be b e t t e r a l l o c a t e d
towards solving the above problem, rather
than to reducing costs in the existing online systems. On-line citations retrieval
appears rapid enough and inexpensive
enough to be evaluated positively by end
users. However, there is some degree of
discontent among those users concerning
the disparity in speeds between on-line
bibliographic access to an item and actual
physical access to that same item. Future

efforts m u s t be directed towards i m ~ r o v ing this aspect of t h e complete service,
rather than towards further improving
only t h e on-line portion of t h e service.
Fortunately, t h e r e is s o m e recognition
t h a t t h e non-computerized components of
t h e total service require development. T h e
national S C A T T s y s t e m p r o p o s e d by
Ackoff ( 2 5 )presents o n e such cornprehensive approach.
3) In t h e c u r r e n t state-of-the-art, it
s e e m s advisable for t h e information
scientist to o p e r a t e t h e search terminal,
with t h e end user standing nearby. T h e pat r o n s surveyed showed no desire to
o p e r a t e t h e terminal themselves.
However, almost all felt their presence
during t h e search to b e of gredt value to
t h e accuracy of t h e search. T h e advent of
very high-level programming languages,
such a s Speakeasy [Argonne National
Laboratory (26)] o r , a shift to natural language systems, a s envisioned by Lancaster
(271, could eventually alter this currently
most efficient m o d u s vivendi.
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The British Film Institute
Resources, Publications, Services
Joseph W. Palmer
California S t a t e University, Fullerton, Calif. 92634

T h e British Film Institute is one of the
world's great centers for film scholarship.
U.S. libraries can benefit from an awareness of the activities and products of its
Information and Documentation Division
and other departments.

LIBRARIANS
providing

assistance to
cinema researchers should be aware of the
resources, publications, and services of
one of the world's great centers for film
scholarship, the British Film Institute. Of
particular interest are the Information
and Documentation Division, the Publications Department, and the National Film
Archive's Cataloguing and Stills Sections.
What is BFI?
T h e British Film Institute is a government-funded membership organization
controlled by a Board of Governors appointed by the Secretary of S t a t e for
Education and Science. It was founded in
1933 "to encourage the development of
the a r t of the film, to promote its use as a
record of contemporary life and manners,
and to foster public appreciation and
study of it from these points of view." A
1976 brochure adds to the foregoing, "to
foster study and appreciation of films for
television a n d television p r o g r a m m e s
generally, [and] to encourage the best use
of TV."

T o achieve its missions, BFI engages in
a variety of activities. It collects and
preserves representative and historically
i m p o r t a n t films; it m a i n t a i n s two
m e m b e r s h i p t h e a t e r s in London and
services over 40 regional theaters in the
rest of Britain; it publishes journals,
m o n o g r a p h s , a n d filmographies; it
provides lecturers and film study materials to schools; it offers film courses and
sponsors productions; it rents films; and it
collects and processes for use an outstanding collection of published and unpublished materials relevant to cinema.
T h e British Film Institute consists of
the following departments: National Film
Archive, National Film Theatre, Production Board, Educational Advisory Service,
Film Availability Services, Editorial, Information and Documentation, Regions,
Publications and Membership Services.

Information and Documentation Division
The Information and Documentation
Division is headed by Brenda Davies and
her deputy, Gillian Hartnoll. On Mar 1,
1977, t h e division moved into new,
enlarged quarters at 127 Charing Cross
Road, London. T h e new facilities provide
soundproof space for playback of the oral
history collection that is currently being
developed.
T h e resources of the division include
over 23,000 books and pamphlets and current subscriptions to over 250 periodicals.

I t acquires virtually everything on cinema
published in English, as well as most
publications in F r e n c h , I t a l i a n , and
German, and important publications in
other languages. T h e New Accessions lists
for April to June and July to September
1976 list 272 books and pamphlets with
imprints from: Great Britain, the United
States, France, Germany, Italy, Sweden,
Switzerland, Hungary, Belgium, Ireland,
India, Austria, Iran, and Mexico. During
this period, 25 new periodical subscriptions and backruns on microfilm of movie
periodicals from the twenties were acquired.
G. K. Hall Company photographed the
division's card catalog and published it in
book form in 1975. (See the Appendix to
this article for details on publications
mentioned.) This constitutes a major
reference work to assist cinema scholars
and librarians. T h e catalog is updated by
the division's quarterly list of N e w Accessions. This list, which is an excellent selection aid, is mailed free of charge to
those requesting it. (While free, a remittance to cover mailing costs is appropriate.)
In 1975, the Information and Documentation Division answered over 27,000
telephone and mail inquiries. It is willing
to answer overseas queries, but it requests
that it be used as a last-not first-resort.
That is, major U.S. information sources
should be approached first.
T h e backbone of the division's reference
service is its c a r d indexes. Since t h e
thirties, the staff has been going through
new periodicals and books and indexing
them for motion pictures, personalities,
and subjects. The "Film Title Index" has
cards for over 200,000 films. It gives basic
information about each film, as well as citations to periodical articles and reviews.
World Microfilms has photographed these
files and is making them available on 136
reels of 16mm microfilm.
A number of British and some foreign
daily a n d weekly n e w s p a p e r s and
magazines which a r e not added to the
permanent collection are clipped for reviews and articles. These are microfilmed
on 16mm and put into microjackets to
achieve a fiche format. They a r e then

interfiled with the card indexes. Thus, a
patron seeking information on a specific
film (e.g., Five Easy Pieces) would be
given both the descriptive and citation
cards from the Film Title Index and appropriate clipping in microjackets.
U.S. libraries can avail themselves of
another service of the Information and
Documentation Division-the excellent
bibliographies on special topics, compiled
by staff members. At present, there a r e 6 2
bibliographies in the series. These a r e also
distributed free of charge, but, again, a
remittance to cover postage should be included with requests. An example of these
bibliographies is Book Library Bibliography No. 19: Jean Luc Godard. This
lists 17 monographs, relevant sections in
21 other books, I91 journal articles and
reviews, and scripts of 28 films. Languages of cited materials include English,
French, and Italian.
As another activity of the division, staff
members compile the British National
Film Catalogue, a subject listing of nonfiction and short films released in Great
Britain. The B N F C has been published
since 1963. It became a responsibility of
the Information and Documentation Division in 1972.
During the last 10 years, the Information and Documentation Division has
begun to aggressively seek to acquire
production scripts of films released in
Britain. Gillian Hartnoll goes through the
Monthly Film Bulletin and writes to
producers of newly released features asking for copies of the script. T h e collection,
which is included in the G. K. Hall catalog
in a separate section, contains more than
4,000 items. These scripts a r e for inlibrary reference use only, and, to protect
copyright, no photocopying is permitted.
Special collections of the division include scrapbooks and personal papers of
various persons and a collection of "campaign books" containing promotional advertising for c o m m e r c i a l f e a t u r e s .
Processing of these primary source materials is in progress. Some of the special
collections are listed in the 1976 publication of the International Federation of
Film Archives (FIAF), Directory of Film
and TV Docunzentation.

Publications Department

National Film Archive

T h e central office for the sale of BFI
publications is the Publications Department located at 72 Dean Street, London
W I V 6AA. Many of these items a r e prepared by the Editorial Division. Serial
publications in this category include: Sight
and Sound, the Monthly Film Bulletin,
BFI News, and the National Film Theatre
Programme.
Sight and Sound is an internationally
renowned quarterly which features wellwritten, profusely illustrated articles and
reviews. T h e M o n t h l y Film Bulletin
describes and reviews all feature films
released in Britain-regardless of their
national origin. BFI News is a monthly
n e w s l e t t e r d i s t r i b u t e d to i n s t i t u t e
members which reports on developments
and events within BFI. T h e National Film
Theatre Programme records and announces films shown a t the two National
Film Theatres in London. Each film shown
receives an annotation, and most a r e
represented by a production still. These
programmes can be valuable reference
aids for U.S. film libraries. T h e program
for December 1976 to February 1977 included a retrospective of Roger Corman
productions, 18 films by Hollywood director Gregory LaCava, Czech New Wave
films of the sixties, 15 features by Harold
Lloyd, Soviet films, Chilean films, prizewinning short films, and documentaries by
a British filmmaker of the forties, Richard
Massingham.
In addition to these serials, the institute
publishes v a l u a b l e m o n o g r a p h s a n d
pamphlets which a r e not normally distributed through commercial channels and
must be ordered directly from the institute. New publications in this category
a r e advertised in issues of Sight and
Sound. A recent example is Fassbinder, a
62-page publication edited by Tony Rayns.
It contains essays on and an interview with
Rainer Werner Fassbinder, the German
filmmaker currently regarded as one of
the world's major talents. The booklet
also provides an annotated filmography of
his work and a bibliography of articles
available in English, German, French, and
Danish.

One of the original aims of the British
Film Institute was "to maintain a national
repository of films of permanent value."
In 1961, the area of interest was officially
extended to encompass television productions, as well. T h e division responsible for
achieving this goal is the National Film
Archive. A 1976 brochure describes its
role as "to select, acquire, preserve, document and make permanently available for
research and study a national collection of
films and television programmes of all
kinds exhibited or transmitted in the U K
from any source and of any nationality
which have lasting value as works of art,
examples of cinema and television history,
historical o r scientific records, portraiture, o r records of contemporary life and
behaviour." There a r e efforts under way
to legislate that producers of new films
distributed in Britain must offer depository copies to the archive. At present,
most of the 25,000 titles owned have been
acquired by voluntary donations.
Safety films and television tapes a r e
stored a t Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire,
where t h e Cataloguing Section is also
housed. Flammable n i t r a t e prints a r e
preserved in 162 security vaults at another
location (Aston Clinton). A number of
films in the archive have been duplicated
to create copies that a r e available for
viewing by scholars either at Berkharnsted
or at the offices in London a t 81 Dean
Street. Such films a r e listed in the publication, Catalogue of Viewing Copies.
Cataloguing Section. T h e only complete
lists of films in the archive a r e the copies
of the Provisional Catalogue at Berkhamsted and at 81 Dean Street. Every
new acquisition is entered into this catalog
with known credits indicated. Eventually,
each film is viewed and cataloged in detail.
This cataloging is placed in the Permanent
Catalogue. Since viewing each film individually is a time-consuming process, the
Permanent Catalogue is far from complete. It is supplemented by Subject,
Biographical, and C a s t Indexes.
Eventually, they hope to publish a complete catalog for the archive collection. At
p r e s e n t , t h r e e s e c t i o n s h a v e been

Figure 1 . The Stills Section Prior to 1976.
One Million Stills in 80 Metal File Cabinet
Drawers.

Figure 2. The Stills Section Today. Automated Retrieval with the Lektriever
System.

published. Since these include some of the
rarest items in the collection, they are
invaluable aids for film scholars in the
United S t a t e s . Included a r e silent
newsreels from 1895 to 1933, silent nonfiction films, and silent fiction films.
Stills Section. T h e stills collection of the
National Film Archive will be of interest
to U.S. librarians not only because of the
materials themselves, but because of the
way they have been arranged for retrieval.
This is one of the world's largest collections. It contains over a million stills from
more than 45,000 films and of more than
9,000 individual performers. T h e collection, which is administered by Michelle
Snapes, is located at 81 Dean Street,
London W 1V 6AA. Requests for information about holdings from overseas individuals and for copies of stills will be
honored. However, researchers should be
aware of the numerous sources of stills in
the United States. Such sources are listed
in Picture Sources 3, edited by Ann
Novotny (Special Libraries Association,
New York, 1975).
Prior to 1976, the stills collection was
housed in 80 metal file cabinets. As can be
seen (Figure I), this arrangement consumed a great deal of space and required
much running back and forth and stretching and stooping on the part of the staff.

T h e r e was also m u c h handling and
physical abuse to the collection resulting
from the overcrowded drawers, the
physical handling of adjacent materials in
retrieving items, and the danger of stills
being ripped and abraded while the heavy
metal drawers were opened and shut.
Investigating a l t e r n a t i v e s to t h e s e
cabinets, S n a p e s approached SperryRemington C o m p a n y to s e e if their
Lektriever system could be adapted to
BFI needs. As a result, the cabinets have
been replaced by five Lektriever units
(Figure 2). T h e new system is eminently
satisfactory, conserving space, speeding
up retrieval, and reducing wear and tear
on both staff and materials. Each enclosed
unit contains 20 shelves. These rotate at
the press of a button to the appropriate alphabetical range.
In addition to stills, the Stills Section
contains 60,000 color transparencies, 600
original set designs, and 3,000 posters.
T h e poster collection is especially good for
English language films of the thirties and
forties. Certain important posters are being mounted on linen and deacidified.
Conclusion
T h e collections of the British Film Institute constitute a resource of interna-

tional significance. S o m e of its unique
holdings a n d services c a n only be utilized
on-site. However, through its publications
and its willingness to respond to certain
specialized r e q u i r e m e n t s through t h e
mail, t h e institute facilitates film scholar-

ship beyond its national borders. Finally,
its program of activities and services constitutes a model of excellence which libraries, institutions, a n d nations can profitably study and emulate.

Appendix
(Unless otherwise indicated, items may be obtained from the BFI Publications Department, 72
Dean Street, London W 1 V 6AA England.)
Publications of the British Film Institute
Annual Report. 1934BFI News. 1972
Inembers
Reports O n
activities and developments within the institute, new publications, new services.
Sight and Sound. 1932Quarterly. O n e of t h e world's most
esteemed and influential cinema periodicals.
Scholarly yet readable articles dealing with
significant films, directors, genres, and styles
in world cinema. Reviews of new films and of
new books on the cinema. (U.S. subscriptions:
Eastern News Distributors, Inc., 11 1 Eighth
Avenue, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10011 . )
Monthly Film Bulletin. 1934Reviews of every feature film released in
Great Britain. Full credits, plot synopsis,
serious critical evaluation. Checklists of the
works of individual directors, actors,
cameramen, designers, etc. are a regular feature.
National Film Theatre Programme. 1957Approximately 7 issues a year. Films shown
a t t h e National Film T h e a t r e s include
retrospectives of directors, actors, genres; new
films; documentaries; experimental films; films
from major and third world nations. These
programmes provide a still and a brief annotation for most films shown.
National Film Archive Catalqpe.
Part I: Silent News Films, 18951933, 2d
ed., 1965.
Part II: Silent Non-Fiction Films,
1895-1934. 1960.

Part III: Silent Fiction Films, 1895-1 930.
1966.
Published catalogs that describe films in the
BFI archives in the above categories. Further
volumes will be published as cataloguing of the
archives is completed, For each film, major
credits, running time, and a synopsis o f c o n t e n t
are included. Arrangement is by country of
origin and then by year of production.
Catalogue of Viewing Copies. 197 1 . Supplement. 1974.
More than 3,000 films from the archives
have been duplicated for on-premises viewing
at BFI by serious students and researchers.
These are listed and indexed by subject and director.
Films on Offer.
Annual publication listing films for which
rental copies a r e available-within
Britain from BFI's Central Booking Agency.

Monographs and Pamphlets. Items currently
available include:
Don Siegel: American Cinema, by Alan Lovell
The Work of Dorothy Arzner: Towards a
Feminist Cinema, edited by C l a i r e
Johnston
Ozu, edited by John Gillett and David
Wilson
Fussbinder, edited by Tony Rayns
Slructural
Anthology, edited by Peter
Gidal
Cinema in Finland, edited by Jim Hillier
Labour Power in the British Film Industry,
by Michael Chanan
Notes on Women's Cinema, by the Society
for Education in Film and T V

Structures of Television, by Richard Dyer
Light Entertainment, by Richard Dyer
Television and the February 1974 General
Election, by Trevor Pateman
Football on Television, edited by Edward
Buscom be
Television News, by Richard Collins
Television Documentary Usage, by Dai
Vaughan
Algerian Cinema, edited by Hala Salmane,
Simon Hartog and David Wilson
Making "Legend of the Werewolf,"by
Edward Buscombe
A Change of Tack: Making "The Shadow
Line," by Boleslaw Sulik
Publications of the Information and
Documentation Division
Catalogue of the Book Library of the British
Film Institute. 3 Volumes, Boston: G. K. Hall
Co., 1975. $240.00.
The card catalogue of the book collection
(about 20,000 titles) photographically reproduced in book form. Includes: Author
Catalogue; Title Catalogue; Script Catalogue;
Subject Catalogue (classified arrangement);
Personality Index; Film Index. (Order from: G.
K. Hall Co., 70 Lincoln Street, Boston, Massachusetts, 021 1 1 .)
Periodical Holdings, 1974.
Lists titles and holdings of periodicals in the
collection.
List of New Accessions.
Quarterly. Subject listing of new books and
periodicals added to the collection. (Free.
Request from: BFI Information and Documentation Division, 127 Charing Cross Road,
London.)
British National Film Catalogue. 1963Q u a r t e r l y with annual cumulations. A
calssified list of non-fiction and short films
newly available in Great Britain. Extensive
Indexes.
British Film Institute. Film Title Index,
1908-1976. 2d. ed. 1976. London: World
Microfilms. 126 reels of 16mm positive microfilm. $2,250; Biennial supplements to be
published.
The card indexes prepared by the department have been microfilmed. The Film Title
Index lists over 200,000 films including feature
films, documentaries, cartoons, and most other
categories except for newsreels and films made
entirely for television. Descriptive information

plus references to reviews and periodical articles are provided for these films. (Order from:
World Microfilms, 62 Queen's Grove, London
NW8 6BR.)
British Film Institute. Personaliry and General
Subject Index. 1975. London: World Microfilms. 10 reels of 16mm microfilm. $205.
Citations to periodical articles indexed by
the department between about 1935 and 1974.
Actors, directors, producers, critics, etc.
(Order from: World Microfilms)
Book Library Bibliographies.
Citations to books, parts of books, and periodical articles. International sources cited.
(Free. Request from IAD Division.)
I) Sergei M. Eisenstein. May 1976.
2) Ingmar Bergman. November 197 1.
3) American Film Musical. August 1976.
4) History of the Cinema: a select reading
list. November 1972.
5) Film Music. September 1975.
6) Marilyn Monroe. December 1975.
7) Stanley Donen. July 1975.
8) Jean Renoir. July 1976.
9) Editing: Technique. January 1972.
10) Editing: General and Aesthetics. February 1972.
1 I) Script-writing. May 1976.
12) Film Production. May 1976.
13) British Film Industry. June 1976.
14) Film Animation Technique. July 1976.
15) American Serials. November 1976.
16) Horror Films. July 197 1.
17) British Cinema: a select reading list.
May 1976.
18) American Westerns. November 197 1.
19) Jean-Luc Godard. March 1976.
20) Arthur Penn. August 1971.
2 1) Pier Paolo Pasolini. November 1973.
22) Greta Garbo. January 1976.
23) Buster Keaton. August 1971.
24) Film-making: an introductory reading
list. May 1976.
25) Pictorial Histories o f the Cinema.
December 1975.
26) Post-war Avante-garde Cinema. 1977.
27) AIain Resnais. September 1970.
28) John Ford. November 1975.
29) Elia Kazan. March 1972.
30) Cinema Reference Books. May 1975.
3 1 ) Harold Lloyd. January 1976.
32) Film Comedy. September 1970.
33) Gene Kelly. October 1974.
34) Jacques Demy. November 1973.
35) Jean Cocteau. April 1974.
36) Howard Hawks. July 1976.
37) Alfred Hitchcock. September 1975.

38)
39)
40)
41)

Fred Astaire. November 1973.
Rouben Mamoulian. February 197 1.
Claude Chabrol. March 1976.
Film and TVSound Technique. January
1976.
42) Hollywood Blacklisting. April 1972.
43) F. W. Murnau. November 1976.
44) Luis Bunuel. December 1975.
45) Orson Welles. June 1972.
46) Jean Vigo. November 1976.
47) Alexander Korda. January 1976.
48) Glossaries o f Film and Television
Terms. August 1976.
49) French Cinema: A r t and History.
January 1976.
50) Preston Sturges. December 1973.
51) Women and the Cinema. November
1974.
52) Vincente Minnelli. November 1974.
53) Frank Borzage. August 1976.

54)
55)
56)
57)
58)
59)
60)
61)
62)

James Dean. July 1975.
Alexander Dovzhenko. September 1975.
Film Noir. May 1976.
Stunting. September 1975.
Japanese Cinema: a select reading list.
November 1975.
Yasujiro Ozu. November 1975.
Robert Altman. May 1976.
Film Censorship. May 1976.
History of Film Animation. July 1976.
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Commentary on
The Special Librarian/Fee-Based Service Interface
IT HAS been a practice, in other times, for
drinking emporiums to hang signs advertising,
and consequently offering, a free lunch. T h e
catch is that one eating said free lunch pays
through
the
nose
for
the
liquid
accompaniments and leaves with a lunch
"free" in name only ( 1 1. You pay for what you
get.
Special librarians a r e part of an industry
that is just being recognized as an industry and
o n e t h a t is still suffering t h e p a n g s of
generation, organization, and development.
Information is a resource, just like fuel or
other raw materials. Corporations and other
businesses a r e j u s t beginning t o t r e a t
information in this way and to plan for its
supply or evaluate the impact of neglecting the
demands for it within their corporate sphere. It
is our responsibility as professionals to be sure
that our segment of this industry-people
giving d a t a to people--maintains the quality of
our product, information. For if the quality of
d a t a provided to business fails a s a result of
poorly conducted searches or outdated source
m a t e r i a l , all l i b r a r i a n s suffer f r o m t h e
r e s u l t a n t diminished credibility. Business
people are demanding more and better d a t a
with which t o m a k e decisions ( 2 ) . T h e
Minneapolis Public Library and several other
public institutions 131 offer fee-based services
such as I N F O R M 14) to meet this demand, to
acquire and maintain access to specialized
collections, a n d t o p r o v i d e high-quality
c o n t r a c t u a l ( a n d t h e r e f o r e confidential)
service.
Need for Fee-Based Services
P r o p o n e n t s of t h e s a n c t i t y of special
libraries argue that each library will build its
own s u p e r l a t i v e collection a n d o p e r a t e
independently, hence having no need for feebased service. Y e t . with i n f o r m a t i o n in

technical a r e a s p r o j e c t e d t o d o u b l e
approximately every four years (5 i, an internal,
complete collection is not only unrealistic and
unreasonable, but an economically ineffectual
goal. In subject areas where demands a r e
i n f r e q u e n t o r collections a r e a l r e a d y in
existence somewhere else, it is cheaper and
quicker to use the already established
collection and to use it through someone with a
day-to-day knowledge of that collection. W e
are all proud of our own special expertise, but
each of us is limited. W e need to rely on others
when they have something unique to offer.
Many corporate clients come directly to
I N F O R M for t h e i r i n f o r m a t i o n a l n e e d s ,
bypassing their company libraries for one of a
number of reasons. T h e business person may
think that the special librarian is too busy or
not concerned enough with the nature and
urgency (6 1 (whether real or imagined) of his or
her problem. H e or she may feel that the
library's resources a r e too specialized o r not
specialized enough to be of help, or may be
unaware that the company even has a librarian
to help with informational needs. I f the special
librarian is being bypassed, serious questions
about the role of the corporate librarian should
be raised.
I N F O R M does not aspire to replace any
librarian, but rather to support and
supplement the librarian's resources when the
occasion is appropriate. T h e business person
does not c a r e how the answers a r e obtained,
only t h a t t h e i n f o r m a t i o n is a c c u r a t e ,
pertinent, and provided quickly. The crucial
point is, however, that it is the corporate
librarian who can best assess the nature of the
question in the context of the company and
evaluate the immediate resources a t hand and
the potential resources of fee-based services
such as I N F O R M , to determine the most
efficient and fruitful steps to take. It should be
the professional judgment of the librarian to

decide that an outside agency can conduct the
search most efficiently because of its special
skills o r b e c a u s e it p o s s e s s e s a useful
anonymity that is necessary to protect the
interests of the company. T h e requestor will
r e m e m b e r only e x c e l l e n t service. T h e
librarian's position in thecorporate structure is
strengthened by interfacing the decision maker
with the relevant information; and services like
I N F O R M gain professional support, respect,
and cooperation.
Call for Cooperation
Cooperation is an often heard word these
days, but one that does not fully define the
present relationship between special librarians
and fee-based research services. I N F O R M ,
l o c a t e d in t h e c e n t r a l b r a n c h of t h e
Minneapolis Public Library, has access to an
excellent collection on its own premises, but to
be effective, must access academic, research,
and private libraries a s well as contact trade
associations, experts in specialized fields,
companies, or any other source anywhere in
the world to provide accurate information.
Often, it is a corporate library somewhere in
the United States that owns the particular
journal that will facilitate I N F O R M ' S search.
Their cooperation in supplying non-proprietary
information enables I N F O R M to do a better
job a n d provides s o m e m e c h a n i s m for
repayment to the loaner. When the librarian a t
Amalgamated Widget calls, Acme Widget is
usually willing to help, but repetitive requests
for photocopy can become a burden on good
will. A middle service c a n facilitate such
requests by plugging into the most accessible
collection (stressing those that are public) and
relying on private collections only if necessary.
It is this cooperation and support that gives
special librarians a degree of control over the
quality of information that is distributed by our
mutual industry and allows enforcement of a
high standard for the searches performed.
Every community should have an I N F O R M type service available to provide the corporate
librarian with a face-to-face tie-in to the broad
informal n e t w o r k of public a n d p r i v a t e
information sources across the United States.
Only if all segments of the information industry
maintain high standards can our professional
group gain stature and respect as well as
increase t h e d e m a n d for all our various
information services. Those such as I N F O R M

a r e the special librarian's legs, eyes, and brain
when h e o r s h e needs t h e m . N o t to use
INFORM-type operations or to encourage
other such services to be established in many
localities is to narrow the scope of service that
a librarian can offer his or her institution.
When Avis began its extensive "we try harder"
campaign, they were not able to change their
position in t h e c a r r e n t a l m a r k e t . T h e
campaign was responsible, however, for a
tremendous boom in the car rental business a s
a whole and better service from all t h e
component companies (7). The same can and
will occur within the information industry if
every business community will become more
and more reliant upon those who can supply its
needs.
The Special Librarian as Consumer Advocate
Part of the payment for good fee-based
service must be t h e force of t h e special
librarian a s c o n s u m e r advocatf;. S p e c i a l
librarians have to demand a good quality of
work and to expose and publicize poor quality,
because all information service, fee-based or
"free," is a reflection on the entire industry.
Thus, each of us needs to assume a watchdog
role in relation to new entries into our field.
This has to be a professional responsibility. W e
c a n n o t afford t o l e t o u t s i d e r s establish
standards for the quality of work that is a part
of, and reflects on, the totality of our industry.
Librarians m u s t also d e m a n d a system
whereby local s e r v i c e is i n t e g r a t e d and
compatible with o t h e r services across t h e
country and even worldwide. For example, the
Business Information Service a t 3 M can utilize
I N F O R M so well because it is not hindered by
long d i s t a n c e p h o n e calls, lengthy c o r respondence, or a name and a voice with no
face. 3M and I N F O R M are familiar with each

others' proficiency, collection, goals-and
shortcomings. But 3M needs to tap into a
whole system through one contact. The company will lose what has been gained through
cooperation if the librarian has to spend whole
days on the phone. The need for an integrated
U.S. network of fee-based services is real-it is
preferable to see a strong network grow as a
result of a professional demand rather than
have a wide variety of noncooperating services
grow as a result of corporate librarians' failure
to recognize corporate information needs.
In Conclusion

And now, a second law of economics-the
rich get richer and the poor get poorer (8). The
corporate librarian who interacts with the
relevant and reliable fee-based services gets
richer-in the sense that he or she is providing
t h e requestor with t h e best available
information, regardless of whether it is inhouse or not. And as we all know, good
information is addictive to the receiver. And
the poor, for whatever reason, are providing
their requestors with a diet lean in information
calories--and not stimulating the appetite for
more. W e a r e all accountable for our
professional existence, and our success can be
measured in the support (or lack of it) provided
by corporate management.
In summary, if you are less than satisfied
with the service you've been providing; or you
are more overworked than usual and can't see

your way out-take
lunch.

an information broker to
Nancy M. Kingman
3M Business Library
St. Paul, Minn. 55101
Carol Vantine
Minneapolis Public Library
Minneapolis, Minn. 55401
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"A person who is well trained to begin with,
and then works conrantly at keeping up with
the times . . . who is willing to cope with the
new technologies. I t is someone who approaches every job as a problem to be solved
and has the ability to cut through to the core of
the problem. It is also someone with a tough attitude toward work, and by tough I mean the
ability to justify demands for money and staff
to management and to say "no" to management when "no" is the answer."
That is Shirley Echelman's definition of a
first-rate special librarian. And it is just about
the perfect description of Shirley Echelman,
the new President of Special Libraries Association, and assistant vice-president of one of the
largest banks in the United States, Chemical
Bank of New York.
Shirley takes her job seriously; she thinks it
is virtually impossible to over-emphasize the
importance of the role special librarians can
play in their companies now and in the years
ahead. "Knowing how to manage, acquire, organize and retrieve information is becoming an
increasingly
valuable business commodity-and when I say valuable I mean profits, dollars. Unless special librarians realize
just how important that function is in today's
business world, we are going to be swallowed
up. Already, business school graduates are
assuming titles like Vice President in charge of
Information Services, with no library training
at all."
Actually, Shirley started out in business life
"with no library training at all"-and
little
interest in it. Shirley got a BSc in Economics
from the University of Nebraska at Omaha
and achieved her one goal in life up to that
point: she moved to New York. Through a
friend, she became interested in modern dance
and spent her evenings practicing and studying
with such luminaries as Martha Graham and
Jost Limon. Days she worked in a succession
of jobs that left her bored and dissatisfied, "on
the outside looking in." Her first real sense of
involvement came when she started working
with the Council on Economic and Cultural
Affairs, helping g r a d u a t e students from
Southeast Asia adjust to life in the United
States. She also felt the first stirrings of
interest in librarianship: "Some Japanese
economists came into the office and were fascinated that we could file things alphabetically.
In Japanese, of course, you can't. So we discussed how you could set up file-and-retrieval

systems non-alphabetically. And I was fascinated."
Shortly after that, a friend in an investment
counseling firm asked Shirley if she would be
interested in organizing a research system and
small library for them. Calculating that it
would take about six months, Shirley accepted.
It took five years, and Shirley is firm in acknowledging that she could only have done it
with a lot of help from other librarians, especially SLAers. She singles out Bob Brooks and
Morton Brown, who not only offered enormous
help but urged her to attend library school.
With their encouragement and her husband's
(who said, "You're doing a professional job and
getting a clerical salary"), Shirley enrolled at
Rutgers, after nearly 10 years out of school,
and in 1966 received her MLS. Her idea at that
time was that librarianship would get her out of
the business world and into the placid groves of
academe, "a terrible misconception of
academic life," she now comments ruefully,
Working as an assistant to Leon Henderson,
once an FDR economic advisor, and "a fine
teacher," she was introduced to an economist
at Chemical Bank, who asked Shirley to come
over and form a research library for them. "I
figured I would flop and could retire to the life
of my dreams."
Obviously she did not flop, and that comes as
no surprise to anyone who knows her. Shirley's
combination of total commitment and good
common sense, her ability to be both calm and
intensely involved, have earned her the respect
of her peers both inside and outside the
profession.
Shirley has taken an active interest in SLA
because she thinks its size and structure make
it a viable organization, and she believes in its
goals. "I think we can be tremendously effective in setting up solid and ongoing educational
programs in new technologies, and in management techniques and methods." And Shirley

feels SLA can take the lead in reevaluating the
status of special librarians. "We have to show
ourselves to be worth more money by being
worth more money," she emphasizes.
Besides her ongoing involvement in SLA,
Shirley expects to continue writing and lecturing. She says that "Libraries are Businesses,
Too!", for which she received the 1975 H. W.
Wilson Company Award for the Best Paper
Published in Special Libraries, was written to
clarify her own job in her own mind, so that she
could go to management and say, "These are
my goals; this is what the library does; this is
what we should be doing." Shirley adds that
Chemical Bank has been terrifically supportive
of her needs,in organizing the library, increasing its effectiveness, forming a staff, and becoming involved in SLA.

Shirley's private life is very quiet and very
oriented to New York City. She and her husband, Elliot, share a commitment to projects
aimed at enhancing the quality of life in New
York. She likes to cook and to listen to opera.
She loves to travel and looks forward to the
day when she will have time to return to an
early hobby-weaving. And right now she is
working on a very special collection:
first editions of books that a r e set in libraries-especially mysteries.
I am willing to wager that, in very short
order, it will be one whale of a collection.
GEORGE BARLOW
Chief Librarian
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
New York, N.Y.

'

Shirley Echelman

W H E NMary G r a n t and Rocco Crachi asked
m e a t the S t . Petersburg Winter Meeting if I
would stand for the S L A presidency, my first
reactions were that my librarian friends would
think m e presumptuous. that my staff would
rebel at the enormous additional burden a successful candidacy would place on them, that
my boss would veto the whole idea. and that
my husband would say I had taken leave of my
senses entirely. I therefore discussed the idea
with all of t h e s e categories of people in
reverse oTder, of course. My husband and my
boss were both surprisingly encouraging, my
staff allowed as how they were perfectly capable of running the library without my constant
physical presence, and my librarian friends
were unanimously in I'avor of both the enterprise and the timing.
Encouraged by this support, I spent my year
as President-Elect with a pleasant sense of anticipation and considerable equanimity. During
this past year, I have traveled m o r e than 6,000
miles for SI.A, t isiting C h a p t e r s and performing other business for the Association. and I
have talked and correhponded with several
hundred members. I have learned a great deal
about the concerns, hopes. and desires of our
colleagues; and about what they look to S L A ' s
leadership to do to meet those concerns and
satisfy those hopes and desires. I met with ingenuous confidence and profound disaffection,
much of' the first and little of the second, thank
the Lord. I must tell you that now that the time
has nearly arrived, 1 approach the office tor
which I have spent a full year preparing under
the able tutelage of Mark Baer and Miriam
T e e s in a s t a t e resernbling terror.
A number of past S L A presidents with
whom I have spoken recently assured m e that
this state is a common one, and that it will
pass. It arises, I think, from the respect which
has accrued to this ollice during the 68 years of
SLA's life and which mantles each of us in
turn, whether we will it so or not. It arises also
from an apparent c o n ~ i c t i o non the part of
many members that the President of S L A
should do more than lead the Association on a
certain path that in addition to leading, the
President should, by some magical process.

define t h a t very path itself. This is, of course,
an impossibility for any single person; but it
seems to have been expressed more and m o r e
often in recent years, during which time the
traditional parameters of librarianship have
changed so dramatically.
T h e questions we now face a r e not only
methodological but ontological. Not only how
do we do whatever it is we do; but what is it
that we do? W h a t is a librarian these days? I
spent hours searching in libraries and other
strange places in the hope t h a t I would be able
to stand before you all this morning with an
answer-a clear, faceted jewel of an answer
that would shine for us and light our way in t h e
year ahead. Alas, it is not to be-for librarians
a r e not one thing but many. I t is not simply
what we do t h a t defines librarianship, but also
the commodity to which we d o it.
T h a t commodity is information-and it is becoming clear that information, which h a s always been regarded by librarians as vital,
powerful, and central to civilized progress and
polity, is indeed all of these things and more. I t
is also fast becoming o n e of t h e most expensive
of all commodities. I t is expensive to produce,
expensive to refine and process, and expensive
to gain access to. N o commodity h a s
experienced t h e phenomenal r a t e of increase in
retail cost in t h e last 25 years that information
has experienced-not copper, not coffee, not
even petroleum. Those who were once accustomed to paying several hundreds of dollars
a year for indexes to the periodical literature of
a given discipline now regard several thousands
of dollars a month a s a necessary, if not
reasonable, price for access to similar information from a computer terminal.
Since ours is a society in which price and
value seem to be inextricably entwined, one's
first reaction to this realization about information might well be one of thankfulness. I t would
seem r e a s o n a b l e t h a t , a s this perception
spreads through society, t h e connection
between librarians and information will automatically enhance our economic status. After
all, a r e we not the physicists, the engineers, t h e
comptrollers of this precious resource? Indeed
we should be and we have been in t h e past; but

it is no longer certain that we will continue in
this role in the future. The very facts of price
and power have attracted others to the information resource as a source of livelihood-others who bring skills not traditionally
associated with librarianship. Communications
systems design, the management of computers
and associated hard- and soft-ware, and marketing skills of various kinds now affect not
only the users of information but also the very
availability of information--what categories of
information are to be packaged, how they are
to be offered to users, and at what price. These
decisions define, to a growing extent, the nature of the information resource as a whole. Although some of the people who are actively involved in this decision-making process are, or
have been, librarians, most are not. They are
systems analysts, computer managers and
programmers, and marketing people. In other
words, librarians are now locked in competition
for their livelihoods in what was once their
nearly exclusive domain. In order to maintain a
similar connection with information in the future as the one which we have traditionally
enjoyed, we need to sharpen and extend all of
our traditional skills and to master a number of
new ones. We need to learn how to apply our
considerable knowledge about information itself to augment our competitive position as organizers and managers of the information
resource-to enhance both our intellectual and
economic standing.
If we bend our energies toward this end, we
will no longer need to be concerned about our
"professional status." Those of you who have

Ziegfeld Theater rooftop painting and t h e
park across from City Center w e r e t h e sights
afforded by s o m e New York Hilton windows.

been listening closely may have noticed that I
have only o n c e used t h a t word--"professionalfl--and I have not referred to librarianship as a "profession." I admit that I
have been as guilty as any other living librarian
of working these poor hackneyed words to
death; I herewith apologize to one and all and
promise to reform. 1have received letters from
numerous librarians in the past year, as I said
earlier, and have read dozens and dozens of
articles. In both, the terms are ubiquitous. It
seems to me that there is an inverse ratio
between the good sense of the content of any
given letter or article and the number of times
that the sad old words appear on the page. The
time has come for all of us to stop worrying so
much about what we are called and whether we
are deemed to be "professional," and to get on
with the work for which we were educated and
trained. T h a t work is t h e organization,
management, and dissemination of information-that most precious resource, upon which
civilization depends for its historical perspective, its current decisions, and its future direction.
Thank you all for the confidence you have
expressed in me by electing me President of
SLA. I promise that I shall do my utmost to
insure that your confidence has not been misplaced.
Mrs. Echelman's inaugural remarks were
presented at the Annual Business Meeting, Jun
8, 1977, during SLA's 68th Annual Conference
in New York.
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Mark H. Baer

THEpast

year has been one of substantial
growth and change for the Association. As
might be expected this has been attended by
some growing pains and is somewhat analogous
to what happens to companies a s they grow
from small organizations with a sense of informality and quick communication to multinational corporations where the relaxed and informal structure becomes more difficult to
maintain.
Certainly the presidents of Chapters as well
a s the chairmen of Divisions have sensed this
change as their own units grew, and it has been
the same with the continued growth of the
entire Association.
If, through this growth, we lose some of the
informality and lack of structure, we also gain,
as do companies, the advantages that come
with larger size. It is unlikely that an organization of 3,000 members could have exhibited the
leadership and influence with regard to modification of the wording of copyright legislation or
have gained the recognition within I F L A that
has accrued to us a s an organization of 10,000
members, the third largest library association
in the world, the second largest in the U.S.
There will shortly be a Special Libraries Division within the IFLA structure which will undoubtedly strengthen and enrich our Association activities on t h e international library
scene.
S o m e examples of areas of growth and
improvement (using 1971 as a comparison
year) are:

Membership
Membership
Chapters
Divisions

197 1 = 6,600 1977 = 9,900
37 1977 =
46
1971 =
1971=
23 1 9 7 7 =
28
+ 30 student groups

Conference
Attendance
Exhibitor
Booths

197 1
1971

=
=

1,649
76

1977 = 4,189
1977 = 182

O n e of the most important areas of improvement is in salaries paid librarians. In the 1976
S L A S a l a r y Survey it was found t h a t librarians' salaries generally have improved by
16% since the 1973 Salary Survey. More importantly, the discrepancy between women's
and men's salaries has decreased measurably.
In the age bracket 20-29, there was no discrepancy reported.

Services

As an organization expands, it must also attempt to expand and enrich the services provided to members. W e a r e coming much closer
to defining and establishing a position of
Professional Development Coordinator, who,
among other duties, will plan and facilitate the
sending of worthwhile educational seminars to
Chapters requesting them. An experimental
pilot project in which a seminar was sent to
four of our Chapters this year was eminently
successful. W e hope that it will be out of the
"experimental" and into t h e "established"
stage by the coming year.
Although there has been a good deal of discussion pro and con, the change, effective with
n e x t y e a r ' s C o n f e r e n c e , t o an u n h o s t e d
conference concept was, in itself. intended as
an additional service to the members. This
change removes the burden of local arrangem e n t s logistics and o t h e r nonprofessional
details for organizing what is now beginning to
be a mammoth event, as well as makes it possible to hold Conferences in areas where there
a r e Chapters too small to consider hosting a
Conference or where there a r e no members a t
all, but the facilities for Conferences a r e adequate to our growing needs. After the 1978
Conference in Kansas City and t h e 1979
Conference in Honolulu, there will be ample
opportunity t o review t h e advantages and

President M a r k Baer accepts a n e n g r a v e d d e s k set from Past President Tees.

disadvantages relative to the earlier host concept.
As an additional service to members the
Board is offering a voluntary insurance plan for
Accidental Death & Dismemberment to its
m e m b e r s and their dependents a t a very
reasonable annual premium rate.
A s an e x p a n d e d s e r v i c e to p o t e n t i a l
members and particularly minorlty members,
the Scholarship Committee, in conjunction
with t h e C o m m i t t e e o n Positive Action
Program for Minority Groups, has expanded
the programs of financial aid to library school
students. In addition to the four scholarships of
$2,500.00 now given, and for which qualified
minority group applicants a r e eligible, three financial stipends of $500.00 each will be granted
as financial aid solely to minority library school
students. Selection of the students to receive
these stipends will be made by the Committee
on Positive Action P r o g r a m for Minority
Groups and they will be recommended to the
Scholarship Committee. T h e Scholarship
Committee will help administer and evaluate
the program.

Chapters and Divisions
However, not all of the activity has been at
the Association level-increased growth, after
all, occurs within Chapters and Divisions and
has been reflected in increased activity within
both. C h a p t e r programs, while they have
varied considerably, have included seminars,
w o r k s h o p s a n d p a n e l s on both p r a c t i c a l

aspects of librarianship a s well as on the
broader issue affecting special libraries a t
present.
Among the topics that have been covered
are networks and data bases, management and
budgeting, copyright law, bicentennial and historical themes, library education, continuing library education, microforms, metrication and
local, s t a t e and federal documents. S o m e
Chapters are already involved in working with
their c o l l e a g u e s in planning G o v e r n o r ' s
Conferences in preparation for t h e White
House Conference on Libraries and Information Science to be held in September 1979.
Division activities have been equally varied
and successful. T h e continuing increase in the
excellence of Division program planning for
Conferences benefits many attendees, regardless of their own Divisional affiliation. T h e New
York Conference seemed to m e to set a new
high in excellence of Division programming.
Many publications or publication-related
activities have been reported during the year.
Apart from the many membership directories
published by Divisions during 1976-77, the
Chemistry Division indicated continued work
on the Chemical Trade Names Project, the
Geography and M a p Division reported that the
third edition of Map Collection in United
States and Canada: A Directory was nearing
completion. T h e I n s u r a n c e Division h a s
increased the number of journals indexed in Insurance Periodicals Index.

T h e Pharmaceutical Division loaned $7,000
to Data Courier, Inc., for preparation of a d a t a
b a s e for F D C c i t a t i o n s , and Physics-

Astronomy-Mathematics Division indicated
work in progress to update the Guide to the
Literature of Mathematics and also indicated
progress on the Union List of Astronomical
Serials in North America.
The Transportation Division Coordinating
Committee for TRISNET (Transportation Research Information Systems Network, U.S.
Department of Transportation) is involved in
the planning of a document delivery system.
During the course of the year the Board of
Directors authorized two Provisional Divisions:
Environmental Information Provisional Division and Library Management Provisional Division. Before the Conference had convened,
the Library Management Provisional Division
had achieved more than the membership required for full Division status and the Board
will act, on Friday, June 10, on a petition for
full Division status for them.
The Chemistry Division has introduced a
novel method of facilitating communication regarding the activities of the Division. A network of local representatives knowledgeable in
the affairs of the Division has been established
which, they report, has attracted new members

to the Association as well as to the Division. It
is innovations of this sort that are productive
and creative responses to our growth.
T h e marked increase in the interest of
Chapter and Division officers in instruction in
parliamentary procedure and workshops on
budgeting are a tacit recognition that we are
now too large to continue the informality which
marked administration in our earlier years.
As I mentioned earlier, growth produces
changes; changes to which we must all adapt in
a positive, even though an individual, manner.
A substantial body of literature has been
produced on managing for change which recognizes the necessity of making change work
positively to the benefit of an organization and
its members. We must all realize the implications of our having become a major library
association. We may regret the passing of the
smaller, more intimate gatherings we have
known before at our Conferences, but we must
also plan the manner in which we will, in future, use the advantages and accept the
responsibility of "bigness."
Considering the warm, intelligent support
the Board of Directors has received during the
past year and the willingness of most of our
members to adapt to change and to accept the
challenge and responsibilities attendant upon
the growth of this Association, I am certain the
future holds greater achievements for us than
the past has witnessed.
Mr. Baer's report was presented at the Annual
Business Meeting, Jun 8 , 1977, during SLA's
68th Annual Conference in New York.

Mark Baer and Margreet Wjnstroom find a m o m e n t t o relax
before t h e Awards Luncheon.

Treasurer's Report
Ellis Mount

THEAssociation

continues to have good financial health. I realize this will come a s no
surprise to those of you who have been aware
of t h e reports of my predecessors. However, in
view of t h e financial problems common in
many sectors of society today, I think
reassurance on this point is appropriate.
M y report aims a t giving the highlights of
the general financial situation, not a plethora of
facts and figures beyond a few key totals from
the 1976 Annual Report.
First, the Association ended 19'76 with the
General Fund showing an excess of income
over expenses of some $65,000. This was primarily due to our having an unusually good
year for sales of SLA's hon-Serial Publications. By Board definition, all funds in the NonSerials Publication Fund over $25,000 must be
transferred to the General Fund. Yet, for
example, next year we may need some of that
money to cover prepublication costs for new
titles. S o we t a k e a conservative ,view of the
availability of such funds a s a windfall for
meeting current needs for new money. It is
really hard to budget for situations like this bec a u s e of t h e u n c e r t a i n t i e s of publication
schedules and sales realized.
O u r Reserve Fund, which, as you know,
exists primarily to provide funds for use in
emergencies, is now over $125,000. However,
since associations such as S L A , with sound financial practices, aim a t having a reserve equal
to the expenses for one year of operations, the
Board last fall approved a recommendation of
the Finance Committee that a t least $5,000 be
added to t h e Reserve Fund each year until we
h a v e a c c u m u l a t e d t h e recalmmended
minimum. W e still have a long way to go.
L e t m e summarize now a few important
points from last year's figures.

At the end of the year. the total fund
balances and liabilities were $685.000, compared to $590.000 last year. S o m e figures for
major funds a r e as follows:
Schvlarship Fund
Research Gran ts-in-Aid
Fund
Equipment Reserve Fund

$83,000
14.000
'3,400

Although these figures. which a r e rounded
ones. may sound as if the Association has
ample funds for many projects. in actuality
there is very little which is available for new
projects. W e must constantly review the situation to consider expenditures carefully and to
seek untapped sources of income. T h a t is why
the Board suggested to Chapters and Divisions
last winter that they consider sharing some of
their surplus funds to help establish a proposed
new position, a Professional Development
Coordinator for the /\ssociation.
T h e desire to see that Association funds a r e
spent in the best way possiblc has also led us to
propose a ditPerent way of determining annual
allotments for Chapters and Divisions. T h e aim
is to ensure that smaller units have an adequate minimum. while attempting to reduce
Association funds going to those units with
relatively large sums not being used.
In conclusion, we look forward to a period of
ever-increasing financial strength in 1977, ~ i v - ing us the funds to support the activities of a
strong Association.

M r . Mount's report wu.r p r ~ s c ~ n t eut
d thcj Annual Businr.rs Mri.ring. Jun S. 1977, during
SL,4'.r 6 8 t h Annual C'onfi,rencr in ,Yew l'ork.
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Lois E. Godfrey

THERhode Island Chapter, SLA's 47th, was
authorized by the Board of Directors in
January 1977; boundaries have been submitted
for June 1977, and bylaws have been approved.
The Cincinnati Chapter celebrated its 50th
Anniversary this year.
Two n a m e changes were approved in
January: Dayton Chapter became Central
Ohio Chapter; Greater St. Louis Chapter became St. Louis Metropolitan Area Chapter.
One name change is submitted for action in
June: Colorado Chapter to become Rocky
Mountain Chapter.
Bylaws. Due to the outstanding, courteous
perseverance of Roger Martin over the last
two years, all but two Chapters have revised
bylaws which have been approved by his
Association Bylaws Committee and approved
by or submitted to Chapter members.
Boundaries. With the approval in January
1977 of boundaries for:
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Central Ohio
Heart of America
and submission for action in June 1977 of
boundaries for:
Illinois
Michigan
St. Louis MetroBoston
politan Area
Connecticut Valley
Mid-South
Rhode Island
Southern Appalachian
Baltimore
Philadelphia
Washington, DC
Pittsburgh
all chapters have submitted boundaries or have

approved boundaries. However, two problems
remain. T h e boundaries approved for Hawaiian Pacific a r e inappropriately worded;
further communication with the Chapter is
needed. New Jersey has objected to their
boundaries, subsequent to approval; further
communication is continuing.
Procedures Manuals. Although many other
Chapters have procedures manuals, those actively working on revisions, updates, or new
ones this year are: Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indiana, Michigan, and New Jersey.
Financial Awareness. The theme of many of
my communications to Chapters this year has
been financial awareness/financial responsibility, and budgeting. A sample Chapter
budget was prepared and incorporated into the
"Chapter Guidelines" distributed at the end of
the summer. A guest speaker at the Seattle
Winter Meeting discussed budgets, and two
round-table discussions were held on the next
day covering budgeting for large Chapters and
for small. This activity resulted in budget
preparation by eight Chapters before Seattle;
another 13 have either adopted budgets or appointed working budget committees since then.
This really excellent response has come from:
Pacific Northwest
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Rio Grande
Colorado
San Francisco Bay
Florida
Region
Hudson Valley
Sierra Nevada
Indiana
Kentucky
South Atlantic
Long Island
St. Louis
Metropolitan Area
Michigan
Texas
Mid-Missouri
Toronto
New Jersey
New York

Meetings. Programs were varied, although
many Chapters discussed the same topics:
C L E N E or Continuing Education
Alabama
Texas
Pittsburgh
Copyright
Central Ohio
Cincinnati
Colorado
Hudson Valley
Indiana

Mid-South
Oregon
San Francisco
Bay Region

Data Bases
Cleveland
Heart of America
Illinois
Mid-South
North Carolina

Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Sierra Nevada
Mid-Missouri
( c o n i ~ n u e d o npdgC 334)
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Judith J. Field

THEDivision Cabinet and its officers enjoyed
a very busy 1976-77, as the role of the Division
Cabinet continued to be defined and, what
seems never ending, administrative details refined. The strength of the Cabinet is dependent
on the work and cooperation of all the Divisions' officers, which was readily evident is
year. Some results of this labor are detailed
below.
Meetings
Two Cabinet meetings and one administrative meeting for Division officers were held at
the Winter Meeting in Seattle. Two principal
topics were discussed, t h e concept of
Professional Development Coordinator and
status of Division Finances. Other items of
business included items referred by the Board,
which were discussed and advice given, and the
1977 and 1978 Conferences. Attendance at this
meeting was very good and all Divisions were
represented.
An Administrative meeting for the Division
officers, including the incoming ChairmenElect, and a Division Cabinet meeting is
planned for New York, as well as two meetings
for the 1978 Division Conference Program
Planners. Orientation sessions have also been
scheduled for treasurers and bulletin editors.

.

Conferences
One look at the 1977 Conference Program
will show you how New York was an inspira-

tion for the Division Program Planners. Almost seventy programs were planned, plus
business meetings, tours, and open houses.
Again this year several Divisions decided to cosponsor programs with other Divisions and
SLA Committees, continuing a trend started
several years ago. In addition to this, two Divisions cooperated with the Education Committee to plan three of the Continuing Education
Seminars which are held prior to Conference.
The Newspaper Division held their popular
seminar for newspaper librarians and the
Documentation Division developed a seminar
on census publications and one on thesaurus
development.
The current lack of Conference Planning
Guidelines has been a handicap; as a result
there were a few problems. However, the
Association is developing a new approach to future Conference planning, and guidelines for
this are being formulated. This will be an aid to
future Conferences and should eliminate some
of the ambiguities encountered this year.
New guidelines were developed this year by
the Student Relations Officer to aid those Divisions wishing to host student attendees at
conferences. It is hoped that these new
procedures will be able to overcome some of
the problems this program has faced in the
past years and therefore guarantee the success of this very worthwhile program.
Provisional Divisions
In June 1976, the Board of Directors authorized Provisional Division status for the Environmental Information Provisional Division
and the Library Management Provisional Division. Since then, the Library Management
Provisional Division, without benefit of an organizational meeting, has already developed
several projects for presentation for approval
of their members, a regular substantive newsletter, and has already garnered approximately
100 members.
The Environmental Information Provisional
Division has not been as fortunate. Its first
year of existence has been a very tentative one
and it has shown little promise of surviving. Future Division Cabinet Chairmen will need to
work closely with the Division members to help
them establish a firm foundation on which to
build.
Publications
The quality level of some Division bulletins
has continued to improve over the past year.
This is due in part, I feel, to the decision of
more Divisions to have a separate bulletin edi-

Chapter Cabinet Report
(contmued from page 332)

Managem en t
Cleveland
North Carolina
Connecticut Valley
Pittsburgh
Hudson Valley
Rio Grande
Kentucky
San Francisco
Mid-South
Sierra Nevada
New York
Texas
Regional workshops on Library Budgeting
were sponsored by the SLA Education Committee. Four of these workshops were held; the
reaction is generally favorable to continuing
this sort of program.
Other professional development sessions
were held by 20 Chapters.
Tours/visits were conducted by 18 Chapters,
with places visited ranging from binderies,
publishers, and vendors, to other libraries in
historical societies, museums, colleges and
universities, government agencies, solar
energy, nuclear energy, and military installations, a jail, and the Navajo Indian research
and statistics center.
Joint programs were held with state library
associations, local ASIS chapters, local library
clubs/groups, National Micrographics
Association chapters, and medical or health
science library groups.
Fund Raising Projects. Aside from Union
Lists or other directories, this year's fund raising projects included the regional SLA Continuing Education Seminars on budgeting;
Pittsburgh's six-lecture series on "Librarian as
Manager," Sierra Nevada's workshop for library assistants, Texas' two-day workshop on
"Information-A
User's View," and Southern
California's "Monte Carlo Night."
Networking. Annual reports showed networking activity in:
Cincinnati
Oregon
Cleveland
Pacific Northwest
Heart of America
Pittsburgh
Long Island
Rio Grande
New Jersey
Sierra Nevada

Student activities. Student activities range
from pairing students with Chapter members
(Colorado), to giving one student membership
as door prize at a student reception (Pacific
Northwest), and helping two students attend
the New York Conference (Texas). Other
activity was reported in this area by Heart of
America, Illinois, Kentucky, Long Island,
Pittsburgh, San Francisco Bay Region, and
South Atlantic Chapters.
Publications. Every Chapter except Hawaiian Pacific and Rhode Island has published
at least one issue of a Chapter Bulletin this
year. The majority are quarterly and appeared
regularly. Two or three Chapters had editor
and/or printer problems to such an extent that
only one issue has been published thus far this
year.
Almost every Chapter has published a
membership directory, and several have
published or seriously worked on Union Lists
of one sort or another.
Other Activities. Most chapters reported
some placement activity, though a continuing
small job market, some consultation activity,
and varying degrees of involvement in career
guidance, positive action programs, and duplicate exchange programs.
It has been an interesting and enjoyable
experience working with the many active
Chapter presidents this year, and with Mary
Sexton as Chapter Cabinet Chairman-Elect. I
continue to feel that the Cabinet organization
is a very real improvement over the Advisory
Council which preceded it; I expect that as
concern with boundaries and bylaws takes less
time, the ensuing years will be even more
productive for the members and the Association.

Mrs. Godfrey's report was presented at the
Annual Business Meeting. Jun 8 , 1977. during
SLA's 68th Annual Conference in New York.

Division Cabinet Report
(contmued from page 333)

tor with multiple-year appointments rather
than including this as one of the responsibilities
of their elected officers. This method has provided increased continuity in the production of
bulletins and has provided the editors with
more time to be creative. Since bulletins
remain the only means of communication many
Division members have with each other-when
they do not attend Conference-this is a very
promising and encouraging trend.
Unfortunately, Sci-Tech News, which is the
bulletin for eleven sponsoring Divisions,
experienced severe production problems during the first half of the year. However, many of
the sponsoring Divisions worked around this
obstacle by publishing special newsletters during the hiatus of Sci-Tech News. Three Divisions not affiliated with Sci-Tech News also
had their problems this year in producing
regular bulletins.
The only sour note that can be heard is that
despite improvements in bulletins and repeated
pleas by Division officers and editors for comm e n t s and contributions, t h e m e m b e r s
remained silent.
Other publishing activities of the Divisions
during the past year included the Aerospace
Division publication, "How to Obtain a
Translation," and the Food Librarians Division, Food Publications Round-up, a bibliographic guide which is an expanded, separate
publication of the column entitled Food Additives which originally appeared in their Division
bulletin.
One Division concluded arrangements with a
microfilming company to film their past
Conference papers, and two other Divisions
are currently considering doing the same this
year. In cooperation with separate publishers,
two Divisions have agreed to partially
underwrite t h e cost of publications of
particular interest to their members. Several
Divisions reported publications in progress;
several of these should be available during the
next year.

Contributions and Awards

As consideration of the position of t h e
Professional Development Coordinator at the
Association Office by the Board of Directors
moves forward, funds for the initial underwriting of this position were sought from Chapters
and Divisions. Those who had contributed to
the Government Information Service Commit-

tee study of GPO Practices and to the Research Grants-in-Aid Fund were asked to
consider transferring their contributions for
this purpose, since the GISC study will not
need the funds and the Research Grants-in-Aid
Funds are not currently being used. Many Divisions have already written informing the
Association Office that they were approving
such transfers and a few have made additional
contributions. Other Divisions have scheduled
this as an item of business at their annual business meeting.
Science-Technology Division is again awarding two travel stipends to attend Conference in
New York, one to a student member and the
other to a Division member who had not previously attended conference. T h e PhysicsAstronomy-Mathematics Division is presenting an Honors Award this year to recognize a
contribution in t h e field of astronomy.
Geography and Map Division and Metals/Materials Division are also planning on presenting
an Honors Award at their business meetings.

Other Division Activities

The Divisions and Sections continued their
work this year on revisions of their Bylaws. The
SLA Bylaws Committee worked closely with
the Divisions all year and has approved or
made editorial comments to most of the Divisions at this date. Many Divisions will either be
voting on their revised Bylaws at their annual
business meetings or conducting a mail ballot
this summer.
The "Guidelines for Divisions" were revised,
and this new revision will be distributed to all
1977-78 Division Chairmen and ChairmenElect.
The change in the Division fiscal year from
May to May to the calendar year meant that
Treasurers had to prepare their financial
reports to cover a transition period from May
to December 1977. That the yearly agony of
submitting audited financial r e p o r t s was
minimized this year was evidenced by the few
reports which had to have corrections made.
The new forms, with explanatory comments,
developed by the Association Accountant,
Tom Carlton, can be credited for this change.
The other change which the Cabinet Officers
were grateful for was having the reports
submitted directly to the SLA Accountant for
approval. H e then forwarded them to the
Cabinet Officers for their files. This has

eliminated the need for the Cabinet Officers to
t a k e a crash course in accounting. T h e
treasurers will need to prepare interim reports
for presentation at their annual business meetings. Sample forms were developed to assist
them.
With the emphasis of the past three years on
the financial status of the Division, it was encouraging to see that more Divisions have
taken this charge to heart and have been exploring avenues for the utilization of their
funds. This rethinking process has taken many
forms. Several Divisions a r e currently
reevaluating their goals and objectives to discover if there are better ways to serve their
memberships. Some Divisions are doing this
soul-searching via their Executive Board, and
others have established special committees.
Some of their discussions have included the
possibility of a change in the name of the Division with an attendant redefining of their objectives.
Last year the Petroleum Division was
granted its request by the Board to change its
name to Petroleum & Energy Resources Division to more accurately reflect the current
concerns of its members; and the Social
Science Division formed a new International
Affairs Section. A few Divisions have also
formed Conference committees, with members
appointed for 2 - 3 year terms of office, to
develop long-range Conference planning for
their Division. This will certainly result in
stronger programs in future years and will
increase the vitality of Divisions. Other Divisions have broadened their horizons by
developing formal relationships with other organizations sharing their common interests.
All of these moves are to be applauded.
A continuing problem is the inactivity on the
part of a few Divisions. For the most part these
Divisions are small and have few members to
participate in Division activities; others are
perhaps hampered by a decline of interest in
their subject areas, or having active members
wooed away by memberships in other Divisions. These Divisions have been encouraged to

rethink their objectives and to consider the
possibility of merging with another Division or
to consider dissolution. It is hoped that the solutions for their current problems will be forthcoming soon.
A potential problem is the continuing proliferation of Divisions. In the last three years
three Divisions were granted full Division
status, and the formation of two Provisional
Divisions was authorized. While all but one of
these Divisions are very active, their members
were drawn from other Divisions, and if they
were members of one of the small, inactive Divisions, the problems for that Division were
compounded. The Board needs to be kept
aware of this potentially dangerous situation
and if necessary, be prepared to make recommendations. One modest attempt to provide a
firmer foundation for Provisional Divisions was
the Board approval of an increase in the
number of members on the petition from 5 to
15 members.
One problem area with seemingly no solution is the lack of input from the Division
members to their officers. There are even problems encountered trying to communicate with
members of the Division Executive Board.
Even individual letters and phone calls are to
no avail. Many Division officers, having completed their term of office in this vacuum, leave
disheartened and disinclined to serve again.
Many of the reports received this year detailed
their attempts to increase participation of the
members. These attempts, for the most part,
failed.
In conclusion, I would like to inform you that
the 1976-77 Division officers were a hardworking, creative, and enthusiastic group to
work with. The Division members as a whole
were well served by their elected officers. I see
a good year ahead for the members of the next
Division Cabinet and their officers.
Mrs. Field's report was presented ar the Annual Business Meeting, Jun 8 , 1977, during
SLA's 68th Annual Conference in New York.

Ron Coplen (far left), Vivian Hewitt,
a n d Mark Baer decide e v e r y t h ~ n gis
ready for General Session I.

Actions of the
Board of Directors
(Jun 3/Jun 4/Jun 10) 1977
Chapter Cabinet (Jun 7)
Division Cabinet (Jun 7)
Annual Meeting (Jun 8)
Insurance for SLA Members-Initiation of a
voluntary insurance program for S L A
members was approved by the Board. Accidental Death & Dismemberment insurance
coverage will be available from INA Life Insurance Company of North America.
Premiums for this plan are appreciably lower
than premiums for policies issued on an individual basis. The principal sum has been set as
$50,000 by the Board for individual plans;
family plans a r e also available. Complete
details of the plan will be mailed to all SLA
members. The initial enrollment period is Sep
1 to Dec 31, 1977. A minimum of 100 members
must enroll for the plan to become effective.
Additional voluntary insurance plans will
also be studied.
Renewal of Lease for Association Office-A
new 10-year lease for the Association Office at
235 Park Avenue South was authorized by the
Board for the period beginning Sep 1, 1977. In
1967 the Association office had moved to the
location on Park Avenue South from its former
offices at 31 East loth Street which had been
first occupied in 1939.
Chapter and Division Allotments--A revised
annual allotment plan for Chapters and Divisions was submitted to the Board by the Finance Committee. After amendment by the
Board, the plan was referred to both the
Chapter and Division Cabinets. Both Cabinets
approved the proposals:
I) The minimum annual allotment for each
Chapter or Division having total assets at
the end of the year of $1,000 or less shall
be $400.
2) Each Chapter or Division which has total
assets at the end of the year in excess of
$8.00 per member (providing this sum is
more than $1,000) shall receive one-half
of the allotment granted for that year.
Any Chapter or Division wishing to
receive any part or all of the other half of
the allotment shall address its request to
the Association Office to the Accountant
who will remit the amount requested.

3) Allotment funds not requested during the
year shall remain in the Association's
General Fund.

Bylaws Amendments-The Bylaws Committee
recommended several amendments to the SLA
Bylaws. The Board has approved the proposed
amendments subject to the advice of legal
counsel. The entire texts of the proposed
amendments will be published at a later date.
Pursuant to the present Bylaws, the proposed
amendments will be presented for vote at the
Annual Business Meeting at the Kansas City
Conference in June 1978.
Article 11, Section 7 of the Bylaws now requires that Honorary Members be elected at
the Annual Business Meeting. It is recommended that Honorary Members be elected by
a two-thirds vote of the Board, rather than by
two-thirds of the voting Members present at
the Annual Business Meeting.
The present procedure for the amendment
of the Bylaws requires a vote at the Annual
Business Meeting followed by a mail ballot.
The recommended change for Article XVI,
Section 2 provides that the text of a proposed
amendment be m a d e known to t h e
membership by publications in Special Libraries at least 120 days before the closing date
for a mail ballot sent to the entire voting
membership. A two-thirds affirmative vote of
the returned ballots will be required for adoption provided that, of the total members eligible to vote, at least 30% shall have voted.
Scholarships and Stipends-Four
$2,500
scholarships will be awarded for the academic
year 1978179.
The Board approved the joint recommendation of the Scholarship Committee and the
Positive Action Program for Minority Groups
Committee to establish a Stipend Program for
minorities. $1,500 will be made available from
the SLA Scholarship Fund for three $500
stipends to be awarded for the 1978179
academic year.
FID Membership-Representing
the International Federation for Documentation (FID),
Herbert S. White asked the Board to reconsider or rescind its 1973 action to suspend SLA
membership in FID. SLA membership had
been suspended because the Republic of South
Africa's national member of FID did not meet
the requirements of a Unesco resolution opposing a policy of racial discrimination, o r
apartheid, on the part of members of international organizations. The South African national member of FID is a government agency
(CSIRO). President-Elect Shirley Echelman
pointed out that SLA adheres to its absolute

policy of nondiscrimination and that the
policies of the government of South Africa still
do not satisfy the Unesco Resolution regarding
discrimination, segregation, and apartheid.
The SLA Board, therefore, voted not to rescind its decision of 1973 to suspend the
Association's membership in FID.
Chapter Activities-The Montreal Chapter has
been granted a loan of $6,500 by the Association to be used as seed money for the preparation and production of a "Union List of Serials
in Montreal Libraries and Information
Centers." An interim report to the Board is
due in October which is to include a proposed
date of repayment.
The boundaries of the following Chapters
were approved by the Board of Directors:
Baltimore, Boston, Connecticut Valley, Hawaiian Pacific, Illinois, Michigan, Mid-South,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Rhode Island, St.
Louis Metropolitan Area, and Washington,
D.C.
The name of the Colorado Chapter has been
changed to the Rocky Mountain Chapter at
the request of the Chapter.
The "Guidelines for the Formation of Provisional Chapters" have been amended to specify
that 15 members (instead of 5) must sign the
petition for the formation of a Provisional
Chapter.
Division Activities-The request by the Library
Management Provisional Division for full Division status was approved because its members
had increased to more than 100.
A name change of Food Librarians Division
to Food & Nutrition Division was approved.
The Petroleum & Energy Resources Division has defined its scope. The preparation of
scope statements by the other Divisions was
discussed by the Division Cabinet.
Conferences-The Conference Advisory Committee has been dissolved in accordance with
the recommendation of t h e Special Board
Committee to Consider the Concept of the
Conference P r o g r a m Chairman
and
Conference Advisory Committee.
T h e Second Draft of the "Conference
Guidelines" submitted by this Committee was
accepted in principle by the Board subject to
editorial amendment.
Honolulu 1979 Conference-The Mid-Missouri
Chapter had expressed its concern about
Hawaii as a Conference site. The Board referred this concern to both the Chapter and Division Cabinets for comments and recommendations. T h e Division Cabinet recom-

mended that preparations continue for the
Honolulu 1979 Conference. The Chapter
Cabinet recommended that the most advantageous transportation package be made available to members, as well as information on a
variety of hotel accommodations at different
prices.
Jack Leister, Institute of Governmental
Studies, University of California-Berkeley,
has been appointed Conference Program
Chairman for 1979. The other members of the
Conference Program Committee a r e Rod
Casper, Doris Hayashikawa, Roger Martin,
and William Petru.
Regional Continuing Education Seminars-The
regional seminars tested in 1976177 will be
continued for an additional year. The net earnings from these seminars is to be divided
between t h e Association (70%) and t h e
sponsoring Chapter (30%). The Association's
portion is designated for employment of the
Professional Development Coordinator.
Research Grants-in-Aid-The
Board approved
a recommendation of the Research Committee
to assist a study, "An Examination of the Comparative Costs of Writing and Executing Library Related String-Processing Programs in
the SNOBOL4 and PL/ 1 Programming Languages." Profs. William Saffady and James
Llinas, School of Library and Information
Science, SUNY/Albany, will conduct the
study.
Finances-In accordance with a Finance Committee recommendation, a nonmember financial advisor is to be designated for advice to
the Finance Committee and the Board of Directors.
Chapter and Division Archives- Because of
some uncertainty in several Chapters and Divisions during the past year regarding the disposition of their archives, President Echelman
has asked that the Chapter and Division
Cabinet Chairmen point out the statements
concerning archives in the "Guidelines" to the
officers of Chapters and Divisions. If an individual Chapter or Division is unable to house
its own archives, the documents of archival
value are to be sent to the Association Archives at the Association Office.
Special Committee on Copyright Law Practice
& Implementation-The Board authorized continuation of this Special Committee; the
number of members of the Committee was increased from four to five.

Annual Meeting-At
the Annual Business
Meeting, SLA Members elected Barbara A.
Ringer, U S . Register of Copyrights, and
Margreet Wijnstroom, Secretary-General,
IFLA (International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions) to honorary
membership in the Association.
Employment Policy Committee-In
accordance with the recommendation of the Committee on Committees, the Employment Policy
Committee was dissolved as of June 1977.
Representatives-SLA
Representatives to the
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy Conference of Teachers-Section of Librarians and to the Interagency Council on Library Resources for Nursing were discontinued.
Travel Expenses-At the 1977 Winter Meeting
in Seattle, the Division Cabinet recommended
to the Board of Directors that "The Association Travel Policy be changed to include payment of expenses of official SLA Representatives to meetings held outside of North
America, for example, IFLA." At that time
the Board referred the matter to the Finance
Committee for report in June 1977. The Finance Committee reported that funds were
available for this year. The .4ssociation Office
Operations Committee recommended to the
Board the authorization of up to $1,500 for

payment of the registration fees and for portalto-portal transportation (but not for hotels or
meals) of the official SLA Voting Representative and Alternate for the IFLA meeting in
Brussels in Sep 1977. The recommendation for
1977 was approved by the Board. The Finance
Committee is to continue its consideration of
travel payments in future years.
Vote of Confidence-In March 1977 the Colorado Chapter had written to Chapters and Divisions expressing displeasure with responses
they had received from the Executive Director.
Their efforts to solicit other statements of dissatisfaction from t h e membership were
considered by the Executive Board of numerous Chapters and Divisions. The Association Ofice Operations Committee considered
the complaint of the Colorado Chapter and the
replies-pro
and con-sent to the Colorado
Chapter, as well as the number of units that did
not reply. AOOC is a five-member Committee
of the Board whose responsibilities are staff
operations of the Association Office. The
recommendation of AOOC was considered by
the Board in Executive Session (in the absence
of the Executive Director). Then in Open
Session of the Board, the President read the
action of the Board on Jun 3, 1977, that: "The
Board Voted to Approve a Motion expressing a
vote of confidence in the overall performance
of Frank McKenna as the Executive Director
of SLA. The Board vote was unanimous."

SLA Board of Directors 1977/78
Seated (left t o right): Treasurer Ellis Mount, President-Elect Vivian Hewitt, President Shirley
Echelman, Past President Mark Baer, Mary Tsuffis. Standing: Chapter Cabinet ChairmanElect J e a n n e t t e Privat, Floyd Henderson, Division Cabinet Chairman-Elect Virginia Yagello,
Robert Krupp, Aphrodite Mamoulides, H. Robert Malinowsky, Division Cabinet Chairman
Renata Shaw, Chapter Cabinet Chairman Mary Sexton, Doris Lee Schild.
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WHITE HOUSE GREETINGS
I send warmest greeting to the members of the Special Libraries Association on the occasion of your sixtyeighth annual conference.
All nations and their citizens benefit from ready access to the world's ever-growing volumes of new information.
"Worldwide Information Sources" is therefore a
timely theme for your conference.
The White House Conference on libraries and information services, scheduled for September 1979, will
focus on further strengthening our information capabilities. My administration looks to professional
bodies such as yours to provide continued leadership,
initiative and experienced guidance in this important
area.
I call on you to renew your efforts to ensure that we
continue to improve the effectiveness of our library and
information services, and I join you in welcoming your
distinguished colleagues from Canada who will be participating in your sessions.
JIMMY CARTER
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PROCLAMATION
STATE OF NEW YORK
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER
The Special Libraries Association is an
international organization of more than
10,000 professional librarians and information experts. These libraries serve
industry, business, research, educational
and technical institutions, government,
special d e p a r t m e n t s of public and
university libraries, newspapers, museums
and all organizations, both public and
private, requiring or providing specialized
information.
Special libraries have played an important role in support of New York
State's economy. T h e Association encourages and promotes the utilization of
knowledge through the collection, organi-

zation and dissemination of information: It
is fitting we recognize and pay tribute to
this organization.
NOW, T H E R E F O R E , I, Hugh L.
Carey, Governor of the State of New
York, do hereby proclaim Monday, June
6, 1977, as
SPECIAL LIBRARIES DAY
in New York State.
GIVEN under my hand the the Privy
Seal of the State at the Capitol in the
City of Albany this twenty-fourth day of
May in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-seven.
BY T H E G O V E R N O R : H U G H L.
CAREY

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
CITY OF NEW YORK
PROCLAMATION
T h e Special Libraries Association is an
international organization of more than
10,000 professional librarians and information experts.
Special Libraries serve government, industry, business, research, educational,
cultural and technical institutions with
specialized information. They a r e an important resource in the economic life of
New York City.
The Association encourages and prom o t e s t h e effective utilization of
knowledge through the collection, organization, and dissemination of information.
This year, it is celebrating its 68th anniversary a t its Annual Conference in
New York City.

Now, therefore, I, Abraham D. Beame,
Mayor of the City of New York, do
hereby proclaim the week of June 5-10,
1977, as
"SPECIAL L I B R A R I E S WEEK"
in New York City, and urge all New
Y o r k e r s t o recognize t h e i m p o r t a n t
contributions provided by special libraries
to our city and our society.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set
my hand and caused the seal of the City
of New York to be affixed.
ABRAHAM
D. BEAME
Mayor, The City of New York

RESOLUTIONS OF APPRECIATION
ADOPTED AT THE
ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
JUNE 8, 1977

I

That the appreciation of the Special Libraries
Association be expressed to:
President Mark H . Baer;
T h e S L A Board of Directors and the
New York Office Staff;
T h e 1977 Conference Committee and the
New York Chapter, Special Libraries
Association;
All Speakers and Participants in the
various activities of the S L A 68th
Annual Conference;
All Exhibitors for their educational
presentations and their continued
support of the Association; and
T h e Staff of the New York Hilton and
theother participant hotels in New York.

The Big Apple 1977
The 68th Annual Conference of the Special Libraries Association which was held
June 5-9, 1977, at the New York Hilton i n
New York City, was a resounding success for
all concerned. It marked a record attendance of 4,154 (more than a 50% increase
above any previous Conference) w i t h
exhibitors also at a record high of 182.
The Conference theme "Worldwide Information Sources" was incorporated into
the General Sessions and most Division programs, giving an overall cohesiveness t o the
week's many meetings. With Mayor Beame
proclaiming June 5-10, 1977, as "Special Libraries Week i n New York City," Governor
Carey declaring Monday, June 6, 1977, as
"Special Libraries Day in New York State,"
and President Jimmy Carter's telegram
wishing us a good Conference, we were off
to a great start.
Anticipating that a large number of attendees from NYC firms and other cities
would be attending a Conference for the
first time, and bowing to member request,
the NY Conference Executive Committee
planned a special "How to Get the Most
O u t of Your First Conference Session."
Reasonably sure that a room seating 250
would be more than sufficient, when over
400 showed u p with more standing i n hallways and doorways, we began to see one
problem that the best of organizing and
anticipation could not help-a record attendance was i n the making.
The Session was an overwhelming success. All week long as the persons attending
this meeting sported "green" apples on
their badges, they were welcomed, helped,
a n d taken under w i n g by all o t h e r
members.
A special "Welcome t o New York City"
followed the Conference-Wide Reception
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held in the exhibit area. The Grand Ballroom at the New York Hilton was filled as
Paul O'Dwyer, President of the City Council
of New York City, officially welcomed attendees t o NYC. This was followed by Bella
Abzug, who spoke of why New York City
should be a great place to visit, to work, and
to live. A trio, GOTHAM, sang, tap-danced,
and i n general helped to bring the first day
to a rousing close.

General Sessions
There w e r e t h r e e General Sessions.
General Session I included John Woolston
(Director, lnformation Sciences, International Developmental Research Center, O t tawa, Canada) who spoke on "lnternational
lnformation Systems: Their Potential Impact
on Special Libraries and Specialized Information Centers"; Preben Kirkegaard
(President, lnternational Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, and
Rector, The Royal School of Librarianship,
Copenhagan, Denmark) who spoke o n
"The Role of the General Library in Modern
Society"; and Andrew Aines (Senior Staff
Associate, National Science Foundation,
Washington, D.C.) whose topic was "New
Realities for Libraries and Information Specialists i n the lnternational Field." This
General Session was Monday morning and
attendance was very good.
Tuesday morning'sGeneral Session II had
two speakers who attracted and kept the
audience with their thorough talks. They
were: Pat Carbine (MS Magazine, New York
City) with her speech entitled ". . . But Can

Paul O'Dwyer and Bella Abzug smile a special "Welcome to New York."

He Type?"; and James Adler (Congressional
Information Service, Washington, D.C.)
talking on "Entrepreneurs of Information:
How Publishers Think."
When General Session Ill was about to
begin, the audience was over 2,000. This
record crowd had gathered to hear General
Session I l l : "Copyright Law Practice and Implementation." A very able panel, put
together by Executive D i r e c t o r Frank
McKenna, discussed the new law, its implementation, ramifications t o special l i brarians, and how we will be affected by it.
The panel included: Barbara Ringer (U.S.
Register of Copyrights, Washington, D.C.);
Michael Harris (Vice President, John Wiley
and Sons, New York City); Harry LeBien
(Gifford, Woody, Carter & Hays, New York
City, and SLA legal counsel); and Julius
Marke (Law Librarian and Professor of Law
at New York University School of Law). With
each speaker presenting various viewpoints,
the session was lively and could have gone
on for much longer had there been time.

Three countries were represented at
General Session I, Canada, Denmark, and
the U.S. Above: Preben Kirkegaard

Vivian Hewitt introduces Pat Carbine and
JamesAdler at General Session II.

Division Programs/Papers
An important part of any professional
m e e t i n g i s t h e papers presented b y
members. In six sessions 25 Contributed
Papers were presented along with 9 poster
presentations.
Time and timing are always important and
valuable assets at any Conference. With almost 500 announced and unannounced,
scheduled and unscheduled meetings from
Sunday through Thursday, and with each
program setting high standards, all attendees were kept busy going from one
meeting to the next. Almost all Divisions
had program content meetings as well as
Business Meetings. I n addition to Divisional
Programs, several SLA Committees and
Representatives had c o n t e n t programs
which were well attended.
The New York Conference Committee
had selected several films to be shown
throughout the Conference. Their main
theme was management, and the films
played t o overcrowded rooms all week long
in "SLA Cinema 77."

Random Notes
Fifteen registrants f r o m 1 2 countries
overseas were among those in attendance.
The Employment Clearing House had
standing room only all week long. With 118
openings posted by 80 organizations, there
were 333 persons seeking employmentbut in contrast to recent peak years, many

job seekers were employed at present and
were looking for better positions.
The Information Committee outdid itself
providing canvas bags donated by Time-Life
Books. These bags contained many goodies
w h i c h w i l l be used l o n g after t h e
Conference is over. They included a very
professional "Restaurant Guide,"
a
"Selected Bookstores in Manhattan," and a
"Library Guide . . . for Visits during the
Conference."
Many volunteers on many Committees
within the NY Chapter worked long, hard
hours to make things run as smoothly as
they did. The Association Office staff kept
sanity on all levels with their competence
and cooperation. The Association members
owe their thanks to these volunteers and
staff members for making the New York
1977 Conference t h e most successful
Conference in SLA's history.
Ron Coplen
New York Conference Chairman
Harcourt Brace jovanovich
New York, N.Y.

SLA Hall of Fame
Grieg Aspnes, Rocco Crachi, and Samuel
Sass were elected t o t h e SL.4 Hall of
Fame/1977. M e d a l l i o n s and engraved
scrolls were presented during the Annual
Awards Luncheon. Rocco Crachi's award
was presented posthumously to his wife
Rosary. The citations appear i n t h e
May/June 1977 issue of Special Libraries, pp.
211-212.

CRlEC ASPNES

SAMUEL SASS

SEPTEMBER
1977

ROSARY CRACHI
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SLA Special Citation
The SLA Special Citation/l977 was
awarded t o Frank E. McKenna (below),
Executive Director, Special Libraries
Association. Dr. McKenna was presented
with an engraved tankard and a scroll at the
Annual Awards Luncheon on J u n8. The SLA
Special Citation recognizes extraordinary
and continuing efforts on behalf of the
entire SLA membership.
Dr. McKenna was cited "for outstanding
service to the Association, its individual
members and all librarians through his
efforts t o achieve equitable legislative
recognition of libraries in theGenera1 Revision of Copyright Law."

SLA Honorary Members
The Hon. Barbara A. Ringer, United States
Register of Copyrights, Copyright Office, Library of Congress, and Dr. Margreet Wijnstroom, Secretary-General, International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA), were elected as Honorary
Members of SLA on Jun 8, 1977. Engrossed
scrolls were presented to Ringer and Wijnstroom by SLA President Mark H. Baer. The
citations appear in the ~ u l ~ / ~ u g u1977
st
issue of Special Libraries, pp. 279-280.

McKENNA

H. W. Wilson Company Award
A scroll and $250 were awarded t o the
winners of the H. W. Wilson Company
Award for the best paper published in Special Libraries during 1976. The winning
paper i s entitled "Dialog with Defense
Documentation Center" [Special Libraries
67 (no. 11):498-503 (Nov 1976)l by Herman
W. Miles and Joan L. Sweeney.

SWEENEY and MILES

RINGER

(Left to right: Negoro, Reed, SLA President Baer, Bercovitch)

SLA Scholarships 1977/78
Four $2,500 scholarships were awarded by
Special Libraries Association for graduate
study in librarianship leading t o a master's
degree in library or information science.
The awards for the 1977/78 academic year
were announced by SLA President Mark
Baer at the Annual Awards Luncheon on
J u n8.
Sari Bercovitch (Montreal, Quebec)
received her B.A. in English and sociology
from Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada,
in 1973. After graduation, she took a research position with t h e M o n t r e a l Star,
while also working as a freelance researcher
for the Canadian government and the Canadian Broadcasting Company. An assignment, in which she undertook the establishment of a library for an international firm of
management consultants, led her to pursue
a graduate library degree. Now a student at
McGill University, she has organized an SLA
Student G r o u p and is currently its
president.
Anitz Inez Cook (Vaughn, New Mexico)
received her B.A. i n mathematics and
c o m p u t e r sciences f r o m Eastern N e w

Mexico University. A prime candidate for
special librarianship, she plans in-depth
study of the information sciences and the
technologies applicable t o information
processing when she enters the University
of Denver this year.
Karin Sue Negoro (Chapel Hill, North
Carolina) divides her interests between the
arts and sciences. She received an M.A. i n
technical theater from Pennsylvania State
University in 1972. She is presently enrolled
at the University of North Carolina and i s
concurrently pursuing M.A. degrees in library science and marine sciences. Her aim
is to work o n international programs in
underdeveloped countries.
Michael David Reed (New York, New
York) is an assistant librarian in a major investment banking firm library. Prior to this
he was the librarian of a brokerage firm and
also worked in readers' services in a college
library. His interests in business libraries has
grown through his employment i n them. As
is the case with so many special librarians,
he did undergraduate work in an entirely
different field; he i s a 1971 graduate of
Oberlin College with a degree in music. He
will enter the University of Hawaii this fall.

Chapter Growth Award
An engraved gavel was awarded t o the
Mid-South Chapter for the 1976 Chapter
Growth Award. The Chapter's 52.6% increase in membership was the highest for
t h e year. Ron Sommer (at left), past
president of the Chapter, accepted the
gavel for Chapter president Carolyn Wilhite, who could not attend.
The Colorado Chapter was second with a
45.0% increase. Oregon ranked third with
30.8%.

SLA Professional Award
An engraved tankard and a scroll were
awarded to Audrey N. Grosch (left) as the
recipient of the 1977 SLA Professional
Award. The presentation i s made " i n
recognition of a specific major achievement
in, or a specific significant contribution to,
the field of librarianship or information
science, which advances the stated objectives of Special Libraries Association."
Mrs. Grosch conceived, designed, and
developed the Minnesota Union List of
Serials, an enriched data base of the Marc I 1
format. MULS contains verified and complete information for more than 65,000
serial titles held by 125 libraries in Minnesota. It is the most fully enriched serials data
base of its size extant.

Vivian Hewitt, Janey Rigney, and Terry
Munger share a light moment before the
Awards Luncheon.

Seven short films on management topics
were presented. The showings, which ran
for 3 hours on Sunday and 4 hours on
Monday and Tuesday, were well received.

Enthusiastic audience members surround
Pat Carbine after General Session 11.

Roger Martin chats with Past President
Herman Henkle.

EMPLOYMENT CLEARING HOUSE
1977 New York Conference
Notices for 118 position openings were
posted for 333 members who registered for
the services of the SLA Employment Cleari n g House (ECH) at t h e New York
Conference. Less than half (144 or 43%) of
the 333 ECH registrants were unemployed.
The 144 unemployed job-seekers included
101 Student Members, many of whom had
n o t yet received their graduate library
degrees. The majority of ECH registrants
(189 or 57%) were gainfully employed, but
seeking to apply for other positions that
would advance their careers.
The 118 position openings were posted
by 80 employers. Starting salaries for the
positions ranged from $10,000 t o $25,000 per
year. Employers w h o indicated salary
"Open" guaranteed a starting salary of $10,000 or more. Positions with starting salaries

of less than $10,000 were not posted because of policy direction by the Board of Directors.

-

Minimum
Starting
Salary

Number
of
Positions

Salary "Open"
$10,000-1 0,999
11,000-1 1,999
12,000-12,999
13,000-13,999
14,000-14,999
15,000-1 5,999
16,000-16,999
17,000-1 7,999
18,000-18,999
19,000-19,999
20,000-20,999
24,000-24,999
25,000-25,999

21
18
15
17
9
15
5
3
5
2
2
4
1
1

The locations of the job openings were:
Northwest-48; Southeast-23; Midwest-20;
West-15; Southwest-12. Librarian openings
in business and industry accounted for 55 of
the job descriptions posted. Of the remaini n g openings, 45 were i n college and
university libraries, 16 were in state or
federal government agency libraries, and
two openings were in public libraries.
Experience requirements for the openings ranged from 0 t o 5 years. Only 5 of the
posted openings solicited applications from
recent library school graduates with n o
experience.
Due to the additional time required to
negotiate and finalize job offerings and acceptances, information on the number of
positions filled through the ECH was not
available at the time this report was written.

Geography and Map Division Honors
Award
The SLA Geography and M a p Division
presented its 1977 Honors Award f o r
outstanding achievement in geography and
m a p librarianship t o Richard W.
Stephenson, a f o r m e r G & M Division
Chairman.
M r . Stephenson i s head of the Reference
and Bibliography Section, Geography and
M a p Division, Library of Congress. He has
authored articles, books, and cartobibliographies and is a cartographer, teacher,
and active leader of several organizations i n
the field of geography and map librarianship.

Kansas City, Anyone?!
Don't Forget Jun11-15,1978.

Reports of Standing Committees 1976/77
Association Ofice Operations Committee

Bylaws

The Committee met twice during the year on Oct
12, 1976, and May 9, 1977. Among the actions taken
during the year were the following:

The Committee has continued to work with
Chapters and Divisions to bring the unit Bylaws into
agreement with the Association Bylaws. Formal
Committee approval of proposed Bylaws has been
given to all units except the following:
Chaprers: Hudson Valley, Indiana, San Diego,
Virginia, Washington, D.C., Wisconsin. Groups in
the New York and Washington, D.C. Chapters have
not yet been approved.
Divisions: Engineering. Environmental Information Provisional, Geography and Map, Newspaper,
Nuclear Science. The International Affairs Section,
Social Welfare Section and Urban Affairs Section
of the Social Science Division have not yet been approved.
ROGERMARTIN

Recommended improved Employee Welfare
Benefit Plans for S L A employees: Major
Medical Plan (including Life and Accidental
Death & Dismemberment Insurance) and the
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Insurance Plan to the
Executive Committee of the Board for implementation.
Recommended to the Board amendments to
the T I A A I C R E F Retirement Plan for SLA
employees to meet the requirements of ERISA
(Employees Retirement Insurance Security
Act).
Recommended to the Board the revision of Pay
Grades 7 and 8 in the SLA Pay Plan to reflect
salaries paid for commensurate positions at the
managerial level in other membership associations of similar size and budget.
Recommended to the Board of Directors an
amount of money to be included in the FY78
Budget for staff merit increases in 1978.
Recommended to the Board of Directors the
approval of a new 10-year lease for the Association Office and the appropriation of some funds
for improvements in the Association Office in
conjunction with the new lease.
Recommended to the Board of Directors that J.
K. Lasser & Co. again be appointed as Auditors
(for FY76) and heard a very favorable report
from Walter Henning, a partner in that organization. on the Association's fiscal operations
and records.
AOOC wishes to express its deep appreciation to
the Executive Director and the Association Staff for
their efficient and deeply dedicated work as well as
for their significant accomplishments during the
year.
M A R KH. BAER

Awards
Grieg G. Aspnes, Cargill, Inc., Minneapolis,
Rocco Crachi, formerly with the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, and Sam Sass, formerly with
the General Electric Company, Pittsfield, Mass.,
were named to the SLA Hall of Famel1977.
Barbara A. Ringer, US. Register of Copyrights,
and M a r g r e e t Wijnstroom, S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l ,
International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions, were named SLA Honorary Members.
Frank E. McKenna, Executive Director, Special
Libraries Association, was named as the recipient of
an SLA Special Citation.
Audrey N. Grosch, Systems Division, University
of Minnesota Libraries, was named as the recipient
of the SL.A Professional Awardl1977.

Career Guidance Committee
With the change in name and the new direction of
responsibilities for this Committee, we have spent
the year exploring various plans for the Committee's
future. A meeting will be held at the June 1977
Conference to further consolidate the Committee's
future direction.
GEORGEW. BARLOW

Committee on Committees
Although the Committee on Committees did not
receive any formal assignment from the Board of Directors during 1976, it continued its perusal of
present Committee definitions to ensure their consistency and the appropriateness of the various Committees in relationship to the overall aims and purposes of the Association. In a late request, possibly
too late for consideration before the New York
Conference, the ConC was asked to consider the
continuing need for the Employment Policy Committee and the Standards & Statistics Committee.
GEORGEH. GINADER

Conference 1977
See page 342 of this issue.

Consultation Service Committee
At the 1976 Annual Conference, the Committee
sponsored
a program on "Consultation
Services Client and Consultation Interaction." A
panel composed of a Chapter Consultation Officer, a
manager, a professional consultant, and a librarian
who has been involved in initiating new information
services discussed professional consulting, management opinions and justification for information
services and the role of the SLA Consultation
Service.

Also at the Conference, the Chapter Cabinet approved t h e Consultation Service Committee's
recommendation that the Consultation Service be
continued without charge as a result of the referral of
the SLA Board to the Chaptcr Cabinet of the
Consultation Service Committee's report.
The Consultation Service Committee has been active in providing assistance to the Special Libraries
Section of the Library Association of Australia on
the possibility of starting such a service in Australia.
Lastly, plans are being finallzed to put together a
casebook publication of Chapter Consulting Officers'
experiences on when and how to consult for clients.
BRUCEGRANAT

Education Committee
The major effort of the Committee was devoted to
a proposal to test the concept of sponsoring "regional seminars" with the help of local Chapters. A
seminar on budgeting techniques given by Mike
Koenig, of the Institute for Scientific Information,
was co-sponsored with the Heart of America, Pacific
Northwest, South Atlantic, and Toronto Chapters in
Kansas City, Seattle, Atlanta and Toronto, respectively. Reviews by the attendees and the Chapters involved indicated that it was very well received and a
financial return of $1,944 was distributed to the
Association while $833 was shared by the Chapters.
The portion identified for the Associat~onby Board
action will be used for the "Professional Development Coordinator." The Committee considered the
test project a success and is recommending continuation of the program to the Board at its June 1977
meeting.
A proposal identifying the method of calculating
honoraria for Continuing Education Seminars at
Conferences was presented to the Bc~ard and accepted.
Six Continuing Education Seminars on topics
chosen to meet the practical needs of l~hrarianswill
be given on June 5, 1977, at the New York
Conference. Both the Documentation Division and
the Newspaper Division should be thanked for offering ideas and helping coordinate some of these
seminars. An effort is being made by the Committee
to notify members that their seminar registration has
been accepted to help them plan and also to get
people into their second choice seminar if the first is
filled. However, the logistics are very d~fficultand it
is being recommended that the registration form be
revised to allow for a second choice to be indicated.
JEANNETTE:
M. PRIVAT

Employment Policy
No report received.

Finance Committee
The Finance Committee held its first meeting on
Oct 1, 1976, at which time the review of the FY77
budget took place, with recommendations to the
Board of Directors concerning requests for funds by
various committees.

The recommendations of the Committee to the
Board included the establishment of a revised
overhead rate for use by the Association, a review of
Chapter and Division finances by the Cabinets at
their 1977 Winter Meetings, establishment of a new
royalty rate for the authors of Non-Serial Publications, the funding of a proposed new position of coordinator of professional development activities in the
Association, and the annual addition of $5,000 to the
Reserve Fund until it is large enough for our needs.
The Committee met on May 17, 1977, at which
time a projection was made of membership totals
and income from dues and fees for the FY78 budget.
The recommendations to the Board included travel
expenses for SL.A Representatives to IFLA meetings, a proposed system of determining annual allotments for Chapters and Divisions, investment of
funds not involved in current operations, ar.6
availability of professional advice for financial matters.
ELLIS MOUNT

Government Information Services
Committee
During 1976 1977 the Government Information
Services Committee (GISC) finished the user's
survey of the Government Printing Office (GPO).
The summary report appeared in the February 1977
issue of Special Libraries under the title "GPO- Are
You Listening"? In addition to the summary report,
a full report was completed. It consists of a report
from each subcommittee, with its individual recommendations; general recommendations; plus three
appendixes-Statistical, Pricing, and Selected Comments from Respondents.
Distribution of t h e final report will be
concentrated on the Congress, particularly members
and staff of select House and Senate Committees
and Subcommittees. Copies also will be available to
interested individuals from the SLA Order Department.
The GISC would like to thank all the subcommittee workers, as well as those librarians who
responded to the questionnaire. Our report could not
have been compiled and written without such
cooperation.
A special kudo to those Divisions and Chapters
who offered financial support when additional monies
were thought lo be needed. A special thanks to the
GPO staff t h e y listened--and made things happen
to improve the services to all users of government information literature.
As a fitting summation of the GISC year, the New
York Conference program is entitled "Follow-Up to
the G P O User's Survey Report." This GISC
program is co-sponsored with the Aerospace, Pharmaceutical, and Social Science Divisions.
MARYLOU KNOBBE

Networking Committee
Work on several projects begun during thegroup's
first year (1975S76) continued or came to fruition
during 1976/77.

Guidelinesfor Network Participation
A brochure entitled "Networks and Special Libraries: Why and How" was mailed to all Association members in January 1977. Publication of this
pamphlet was the first objective of our Chicagobased subcommittee chaired by Beth Hamilton. A
second, priced publication titled "Getting into Networking: Guidelines for Special Libraries," was
published in April 1977 (NSP 250; $6.00).

In January 1977, the SLA Research Committee
approved a submission made by our Seattle-based
subcommittee chaired by Diana Carey for a State-ofthe-Art Review of special library participation in networking activities. The principal investigator is Barbara Evans Markuson, Executive Director of INCOLSA, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Informing Members
Under the sponsorship of our Ottawa-based subcommittee under Inez Gaffney, and assisted by
Vivian Arterbery in Los Angeles, a special, committee-sponsored program was developed for the 1977
Annual Conference in New York City. Entitled
"Networking and Special Libraries: The State of the
Art," the program featured an interim report by
Barbara Markuson with responses by three active
network staff members. Each SLA Chapter and Division received a special invitation to send designated
representatives to this program which was designed
to promote maximum network awareness at the
Chapter level.
Liaison with Other Organizations
On 23-24 S e p t e m b e r 1976 t h e C o m m i t t e e
chairman represented SLA at the first meeting of
the Planning Committee for the Library Cooperatives, Consortia, and Networks Survey to be
conducted by the Value Engineering Company under
contract with the Library Surveys Branch of the National Center for Education Statistics (DHEW). The
next meeting of the Planning Committee is scheduled
for October 1977.
L w k i n g Ahead
The future is not nearly as clear as the past, but
one thing is certain. The Networking Committee will
continue to provide within the Association a focal
point for direct participation by special librarians in
network developments so that our resources, requirements, and services are included wherever networking policies and procedures are formulated.
ROBERTB. LANE

Nominating Committee (1977 Elections)
The Nominating Committee for Spring 1977 Elections presented the slate of nominees for office to the
Board of Directors at the October 1976 Board meet-

ing. This slate was published in Special Libraries 68
(no. 1):35-40 (Jan 1977).
ANNEC. ROESS

Plenum Publishing Corporation Award
The Committee was established in June 1976 to
judge the entries for the Plenum Publishing Corporation Award. This Award is to be "given to a Member
of Special Libraries Association for an outstanding
original paper not previously published or presented,
covering any aspect of special libraries or special librarianship."
The Committee's first task was to establish criteria for judging, which it has now done. These criteria were used to judge this year's entries and are
now being evaluated before being handed on to next
year's Committee.
Eight papers were received. None was judged to be
of the quality required for the Award. The Committee therefore agreed not to present the Award in
1977.
Stronger publicity for the Award and additional information on what constitutes a suitable paper might
bring out more and better entries next year.
MIRIAMH. TEES

Positive Action Program for Minority
Groups
During the past year Committee members have
been actively involved in a number of projects aimed
at furthering our goal: to encourage and assist
members of minority groups in entering and advancing in the field of special librarianship and information science.
The revised "Guidelines for Chapter-Level Positive Action Liaisons," approved by the Board in
January 1977, define the scope and responsibilities of
this important office. The Committee hopes to utilize
these individuals in several new ways during the coming year and encourages each Chapter to designate a
Liaison Representative a s soon as possible.
At the request of the Committee, a one-page questionnaire was mailed with 1977 dues renewal notices
with the purpose of identifying SLA members who
are members of minority groups. The resulting list of
names and addresses of minority members may be
used by Chapter presidents and Division chairmen in
making appointments.
A series of articles by minority special librarians
o r about special libraries/collections serving
minority groups has been solicited by the Committee
for possible publication in Special Libraries. We appreciate the support and encouragement of the Editor in this current project.
The Committee, in cooperation with the Scholarship Committee, recommended that a new program
of stipends for minority students in accredited library schools be established, using money from the
Scholarship Fund. The Board of Directors approved
the proposal and "Guidelines" for the program. Implementation is to be the responsibility of this Committee, and we hope to award the first stipends for
the academic year, 1978179.

small luncheon discussion groups consisting of liT h e Committee has some exciting activities
brarians and representatives of publishing houses.
planned for the coming year. We particularly look
These activities, if possible, will be continued.
forward to increased cooperative endeavors with
JAMESB. POTEAT
other SLA committees, for we believe that concerted. joint efforts may be most effective in achieving our goals.
J u ~ . l tBICFITELEK Research

Publisher Relations Committee
Committee Activities
The Publisher Relations Committee has been inactive during much of this year because it was without a
chairman. The former chairman had served six years
by June 1976 and under SLA Bylaws could not be
reappointed. None of the several members approached by the President were able to accept the
chairmanship. In January 1977 the current chairman
agreed to serve and has since that time been working
informally with members of the Committee. A full
meeting of the Committee is planned at the New
York Conference. In February 1977 the current
chairman met with the Libraries Committee of the
Association of American Publishers. Together, the
AAP Libraries Committee and the SLA Publisher
Relations Committee make up the Association of
American PublishersISpecial Libraries Association
Joint Committee set up to explore and develop areas
of mutual interest.

Survey o j Acquisilion Practices in Special Libraries
Preparing a questionnaire for the purpose of conducting a survey of the acquisition practices in special libraries has been the principal project of the
Committee for the past several years. The final questionnaire was submitted to the Board of Directors at
the Denver Conference. The Board then referred the
project to the Finance Committee for budget approval. At the October 1976 Board meeting the Finance Committee submitted a report rejecting funding for the project. The probable cost for the survey
has increased sharply over the past few years, and
the Finance Committee reasoned that the usefulness
of the survey to Association members was perhaps
not justified.

The Research Committee approved drafts of
Johan van Halm's State-of-the-Art Review on "The
Development of Special Libraries on the International Scene" and Martha Bailey's review on "The
Special Librarian as a Supervisor o r Middle
Manager," both of which have been submitted for
publication in the SLA State-of-the-Art Series. The
Committee did not approve a draft review on "Special Libraries and Unions." Funds were approved for
a State-of-the-Art Review on "Participation in Networks by Special Libraries" to be prepared by Barbara Markuson. This work is still in progress.
Two Grants-in-Aid projects-one, a study of continuing education programs of three national library
associations by Martha Jane Zachert and Barbara
Conroy, and the other, "Computer-Assisted Instruction in the Education of Librarians," by Thomas
Slavens-~-havebeen delayed due to problems beyond
the control of the authors but are expected to be
completed within the next few months. Only three
applications for Grants-in-Aid were received during
the past year; two were not recommended for funding, and one, "An Examination of the Comparative
Costs of Writing and Executing Library-Related
String-Processing Programs in the SNOBOL4 and
P L / I Programming Languages" submitted by
William Saffady and James Llinas, was recommended for funding and is presently awaiting authorization from the Board.
At the Denver Conference the Committee held an
informational session which was attended by approximately 40--50 people. They were given copies of
a flyer describing the Grants-in-Aid Fund, a suggested proposal form, and a copy of a brief article by
Lucille Whalen describing research interests of special librarians, which later appeared in the September issue of Special Libraries. A similar information session is planned for the New York Conference.
LUCILLEWHALEN

Future Projects

SLA Scholarship

In forthcoming months Committee attention will
be turned toward isolating those projects which, if
developed, would be of most use to Association
members. Following are several subject areas that
may be pursued by the Committee: further research
into acquisition practices of special libraries, either
by a limited survey or as an individual research
project; concentration on the usefulness of standardization practices in the library/publisher dialogue; particular problems of the special library as a
purchaser of periodicals and subscription services:
and customer service complaints and how special librarians can best communicate with publishers.
Two activities of the Committee within recent
years which have proved popular have been the programs developed for the Annual Conference and the

The four scholarship winners for 1977178, listed in
alphabetical o r d e r , a r e : Ms. S a r i Bercovitch,
Montreal, Canada; Ms. Anita Inez Cook, Vaughn,
NM; Ms. Karin Sue Negoro, Chapel Hill, NC; Mr.
Michael David Reed, New York, NY. The alternates
chosen were Mrs. Martha Elaine Schmalz McGree,
Ann Arbor, MI; Ms. Margaret Anne Holland, Upper Darby. PA; M r s . Judy Anne Silverman,
Brooklyn, NY.
Seventy-seven applications were considered by the
Committee this year at a meeting in Chicago. This
number is comparable to the numbers of applicants
we have had for the past several years. Of the total,
65 were women and 12 were men. By dividing the
U S . into its four continental time zones, we find that
the East accounted for 36 applicants, the Midwest

supplied 30 applicants, the Mountain Region was
represented by three applicants, and five applicants
were from the Far West. Canada was represented by
three applicants.
The educational backgrounds of the applicants are
as follows: Liberal Arts, including English and miscellaneous, 31; Social Sciences, including History,
21; Physical and Pure Sciences, 8; Education and Library Science, 8; Art, 4; Music, 3; Business Administration, 2. Fourteen of the applicants had graduate
degrees, with three of them possessing or about to
receive PhD's. Twelve applicants were members of
SLA.
Last year a new interview form was devised which
we hoped would elicit the information we needed
about the applicants from the Chapter interviewers.
We found this year that these forms seem to work
well. The weighted scale we have been using for the
past two years is also functioning well by providing
more objectiveness to our selection process.
Last year the Committee suggested that a new
survey of past scholarship winners should be attempted but, as we discussed this project, we decided
to drop it because we could not justify the probable
results with the time and organization necessary to
perform the survey.
The Scholarship Committee and the Positive Action Program for Minority Groups Committee
cooperated in preparing a joint report to the Board in
which we a r e proposing that a new Stipend Program
for minorities be undertaken. This report will be
considered by t h e Board a t t h e New York
Conference.
We appreciate the support we have received from
Richard Griffin and Ruth Rodriguez of the Association Office staff. We also appreciate the Association's successful administration of the Scholarship
Fund. The high interest earned by the Fund permits
us the freedom to recommend broader programs.
WILLIAM
C. PETRU

Standards & Statistics
In accord with its definition as the Association
committee concerned with statistical studies and
compilations, three members of the Committee met
with Frank L. Schick, Chief, Library Surveys
Branch, U.S. National Center for Education Statistics, in June 1976, at the Denver Conference. Dr.
Schick briefed us on the work being done toward revision of ANSI 239.7-1968 on library statistics and
on the Survey of Special Libraries in Commerce and
Industry (now being conducted by the Association).
The Board approved the recommendation of the
Committee that its name be "Standards & Statistics" to make its dual responsibilities more obvious.
The Committee decided that a Science-Technology
Division project, which had been turned over to this
Committee as a more appropriate Association locus
for a compilation of special library job titles and
descriptions, exceeds the capabilities of the Committee. The project, however, is worthwhile and should
be undertaken by a special committee or Association
staff. The Committee is recommending to the Board
of Directors that a complete revision of Profiles oj"
Special Libraries, which is now over ten years old, be

undertaken, also by an appropriate person rather
than by the Committee as a whole. Contact with the
ALA Library Administration Division, Library Organization and Management Section, Statistics
Coordinating Committee has been reestablished and,
one hopes, will result in involvement in the revision of
ANSI 239.7.
ZOE L. COSGROVE

Student Relations Oficer
Three new Student Groups were established during the year 1976177 at Villanova University,
University of Arizona, and McGill University, bringing the total number of student groups to thirty-two.
The vast majority of Student Groups conducted very
professional programs and varied tours.
A 1977 "Directory of Student Groups and Advisors" will be published in the October 1977 Directory issue ofSpecial Libraries.
In April the S R O contacted the Faculty Advisor
of each SLA Student Group requesting that she be
provided with a list of students, their names, addresses and division preferences, and who planned to
attend the New York Conference. At the same time
each Division chairman was contacted and requested
to sponsor one or more students to their ticketed
events and to submit the name of their Division
student coordinator to the SRO. Each Division
student coordinator was provided the names and addresses of the students they were sponsoring at New
York, prior to the Conference. They were able to
contact in most cases--the students and make
plans for meeting. The students did not receive the
tickets directly from the S R O but from the Division
student coordinator. Although this procedure required increased communication, planning and mailing, it was well received by the Divisions and was, in
general, more successful. Twenty-one Divisions:
Aerospace, Biological Sciences, Business and Finance, Chemistry, Documentation, Education,
Engineering, Food, Geography and Map, Insurance,
Military, Museums, A r t s & Humanities, Nuclear Science, Petroleum, Pharmaceutical,
Physics-Astronomy- Mathematics, Picture, Public
Utilities, Publishing, Sci-Tech, and Social Science,
sponsored over fifty students, not only to ticketed
events but also to their business meetings and open
houses. In some instances they also paid for the
students' registration. This program enabled
students to participate and meet with a large number
of SLA members and at the same time be exposed to
Division activities.
A desk was provided for the S R O in the registration a r e a and was manned throughout t h e
Conference. This provided the students and student
coordinators a point of contact. There were student
tickets to events turned in at the desk by Association
members who for one reason or another could not attend the event. The concept of a student relations
desk in the registration area is good and should be a
routine part of future Conferences. However, there
were some exceptions and the problems were caused
both by students not responding to the Divisions'
generosity and by the few Division coordinators who
did not contact the students.

My special thanks to Lynn Wilkinson and Esther
Repucci who spent many long hours at the desk during the Conference. I am most grateful to the Divisions for their interest and sponsorship, to the faculty
advisors for encouraging student attendance, and to
the Association staff for encouraging the student
p r o g r a m . I would like t o t h a n k t h e Division
chairmen, the Division student coordinators, and in
particular my most sincere thanks to Mr. Richard
Griffin, Assistant Executive Director of SLA, for all
his guidance and assistance.
M. "JIMS" MURPHY

Tellers Committee
For the report on the Election of Officers see
SL(no. 7/8):284 (Jul/Aug 1977).

The H. W. Wilson Company Award for the
Best Paper in Special Libraries

Defense Documentation Center," by Herman W.
Miles, (Defense Documentation Center, Alexandria,
Va.) and Joan L. Sweeney, (Institute for Defense
Analyses Library, Arlington, Va.), as the best paper
published in Special Libraries in 1976, (Nov., pp.
498 503).
This decision was not arrived at easily nor without
serious deliberation by each member. At least four
additional articles were indicated as second choice,
thus further evidencing the serious consideration
displayed by Committee members.
The Committee wishes to commend Mr. Miles and
Ms. Sweeney for their informative and provocative
contribution. T h e c o m m i t t e e further wishes to thank
The H. W. Wilson Company for its generous gift and
the resultant encouragement to S L A authors in preparing noteworthy articles. Finally, it is the desire of
the Committee to acknowledge the Board of Directors and the Officers of the Special Libraries
Association for the privilege of being of assistance to
the profession in this instance.
PAULKRUSE

T h e Committee of five members has agreed
through majority vote to designate "Dialog with

Reports of Special Committees 1976/77
Copyright Law Practice and
Implementation
See the report of the S L A Representative to the C N L A Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright Practice & Implementation, page 361 of this issue.

Reports of Joint Committees
Council of National Library Associations,
Library Education Joint Committee

American Library Association in Chicago. T h e
following reports were presented:
I ) T h e c h a i r m a n of t h e A N S I 2 3 9 . 4 0
Subcommittee on Serial Holdings Statements (Glyn
There was no activity of this committee during the
Evans of S U N Y ) reported on the Subcommittee's
year.
P A LL I K E VAILLANCOURT progress. While several definitions a n d s c o p e
statements as well as objectives have been agreed
upon a n d written t h u s far by t h e year-old
Subcommittee, further progress has been delayed
due to shortage of funds. The scope of the 239.40
Subcommittee is the format for holdings only. This
Joint Committee on the Union List of
will not be a standard for the expression of the
complete holdings of an institution, but for a
Serials
s u m m a r y of holdings only. O t h e r s t a n d a r d s
The Joint Committee on the lJnion List of Serials,
developed by other committees will be linked to it,
chaired by Hans Weber of the University of
such as specifications for the description of serials
Houston, met twice during 1976-1977. The first
and specifications for the institutional identifiers to
meeting was held during the Annual Meeting of the
be used.

SEPTEMBER
1977

2 ) M a r y S a u e r , L i b r a r y of C o n g r e s s , next
reported on the work of the C O N S E R Continuation
Team. T h e Team is charged with planning the
integration of the C O N S E R Program into t h e
Library of Congress. T h e Library of Congress is
scheduled to take over the program in November
1977.
3) Joseph Price of the Library of Congress then
discussed LC's hopes for serials control beyond
CONSER. Mr. Price noted that LC is moving in the
direction of connections with o u t s i d e library
networks, such as RLG and possibly OCLC. Signe
Larson, S L A Representative, requested information
on how private libraries operating within t h e
s t r u c t u r e of profit-making institutions such a s
special libraries in corporations and law firms could
ever get into a network.
T h e second meeting of the J C U L S was held during
the ALA 1977 Midwinter Meeting in Washington,
D.C. Vernon Eugene Palrnour, representing the
N C L l S Task Force on a National Periodicals
System, presented a report on the work of the Task
Force. The Task Force, which has been studying a
n u m b e r of a l t e r n a t i v e s for establishing a n d
maintaining a multi-tier system for document
delivery, will recommend a national periodicals
program consisting of three levels:
Level I: Would consist of local, state, and regional
library systems.
Level 2: Would consist of a comprehensive
periodicals collection dedicated to lending services to
meet requests from Level I . The Library of Congress
was seen a s the logical point for developing,

managing, and operating the National Periodicals
Center at Level 2.
Level 3: Would include t h e existing national
libraries and other unique collections which would
serve as backup to the other two levels. T h e Library
of Congress would serve as a clearing center for
Level 3.
All levels would be tied together by a computerbased network and control system similar to
C O N S E R . Funding probably will be a combination
of federal subsidy and user fees.
Committee discussion next centered upon possible
projects for the JCULS, one of which might be the
identification of special holdings or data bases which
should be considered for inclusion into C O N S E R .
S I G N ELAKSOK

Special Libraries Association/Association
of American Publishers Joint Committee
T h e c h a i r m a n of t h e Publisher Relations
Committee met with the Libraries Committee of the
General Publishing Division of the Association of
American Publishers on Feb 24, 1977. T h e effect of
this meeting was to re-open lines of communication
after a period during which the Publisher Relations
Committee was without a chairman. The chairman is
regularly invited to these A A P meetings and they
serve as a useful way of maintaining a dialogue
between the two organizations. S e e also the annual
report of the Publisher Relations Committee.
JAMESPOTEAT

-

Reports of SLA Representatives 1976/77
American Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy-Conference of Teachers:
Section of Librarians
T h e Section will hold its ninth annual meeting with
the A A C P in Seattle, Washington, Aug 7 - 1 I, 1977.
There will be a business meeting and invited papers.
This will be preceded by the Teachers' Seminar, Aug
5-7, with Betty Rowland (University of Minnesota)
representing the Section on the Seminar Planning
Committee. 1976/77 officers are:
Betty H. Rowland
Chairman
(University of Minnesota)
Margaret Granberg
Chairman-elect
(Drake University)
Edna R. Pray
Secretary
(University of Kentucky)
Janet A . Krieger
Representative
to the Administra(University of Wisconsin)
tive Board
Marna Young
Representative
(University of Kansas)
to the House
of Delegates

Helen Silverman
Representative
to the House
(St. Louis College of
Pharmacy)
of Delegates
T h e membership numbered 22 in February 1977,
down from 26 in August 1976.
ELIZABETH
JACKSON

American Association of Law Libraries
At t h e 1976 Conference of the A A L L t h e
membership was brought up to date on the status of
the copyright legislation by Julius Marke. Panels discussed bicentennial history in respect to several
aspects of libraries and literature in the legal field;
the influence the Library of Congress had had on law
librarianship; brought the attendees up to date in
respect to networks; and discussed the condition of
the law librarian in 1976, with an S L A member- a
non-law librarian, J a m e s M a t a r a z z o suggesting
that the librarian who wanted to get ahead financially
must become proficient and excel in his job: if he
wanted to be rewarded he should plan his career
carefully and establish his goals, then work toward
them.

The conference also approved new bylaws which
U.S. (other than the 1970 census public use sample);
allowed the formation of Special Interest Sections.
hi corporations by number of employed by state; c /
Prior to this change the committee system had
local government expenditures by census tract; d )
worked well, but with the growth of the association
energy consumption by energy users, by type of
the committees became an unwieldy vehicle for
energy, state and U S . ; e ) origin and destination of
membership participation. In December 1976 the
daily travel to work in metropolitan areas by stanExecutive Board implemented t h e bylaws by
dard industrial classification of employer (any
entertaining and approving petitions for seven Spegeneral work, or for specific areas); f Jwomen by age,
cial Interest Sections.
marital status and income for states.
The sections which have been or are being orAcquisition of Data. The National Archives is
ganized are as follows: private law firm libraries;
developing an archive for tape documents. It was
state and county court libraries: OCLC-law libraries;
pointed out that if data needs of the members of such
automation and scientific development; contempogroups as the APDU are known, National Archives
rary social problems; government documents; and
will develop comprehensive guidelines for determinalaw library service to institutional residents, e.g.,
tion of what tape documents should be retained. Naprisons. state hospitals, and V.A. hospitals. It is antional Archives also has the capacity to filter and disticipated that additional petitions for sections will be
tribute clean data. A catalog of Machine Readable
presented at the next Executive Board meeting.
Data Files held by National Archives will be disDeparting from the usual pre-convention educatributed to the APDU membership as soon as it is
tional institute, the Associatiorl had an Institute on
available.
American Legal History at Harvard Ciniversity for
The Acquisitions Committee was established to
the experienced law librarian which was informative
consider d a t a acquisition within t h e following
and stimulating for those who attended.
guidelines: APDU members are interested in social
The Regional Chapters of the Association have
science data; the newsletter should be used to
held their regular meetings which have included progenerate information about data availability and
grams designed for the continuing education of the
interest in sharing, purchasing and use; procedures
membership. Some chapters have held joint meetshould be developed for acquisitions as distinct from
ings.
exchange; federal restrictions must be identified.
ELINOR
M. ALEXANDER 1980 Census Planning. A 1980 Census Committee
was formed to research and make recommendations
for the composition and structure of the 1980 census.
American Association of Public Data
The committee will work closely with the Acquisition
Users (A P D U)
Committee. The meeting identified the following
The meeting was held at Atlanta, Georgia, on Aug
order of priority for matters concerning the 1980
28~-29, 1976. Thirty-three members and nine noncensus: 1980 summary tape materials should be
members attended the meeting and found it a useful
released as soon as they are ready; geographic tapes
means of exchanging information about the need for,
should contain names, population and housing unit
and the use of, public data. The total membership
control totals, coordinate data and square mile data
now consists of 58 organizations. The major achievewhere known; the geographic segment of all summent of the Association in its less than one year
mary records should be standardized; the universe
existence has been the compilat~onand publication of
control total on population and/or housing units
a data file directory. Its major purpose is to enable
should be contained in each record, preferably at the
members to take advantage of one another's files and
beginning; the technical documentation should
avoid costly duplication in developing institutional arreference printed o r microform report tables
containmg other key totals which match select cells
chives.
Working sessions were devoted to the discussion of
in the summary tape tables; a complete reference list
of all printed materials pertinent to the use of the
the salient reasons for the Association the intermost important item in the tape users survival kit.
change of data, the acquisition of data, planning for
The Bureau should consider publishing an updated
the 1980 census and software interchange.
list as often as necessary during the 1980 census peInterchange of Data. Two major problem areas
were identified: I ) finding the data, 2) working out
riod.
the mechanics for interchange. A working committee
Software Interchange. The general conclusion was
was organi~edto research these areas and to present
that the proprietary nature of some software prorecommendations on how to proceed to the Board.
grams meant that there would have to be inter-instiThe committee will work generally according to the
tutional agreement which would hinge on considerafollowing guidelines: There should be a key-word ditions which could be quite different from those surrectory for common files; forms used in the Direcrounding the questions of exchange of data. The role
tory should be as simple as possible to complete and
of the APDU should be to focus upon information
be concerned with file content not hardware; aucollection and directory construction.
thority lists should be developed for titles; the direcA Software Directory Committee was established
tory should indicate any restrictions on exchange of
to pursue these questions and make a recommendadata files; and there should be no association-wide
tion to the Board.
fee structure for exchanges, at least for the present.
The foregoing is a summary report of the events of
People at the meeting agreed that there was a
the meeting taken partly from the proceedings which
need for data files on topics that were not now
were compiled by the secretary. The following are
covered. Some of these topics are: a ) migration in the
your observer's thoughts. Though SLA-Documenta-

tion Division does not make direct use of these data
files, some members of the Special Libraries
Association may well do so. Certainly, many people
will be making use of information gleaned from
statistics gathered by government agencies and
available for use on magnetic tape. In such matters
as file construction, directory organization, authority
lists and consistency of terminology, the observation
was made by a number of people at the meeting that
it was well there were a few librarians present to lend
their expertise to these questions. It is my opinion
that our membership in this organization has been,
and will be, useful to both ourselves as we are asked
for information concerning these files and to our
clientele who use them.
P. NAYLOR
ROKALD

American Federation of lnformation
Processing Societies
The SLA Representative to AFIPS has served as
the SLA Director on the AFIPS Board and attended
both meetings held during the past year. As in the
past, one of these meetings is held in conjunction
with the National Computer Conference. In 1977
this conference, in Dallas, Texas, will take place
after the completion of the SLA year and the submittal of this report. A separate report on the SLA
N C C program will be submitted by Marilyn
Johnson, NCC Coordinator for SLA.
The AFIPS Board of Directors completed action
on the distribution of $75,000 of surplus to member
societies, and the SLA share of this surplus distribution was approximately $3,000. AFIPS surplus is
largely based on the success of National Computer
Conferences. While these have been highly successful in the past several years, and show promise of
continued success, it would be imprudent to assume
future surplus distributions. AFIPS is engaging in
new activities, including the probable publication of a
professional journal, which will involve considerable
start-up costs. AFIPS will also probably enlarge the
activities of its Washington Office, and, as a member
society without its own Washington staff, SLA has
the opportunity to utilize these facilities for the kind
of legislative and executive office liaison for which
ALA has established its own professionally staffed
office.
The SLA Representative has continued to serve as
a member of the AFIPS Long Range Planning Committee, a task which required four meetings during
the past year. In this role, he will continue to work
toward a broadening of AFIPS goals and programs
to provide a greater interrelationship with those
member societies which, like SLA, represent the
users rather than the providers or programmers of
computer equipment.
HERBERT
S . WHITE

AFZPS 1977 National Computer
Conference Coordinator
A session entitled "Computer Technology in the
Information/Library Field" is scheduled for the 1977
National C o m p u t e r Conference, Dallas, from

3:45-5:15 p.m. on Tuesday, Jun 14. This session is
being co-sponsored with the American Society for
Information Science.
T h r e e p a p e r s a r e scheduled: "Computer
Technology in Data Base Publishing" by D. B. Baker
and R. E. O'Dette, Chemical Abstracts Service; "A
Subject-Content Oriented Retriever for Processing
lnformation Online (SCORPIO)" by C. A. Woody,
M. P. Fitzgerald, F. J. Scott. and D. L. Power, The
Library of Congress; and "Improving Corporate Information Services in an Automated Word-Processing Network" by H. L. Mayfield, Shell Oil Company.
Information booth space will be available for display of both S L A and ASIS publications and
brochures. It will be manned by local members. Also
the local groups plan a reception following the
session to which the participants and audience will be
invited.
Committee members include Stephanie Normann,
Julia Vance, Dorothy Lilley, Marjorie Henderson,
and Chris Borgman.
MARILYE;
JOHNSON

American Library Association Library
Administration Division, Library
Organization and Management Section,
Statistics Coordinating Committee
Last year 1 tried vainly to contact the chairman of
the ALA Statistics Coordinating Committee and, on
checking the project the Committee was engaged in,
found it irrelevant to special library interests.
Therefore, I was prepared to recommend discontinuing this liaison. However, this year (1977) the
chairman of the Statistics Coordinating Committee,
Katherine Emerson, wrote to me that she had obtained my name from the SLA Directory (since ALA
had no record of my appointment) and welcomed
participation in their current work on revision of
ANSI 239.7-1968 on library statistics. Unfortunately this letter reached me too late to arrange for
anyone to represent SLA at the Statistics Coordinating Committee's meeting a t ALA Midwinter.
However, I replied that I trusted the incoming SLA
Representative would be able to cooperate with her
Committee and be present or represented at the
meeting at ALA in Detroit in June. Revision of
ANSI 239.7 is certainly of interest to special librarians and of particular concern to the Association's Standards & Statistics Committee, so I hope
this invitation to cooperate will be pursued.
ZOEL. COSGROVE

American Library Association,
Reference and Adult Services Division,
Interlibrary Loan Committee
In addition to the regular meetings of the Committee there were Interlibrary Loan Updates at both
ALA conferences (Annual, Summer 1976 and Midwinter 1977). There were brief presentations on a
number of topics of interest: copyright legislation,
especially as it concerns photocopying; CONSER;
proposals for the NCLlS periodicals system; the

ARL interlibrary loan photocopy study (in progress);
and the OCLC interlibrary loan module (expected to
be in operation in 1977).
The Committee discussed these and other matters
of immediate concern. The changes in the Interlibrary loan request form were to be drafted for approval by the Committee and the ALA Reference
and Adult Services Division at the 1977 Conference.
Changes in addition to these necessitated by the
copyright law will be considered. Responsibilities of
borrowers, lenders and users of photocopies were
discussed as well as the records that must be kept,
notices that must be posted, and related matters.
The Committee discussed some proposals of the
ALA Association of State L~brary Agencies for
concentrating interlibrary cooperation efforts in
state library agencies. The Committee was also
concerned about the related proposal that would
center interlibrary loan activities of ALA in ASLA.
The Committee felt that interlibrary loan was too
important to be concentrated in only one Division of
ALA. They also felt that the participation of librarians from special libraries might be jeopardized
by having all activities at A L A in the Division
concerned with state library agencies.
ELIZABETH
MCELROY

American National Standards Institute,
Sectional Committee 2-39 on
Library Work, Documentation, and
Related Publishing Practices
With the help of members of the Standards &
Statistics Committee and Association staff I have
cast votes on ten proposed or existing standards.
Three of these (on Romanization of alphabets such
as Burmese and Thai) required expert advice. Three
were simple reaffirmations of existing standards. The
proposed Standard Order Form was again rejected
on Fred Baum's original objection, and ANSI has decided to reconstitute its subcommittee to develop a
more acceptable standard. ANSI reports it is trying
to resolve objections to the draft revision of the
American National S t a n d a r d for Periodicals:
Format and Arrangement, which is, in my opinion,
basically flawed in applying the same rules to
consumer
and
t r a d e magazines
a s to
learned/scientific journals. The fifth draft of the
proposed standard for Synoptics deals with a new approach to scientific publication, and its adoption.
which I endorsed, should be of great interest to special librarians.
ZOEL. COSCROVE

American National Standards Institute,
Sectional Committee PH5 on
Photographic Reproduction of Documents
Two general meetings of the American National
S t a n d a r d s I n s t i t u t e C o m m i t t e e P H 5 on t h e
Photographic Reproduction of Documents were held
this year in Washington, D.C., and in New York. The

status of the 24 standards under discussion was reviewed at each of these meetings.
Every five years a standard is reviewed and the decision is made to reaffirm it, revise it, or withdraw it
depending upon circumstances. In some cases a standard may be incorporated into an existing standard.
During a period of three months a standard is reviewed by the members of the ANSI Committee.
Standards are drafted and prepared by the Secretariat, which is the National Micrographics Association, for all PH5 standards.
The dual designation has now been eliminated for
all PH5 standards. In the past the standard, initiated
by NMA, carried the NMA MS designation and also
the PH5 designation. A standard must actually be
revised before the number changes. An existing standard that is reaffirmed will continue to show the
same designation, a PHS designation. A standard on
cartridges bearing the designation PH5.21 and the
designation MS15, when revised and approved, as it
was in February 1977, is now designated as
ANSIINMA MS15-1977.
At our meeting in 1976 the ANSI PH5 Committee
voted to be the host for the meeting of the International Standards Organization (ISO) TC46/SC I of
which France is the Secretariat. The I S 0 meetings
are held usually every two years and are attended by
representatives for the national standards body of
the countries participating in the development of
standards. ANSI was host, May 9 13, in Washington, D.C.
Your Representative was an official observer and
participated in Working Group (WG) 6 discussions
on a draft for an international standard on microform readers. The United States (ANSI) had 15
delegates, and there were 30 delegates from eight
countries. The next meeting will again be in Europe
in 18 months. It may take up to three years to obtain
a document that can be approved by each country as
an I S 0 standard.
The new Chairman of the ANSI PHS Committee
for the next three year period is Henry C. Frey, Bell
Telephone Laboratories. He has appointed a subcommittee with the responsibility to research new
areas for which industry standards do not exist but
should be written and to report back to PH5 at the
next meeting, Dec 7 in Washington, D.C. Your
Representative was elected a member of the subcommittee.
Your Representative would like to receive your
suggestions and any comments or recommendations
relating to present or new standards.
J. KIERSKY
LORETTA

American National Standards Institute
Sectional Committee 2-85 on
Standardization of Library Supplies
and Equipment

-

There was no meetine of the 2-85 Committee this
year, and no other activity to report.
DONT. HO

American Society for lnformation
Science (ASIS)
No report received.

Association of Research Libraries
T h e Association of Research Libraries 89th
membership meeting was held on Oct 20 21, 1976, at
Alexandria, Va. T h e meeting included a private
preview of ARL's exhibition 76 UniredStaresiana, a
special Bicentennial c o m m e m o r a t i o n of two
centuries of American scholarship relating to
America.
T h e 90th meeting was held on May 5 6, 1977, at
San Diego. T h e program, entitled "Library User Access-The Other Side of the Coin," focused on what
research libraries a r e doing, and what they should be
doing, to help users overcome the obstacles which
stand between them and the information they seek.
J. M. D A G N E S ~

T e l e S P O T S and T e l e K E T l C S for national networks, addressed the group on the subject of "What
Marian The Librarian Is Up To."
Members of C L A captured the historical background of San Francisco through a very informative article by Peter Thomas Commy, librarian
emeritus, Oakland Public Library, which appeared in
their convention program.
Results of the C L A Needs Assessment Project,
1976, indicated t h e m o s t needed professional
assistance to individual members. In order of
priority, these include an updating of information
about print and non-print media selection, production and AV equipment maintenance; information
about library management, including budgeting; and
information about media center programming.
T h e Catholic Library Association has organized
the Archives Round Table which will promote participation in archival research and programs.
M.\RY-Jo DI MUCCIO

C L E N E (Continuing Library Education
Network and Exchange)
Canadian Library Asso ciation
Report will appear in the November issue

Catholic Library Association
T h e Catholic Library Association held its annual
conference in San Francisco, Apr I 1 16, 1977.
Institutes designed to assist librarians in relating
media programs to coincide with school instructional
systems, the librarians' inter- and intra-relations in
dealing with publishers, school principals and others:
teaching skills in the retrieval and utilization of materials and equipment for students and faculty; providing guidance in reading, listening and viewing
experiences for students and faculty and innovations
in educational television and their implication for
school librarians were held.
T h e following awards were given: a Certificate of
Merit to Sister Mary Arthur Hoagland, I.H.M.,
Supervisor of School Libraries, Archdiocese of
Philadelphia; the Regina Medal to Marcia Brown,
author and illustrator, for her distinguished contribution to children's literature; World B o o k c h i l d Craft
Award to Owen T. P. McGowan, Ph.D., Bridgewater
State College Library, who will investigate why
certain ethnic groups, after relocating in the United
States, have difficulty adjusting and remaining in
school.
P r o g r a m s relating to relevant topics w e r e
presented to various sections of the association such
as: information on the BALLOTS Center by Hank
Epstein, Director; the challenge and opportunities
facing library education today; the revised AngloAmerican Cataloging Rules and Religious Subject
Headings by Rev. Thomas Pater, etc.
Father Emery R. Tang, O.F.M., writer, artist, and
photographer who produces the nationally familiar
-

T h e S L A Representative attended the Second
C L E N E Assembly, " U p d a t i n g a n d Skills for
Ourselves; Directions for CLENE," held on Jul
16-17, 1976, in Chicago. T h e T h i r d C L E N E
Assembly was held on Feb 4 5, 1977, in Washington,
D.C. At this meeting, the S L A Representative participated in a meeting reacting to CLENE's development of a "prototype system for recognition of continuing education activities." Also solicited was a
response to the development of "continuing education units."
T h e SLA Representative was also appointed to the
Nominating Committee which met during the Feb
1977 Assembly and completed its work by Mar 31.
P A U L I NM.
E VAILLANCOURT

Council of National Library Associations
C N L A met Dec 10, 1976, in New York and May
6, 1977, in Washington, D.C., at the Library of
Congress.
The December meeting was notable mainly for the
delivery of the final report of the C N L A Ad Hoc
Committee on Copyright Legislation. Following this
report a new committee, the C N L A Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright Practice and Implementation,
was established with F. E. McKenna as its chairman.
At the meeting in Washington, D.C., Douglas S .
Price, Deputy Director of NCLIS, reported on plans
for the White House Conference. President Carter
has approved a budget of 3.5 million dollars, the
funds to be available Jun 1, 1977. From these funds
grants will be made to the states to assist in funding
their governors' conferences in planning for the
White House Conference. Currently t h e White
House Conference on Library and lnformation
Services is scheduled to be held in late 1979. There

will be 600 delegates to the Conference. Because it is
intended to be a users or potential users conference,
only one-third of the 600 delegates may be librarians
or information scientists.
SLA Chapters and individual special librarians
must be aggressive within their states to insure that
their interests and viewpoints form a part of the planning for the various governors' conferences. Following the report of Mr. Price, John Y. Cole, Assistant
Director of the Library of Congress, Office of Planning and Management, gave a brief talk on the Library of Congress including comments on an
internally generated report, Report to the Librarian
of Congress from The Task Force on Goals, Organization, and Planning. He touched briefly upon some
of the changes in organization which have been
recommended to the Librarian of Congress. The Library of Congress is still hopeful of being able to
assume its role as a full-fledged national library while
remaining under the umbrella of Congress.
The Council acted on a proposed bylaws revision
regarding the dues structure. As of Jul I, 1977, the
dues for member organizations will be based on the
following:
Annual Dues
Membership
$ 30.00
under 500
500- 1000
70.00
1000-3000
130.00
3000 & over
200.00
The next report was from the CNLA Ad Hoc
Committee on Copyright Practice and Implementation given by F. E. McKenna.
Efren Gonzalez then gave a report on the ANSI
2-39 Committee. The major points of the report
were that the Committee had constituted itself as a
Search Committee to seek a successor to Jerrold
Orne, Chairman of ANSI 2-39 and Ben Weil, ViceChairman of 2-39. Jerrold Orne is due to retire from
this position in June 1978 and Ben Weil as of September 1977. The Committee also recommended
a search for funding, advising that stronger funding
than heretofore was required. The funds from the
Council on Library Resources cease in 1978 and the
National Science Foundation funding ceases in 1977.
The CNLA Nominating Committee submitted the
following slate of nominees:
Theodore Wiener
Vice Chairman
Secretary/Treasurer
Susan T . Sommer
Morris Cohen
Board Member
The nominees were elected.
The date of the Winter Meeting was set as Dec 9,
1977, in New York.
M A R KH. BAER

C N L A Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright
Practice & Implementation
At the conclusion of the CNLA meeting on Dec
10, 1976, those members of the Committee present
met informally to consider methods of operation and
possible forms of action.
The Committee has met formally on Feb 10, 1977,
in New York and on Apr 22 in Washington, D.C. The
next meeting is scheduled for Jul 22 in New York as
well as several conference calls before July.

To insure complete representation at each meeting, it was agreed that each of the six associations
designate a member and an alternate. Copies of all
documents aredistributed to all 12 persons.
AALL
AL A
ARL
Medical LA
Music LA
SLA

Members
Julius Marke
Ed Holley
John Lorenz
Nina Matheson
Susan Sommer
Frank E. McKenna

Alternates
Ellen Mahar
Eileen Cooke
Sue Franke
John LoSasso
Carolyn Hunter
Richard E. Griffin

I. Rulemaking by the Copyright Ofice. The
most pressing task resulted from the Mar 30, 1977,
Federal Register where there was published the announcement that the Copyright Office solicited
recommendations and suggestions in the formulation
of a tentative rule to be issued later as a proposed
rule concerning use and display by libraries of certain
warnings of copyright in connection with photoduplication activities. A submission of initial comments
by the Committee was discussed and agreed on at its
Apr 22 meeting. A letter has been submitted to the
Copyright Office to meet its deadline of May 6.
Reply comments on submissions by others are due
on May 23. To consider the necessity for reply comments by us there will be a conference call on May
18.
Our initial comments emphasize the need for
brevity in the warnings on equipment and at places
where orders are placed, as well as on photocopying
request forms (and ILL forms). Our recommendations are broadly based on Section 108 of PL 94-553.
The warnings are mandated only by 108(d)(2) and
108(e)(2), plus t h e Proviso in 108(f)(l) for
unsupervised equipment.
Although there is an ALA representative on the
CNLA Committee, there was an apparent communications gap; and a letter from the ILL Subcommittee
of the ALAIRASD with its own recommendations
was mailed the day before the meeting of this Committee. These were based only on 108(d)(2) and
108(e)(2) where the mandate appears.
So that it would not appear that there was again a
separation of the library community, the CNLA
Committee letter was written so as to indicate that
our broader recommendations encompassed the ILL
recommendations.
2. CONTU. At first we expected that an immediate major effort would be the preparation of a
presentation to CONTU at its meeting on Mar
3 ILApr 1. After more careful consideration, we
realized that this Committee could not make its most
meaningful presentation to CONTU until the results
of a number of ongoing studies and other matters
are available. These considerations were communicated to CONTU. We now believe that our presentation will be in mid-September. The reason for September is that the final report of the important
statistical study by King Research is due on Aug 15.
The AAP royalty payment plan was presented to
CONTU on Mar 31. A Subcommittee has been appointed to prepare a draft of comments for our
presentation to CONTU.
Other studies relevant to our submission are in
progress.

a) Indiana University Journal Study (report due
May 30).
b) National Periodicals System (due from NCLIS
through G P O by mid-May).
c) "Library Cost Models: Owning vs Borrowing
Serial Publications" by Palmer and Vaughn
( C O N T U study expected delivery date May
31).
d ) Application of Economic Theory to Computer
Data Bases and Photocopying by W. I . Baumol
(NYU). ( C O N T U study expected delivery date
Apr 30.)
Because President Ford did not appoint C O N T U
until seven months of its three-year life had elapsed,
C O N T U asked Congress to extend its life by seven
months. T h e House has approved such an extension
by adopting H R 4836; no opposition in the Senate is
expected.
3. Fire Year Review [Subsection IO8(i)]. On Mar
14, a letter was sent to the Register to ask how we
may assist in planning and implementing the tasks
that will be necessary to comply with the review
mandated in 108(i). T h e reply from the Register's
Office indicated that its full energy must first be devoted to the massive task of preparing for rewriting
all regulations, conducting hearings, and redesigning
forms related to copyright registration, deposit, etc.
T o strive that all libraries collect photocopying
statistics in a uniform manner so that they can be
collected and analyzed meaningfully, a subcommittee has been appointed to draft recommendations for
data collection.
F. E. M C K E N N A

Federal Library CommitteeSLA Observer
"Service and Guidance to All Federal Libraries"
is inscribed a t the bottom of each letter sent out by
the Federal Library Committee (FLC). This year's
activity indicates that t h e c o m m i t t e e is trying to live
up to this motto.
T h e overall program is guided by an eight-member
Executive Advisory Committee, chaired by Mary A.
HulTer (Department of the Interior Library). Three
ex-officio members are William J . Welsh (Deputy Librarian of Congress and Chairman of FLC), James
P. Riley (Executive Director of FLC), and Melvin
Day (National Library of Medicine and immediate
past-chairman). Several hard-working subcommittees, ad hoc committees, and panels operate to pull
together d a t a and recommendations on specific
projects.

Currenl Projects
Several projects currently under contract include
the following: I) network planning project, 2) federal
data base planning project, 3) analysis of the use of
mini-computers by federal libraries, 4) statistical
survey of automation efforts of federal libraries, 5 )
cataloging of serials for the Government Printing
Office through C O N S E R (cooperative CONversion
of SERials project), 6) preparation of documentation

of O C L C / G P O magnetic tape for distribution
through the Library of Congress cataloging distribution service division, 7) telecommunications field library pilot system between Denver and OCLC, and
8) preparation of revised classification and qualification standards for librarians. [See "Washington Letter" in S,qecial Libraries 67 (no. 2): 9 1 (Feb 1977).]
Two other projects a r e "in the works." O n e is bibliographic searching services for federal libraries.
Through this project, the FLC will broker data bases
through a commercial service and will handle
cooperative group participation with the federal libraries desiring to share in this contract effort. This
will result in reduced rates for the participants.
Another project to be contracted out is the design
and programming of library applications for a minicomputer that can be used by numerous federal libraries. The libraries which are expected to participate in this effort a r e the National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration, the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Department of the Interior,
and possibly the Department of the Army.
The Federal Library and Information Network
(FEDLINK) program is an ongoing contract with
the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) for the use
of its data base services for shared cataloging by
federal libraries. There now are at least 76 libraries
in the FEDLINK system and FLC estimates there
will he over 100 by the end of fiscal year 1977. As
part of this program, assistance was given to GPO's
Library Division in the use of the OCLC system for
the production of the Monthlv Catalog of United
Stater Governrnenr Publications. FLC also is coordinating a program of shared-cataloging-of-government-publications between G P O and at least three
large departmental libraries (Department of Transportation, Department of the Interior and Department of Health, Education and Welfare). These libraries will do the original cataloging of their own
agency's publications for G P O . FLC also is assisting
in a feasibility study involving possible use of the
OCLC system by the National Technical Information Service, to produce cataloging records of Department of Agriculture publications for the National Agricultural Library.
A survey of federal libraries will take place during
1977. The survey instrument is being developed
under the Learning Resources Branch, National
Center for Educational Statistics, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. It has been five
years since the last survey was made.

Meetings
Open meetings are held approximately once a
month, between September and June. Members of
the federal library community and other interested
parties a r e invited to hear about projects and problems of major concern. This past year, some of the
topics covered w e r e l i b r a r y networking, F L C
progress and goals, contracting out, cooperative ventures within and outside the federal library network,
structured automation, new copyright laws, and the
prospective survey of federal libraries. As oneof four
panelists at the meeting on cooperative ventures,

sequent activity in support of him (though he was not
elected) made an impression on the Executive Board
of IFLA that S L A did intend to participate actively.
T h e r e was a good r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of S L A
members, in addition to Voting Delegate and Alternate, at the Budapest meeting in 1972. By this
time additional S L A members were participating in
the work of IFLA's Committees, Sections, and Subsections. The largest SLA contingent, 14, attended
and participated in IFLA's Grenoble meeting in
Workshops
1973. In 1974, Washington, D.C.. was the site of the
IFLA Congress. Many S L A members of the WashThe Federal Library Committee also sponsors
ington, D.C. Chapter worked on the organi~ingcomworkshops. Two were held in Spring 1977: A half-day
mittees of the conference with Robert L. Klassen as
workshop on "Career Roadblocks for Librarians and
the SLA Representative to the Joint Committee on
l n f o r m a t i o n Personnel," in Washington D.C.,
IFLA 1974 Meeting in the U S . Again, more than 35
sponsored by the FLC Subcommittee on Personnel
SLA members attended. Special Libraries Associaand the lnformation Industry Association: and a
t ~ o n ,largely through the initiative of Dr. McKenna
three-day workshop on "Library Management and
and recognition by the Board of the Association's
Information Services," in S t . Louis, Ma., sponsored
potential influence in the international arena, by now
by the FLC Subcommitteeon Education.
had progressed from being just another MemberRUTHS. SMITH Association to the status of a respected and
recognized participant.
The Oslo meeting in 1975 marked a turning point
not only in IFLA'S history, but also SLA's more vital
International Federation of Library
participation in IFLA affairs. Dr. McKenna, who at
Associations and Institutions
this time had become a seasoned hand in IFLA matters, joined with the representatives of other U S .
On September 30. 1927, "a few progressive liMember-Associations to contribute substantively
brarians from 15 countries created an international
and substantially to the complex and complicated
organization: IFLA." A s an independent nondraft statutes of IFLA's reorganization plan. The
governmental and non-profit org;~nizationits purpose
U S . delegation paid particular attention to the basic
is:
points relating to membership structure, voting
"to promote international understanding, cooperaprocedures, and the formula for assessment of dues.
tion, discussion, research, and development in all
Formerly, IFLA was divided into Sections and
fields of library activity, including bibliography, inSubsections, and there were also a number of Comformation services, and the education of personmittees where the most active work was conducted.
nel."
Each Member-Association could designate one or
Brussels will be the meeting place Sep 3 10, 1977,
more of its members to each of the Committees, and
to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of 1FL.A. Much
to each of the Sections and Subsections. Underhas happened in IFLA in the years between 1927 and
standably then, one S L A Delegate and one Alternate
1977. In the light of SLA's recent and more vigorous
could not make much impression in the 25 sub-units
interest in IFLA, a brief history leading up to this
of IFLA whereas ALA, for example, with its greater
stage follows.
participation and longer history of association with
Special Libraries Association began its alfiliation
1FL.A could. ALA was actively represented in alas an IFLA Member-Association in 1947. It is not
most all of the IFLA sub-units.
clear what participation, if any, occurred between
As a result of the new IFLA Statutes adopted in
1947 and the early 1960s. Each year in the decade
Lausanne in 1976, there is a very great change in
1961 1971 S L A had named a Voting Delegate and
structure, officers, and so forth. The former Special
Alternate, and continues to do so. The Executive DiLibraries Section has now become the Special Lirector attended the meetings of the IFLA General
braries Division. Its former Subsections a r e now
Council in Toronto in 1967 and again in Liverpool in
Sections. The timetable for the new IFLA voting
1971. At neither meeting was there any indication to
procedures is such that permanent officers of the
him that other IFLA Member-Associations were
new Special Libraries Division cannot be elected
particularly aware of the existence of S L A itself
before t h e I F L A meeting September 1977 in
and/or expressed interest in international library
Brussels. Dr. McKenna has been named as the
atfairs. It was also learned that special library orgachairman (ad interim) of the SLD; and in this role he
nizations in many other countries looked to SLA for
is also a member of the IFLA Professional Board
leadership. Subsequently, S L A ' s new vitality of
which h a s extensive powers in t h e a r e a of
interest began to blossom and efforts were made to
professional organization and projects.
take a more active role in IFLA activities. IFLA was
In this connection, SLA's Voting Delegate to
brought to the attention of SLA's membership by anIFLA, Vivian Hewitt, appeared before the SLA
nouncement of its Sections and C o m m i ~ t e e sin the
Board at its Fall meeting (New York, Oct 14 16,
pages of Special Libraries.
1976) to report on the Lausanne meeting, of the
SLA's nomination of Erik Spicer in 197 1 for IFLA
significance of Frank McKenna's role and to ask
Vice President for North America and the subSLA Board approval in his behalf for his involvement
your SLA Observer spokeon "Joint Problem Solving
Among Industry and Government Libraries." This
talk described activities of the Interlibrary Users
Association (in the Washington Baltimore area), the
Committee on lnformation Hang-ups, the Federation of Information Users, and a proposed sharedcataloging experiment with the Defense Documentation Center involving report literature.

as chairman, S L D of IFLA. The rationale was that,
through its Executive Director, SLA now has the opportunity, indeed the obligation,
to exert its influence
and expand its impact on special libraries
throughout the world community.
In a related IFLA matter and in a definite spirit of
cooperation, a meeting of the Executive Directors (or
equivalent persons) of the 7 U.S. Member-Associations convened in the SLA office, Nov 8, 1976, to discuss the equitable allotment en masse of the dues
assigned to the U.S.A. by IFLA to the U S .
Member-Associations. For the first time since 1971
considerable progress was made. The agenda dealt
with: 1) formation of a U.S. IFLA Committee; 2) apportionment of votes assigned by IFLA to the
U.S.A.; 3) apportionment of annual dues allocated to
the U.S.A. by IFLA; 4) apportionment of travel
expenses for an elected U S . member of the IFLA
Executive Board.
These items were referred early to Association's
governing Board and were approved.
Subsequently, Vivian Hewitt made a second appearance before the SLA Board in Seattle (Jan
27-29, 1977) in further support of IFLA and SLA's
extensive involvement in it.
As a result of the discussion about IFLA in Seattle, a number of members expressed the desire to
know more about it. In March 1977 the new IFLA
brochure, IFLA: 50 Years of Inrernarional Librarianship, was mailed to all Chapter presidents
and presidents-elect, Division chairmen and
chairmen-elect and the Board of Directors in hopes
that it would answer many questions for them and
the members of their respective Chapters or Divisions.
It is significant that prior to 1976 where no Board
action had been required or was asked, other than to
continue representation and membership and to urge
participation in IFLA by as many interested SLA
members as possible, the SLA Board has now begun
to devote considerable time and thought to IFLA and
to SLA's importance to international librarianship.
By Board action, the following SLA members have
been nominated as members of Standing Committees of IFLA Sections: Vivian D. H e w i t t Social
Science Libraries Section; P a t Molholt
Astronomical & Geophysical Libraries Section;
Walter W. Ristow~- geography and Map Libraries
Section.
Dr. McKenna, Chairman (ad interim), SLD, attended the IFLA Professional Board Meeting,
London, Apr 4-6, 1977, for which he had prepared a
document titled "Special Libraries: Their
Representation & Organization in I F L A . " The
Professional ~ o a f daccepted the basic thesis that the
Special Libraries Division was the best informed
body to recommend the future structure of its own
Sections.
The transition from theold to the new IFLA structure has many hazards and uncertainties. Nevertheless, looking ahead, there is the distinct possibility
for SLA and its members to have the opportunity to
participate more widely and positively than heretofore in IFLA. The Sections, Working Groups,
Round Tables, and Committees embrace and coin-

cide with the many interests of SLA Divisions and
the Association in general. Within the IFLA Special
Libraries Division are the following Sections:
Astronomical and Geophysical Libraries Section
Geography and Map Libraries Section
Social Science Libraries Section
Administrative Libraries Section
Under active consideration, at this time, is the establishment of the following additional Sections:
Arts and Music Libraries Section
Biomedical/Medical Libraries Section
Business Libraries Section
Law Libraries Section
Science/Technology Libraries Section
Other IFLA Sections also need SLA participants,
for example, Universal Bibliographic Control,
Cataloging, and Interlending.
Under the new structure, there is provision, in addition to Association Membership and Institutional
Membership, for Personal Affiliation. This last category is intended for those "individuals wishing to
mark their interest in and support for the purposes of
the Federation." Institutional Memberships have already been initiated by several companies where
SLA members are employed. Personal Affiliation
may well appeal to SLA members whose companies
and organizations have international departments
and/or offices in parts of the world other than the
U.S. SLA must at this juncture maintain its position
in IFLA, reached only within the past few years,
through the persistent, consistent and always broadbased professional interests of its Executive Director
by seeking out and encouraging those SLA members
who can and will participate in this international organization. [For a full account of the 1976 Lausanne
meeting, please refer to Special Libraries 68:(no.
1):48 50 (Jan 1977).]
VIVIAN
D. HEWITT

Library Binding Institute
The Library Binding Institute is comprised of approximately fifty certified commercial binders, as
well as associates who are either suppliers to the industry or university and public libraries having their
own binderies. The Institute issues "LBI Standards
for Library Binding" and other information useful to
binders and/or librarians.
At a meeting with the Director of the Institute,
Mr. Dudley A. Weiss, and two members of his staff
on Jun 25, 1976, Mr. Weiss expressed an interest in
working with local SLA groups in sponsoring
workshops on library binding. A successful prototype
of such a workshop was sponsored in May 1976 with
the Southern California Chapter of ARLIS/NA. Attempts to arrange such a workshop with the SLA
Boston Chapter during the year were not successful
since this Chapter's program had already been organized.
On Sep 20, 1976, your Representative attended
the dedication of LBl's new Book Testing Laboratory at the Rochester Institute of Technology. This

laboratory was funded by LBI but is owned and
maintained by RIT. Equipped to perform physical
testing of books, it is to be used for educational purposes and for research on new binding materials.
Also planned is the establishment of a library on
binding.
At Mr. Weiss' suggestion, your Representative
was invited to attend, as an observer. a meeting of
the Committee on the Preservation of Library Materials of ALA's Resources and Technical Services
Division, held at the ALA Midwinter Meeting in
Washington, D.C., on Feb 1, 1977. This meeting included on its agenda a joint session with representatives of LBI, to explore areas of mutual cooperation.
T h e discussions emphasized t h a t libraries could
assist binders by: I) defining more precisely the types
of use to which bound materials would be subjected;
2) educating library administrators, including library
trustees and purchasing agents, about the importance of conservation and preservation and.
hence, the need for sufficient funds to implement
these activities; and 3) increasing the overall awareness of librarians themselves of the importance of
these activities, e.g., by promoting workshops and
courses in library schools.
An interesting sidelight to this meeting was the
committee's review of the deliberations of the National Preservation Program Planning Conference
sponsored by the Library of Congress and the
Council on Library Resources held in Washington in
Dec 1976. Highlights of this Conference were subsequently r e p o r t e d in L ~ h r a r y .Journal 102
(4):447 449 ( F e b 15, 1977) by Pamela Darling,
chairman of the aforementioned ALA Committee.
(NOTE: It is hoped that a representative of S L A
participated in this Conference and, if not, could be
present at future ones.)
By copy of this report, the S L A Representative is
asking the Chapter Cabinet Chairman to bring to the
attention of the S L A Chapters the interest of LBI in
co-sponsoring workshop programs.
B A R B A RM.
A DAVIS

Medical Library Association
T h e annual meeting of t h e Medical Library
Association, held in Minneapolis, Minn., Jun 12 17,
1976, had as its theme "Frontiers in Health Sciences
Librarianship." Subjects of the various sessions included discussions of librarianship in various kinds of
health science institutions, the status of librarians,
and administrative problems. The presentation of
poster sessions during one afternoon was a great success.
T h e most fruitful cooperative endeavor between
SLA, the Medical Library Association, and other library associations was their successful effort to
amend the section of the copyright bill which covers
photocopying by libraries. After the bill was signed
into law on O c t 19, 1976, the associations continued
to meet to discuss the copyright guidelines under
development by C O N T U and other implications of
the law which will go into effect in 1978.
MIRIAM
H. LIBBEY

Music Library Association
I attended the Music Library Association Annual
Mid-Winter Meeting held in Nashville Jan 31 Feb 5,
1977. 1 will not be attending the MLA Summer
Meeting scheduled for Santa Barbara, Aug 17-20,
1977.
At Nashville I was present during a Board meeting
at which SLA's reply to the Music Library Association inquiry concerning the handling of certain MLA
business functions at the S L A Office were discussed.
A committee of the MLA Board was appointed to
follow through on the proposal and to handle a visit
to MLA's Ann Arbor o f i c e by an S L A staff
member. 1 do not know what has transpired since the
Nashville meeting on this matter which resulted
from a suggestion I made to MLA in Feb 1976.
The Music Library Association continues to share
with S L A its concerns about copyright as well as
other problems which libraries face no matter what
their subject orientation.
FORREST
ALTER

National Federation of Indexing and
Abstracting Services
This year, for the first time, a formal liaison has
been established between S L A and NFAIS. Since
my appointment in August, I have been receiving the
N F A I S newsletters and mailings about N F A I S
activities. T h e newsletter is excellent; it is timely,
concise, well-informed, and contains many items of
great interest to special librarians.
I was immediately made aware of many areas of
common concern and of the need for communication
between the two organizations. I contacted Toni
Carbo Bearman, the NFAIS Executive Director,
(and NFAIS's representative to S L A ) to talk about
the possibility of a jointly planned session at the 1977
S L A Annual C o n f e r e n c e . U n f o r t u n a t e l y t h e
program session deadlines were past and it was not
possible to program anything this year.
Toni Bearman and I are both enthusiastic about
the idea of a session which will expose S L A members
to the current concerns of the abstracting and indexing community and will give librarians the opportunity to voice their own opinions as the prime
users of indexes. 1 hope that Ms. Bearman and I will
be able to spend some time a t the New York
Conference planning such a session for Kansas City
in 1978.
On Mar 8 - 9 , 1 attended the NFAIS Annual
Conference in Crystal City, Va. This was a tightly
scheduled affair with no parallel sessions. Almost all
presentations were of interest to special librarians although there were relatively few librarians amongst
the 250-odd registrants. From the presentations,
from question-and-answer periods and from conversations with other attendees, I concluded that:
I . T h e abstracting and indexing services have not
been receiving adequate feedback from their librarian users.
2. NFAIS members definitely wish for user feedback.

3. They badly need such feedback if their products
are to be developed in directions which meet the
needs of librarians and library users.
GWYNETH
HEYNES

National Micrographics Association
T h e 26th Annual Conference and Exposition of the
National Micrographics Association was held May
17 20 in Dallas. There were five preconference
seminars that included two separate courses on Fundamentals of Micrographics and two s e p a r a t e
courses on Computer Output Microfilm (COM). It
was a highly successful trade show with 120 exhibitors. T h e professional emphasis was seen in the 30
technical sessions presented during the four days.
T h e trend appears to be an increase in systems
having electronic indexing and microform storage
with print-out on film instead of paper. There also
has been an increase in micropublishing, which
permits a faster and less expensive method for distributing manuals, catalogs, subject groupings of
journal articles or news clipping files. New and
improved readers and reader printers were among
the many products displayed. Programs for reviewing these new products will be held by a number of
N M A Chapters around the country. These meetings
are open to nonmembersof N M A ; the time and location can be obtained from representatives of companies dealing in micrographics or from N MA.
A new mission statement was recently announced
by the NMA, "the purpose of the N M A is to serve
its members in developing and promoting effective
use of micrographics, including interfaces with other
information processing technologies for the effective
storage, transfer and use of information. The ten
general objectives a r e to:
I . Promote expanded and innovative applications of micrographics.
2. Foster t h e interface of micrographics with
other image-processing technologies.
3. Provide a forum for analysis and communication of issues, trends, opportunities and accomplishments in micrographics.
4. I n t e r p r e t a n d r e p o r t o n changing social,
governmental, economic and technological conditions affecting micrographics.
5. Represent the interests of the micrographic
field in governmental activities.
6. Advance t h e educational and professional
qualifications of persons working in micrographics.
7. Foster good business ethics and social responsibility throughout the micrographic field.
8. Develop and promote standards required for
effective usage of micrographics including interfaces
with other technologies.
9. Develop and maintain comprehensive data on
the field of micrographics.
10. Stimulate coordinated activities with other organi~ationsin pursuit of NMA's Mission."
If these objectives are carried out the user should
benefit by the creation of useful standards, qualified
workers in the industry, better communications and
interfaces that result in better information systems.

Among the many publications now available from
the N M A is a new Personal Learning Package,
PLP-2, C O M Systems and Applications. It covers
the advantages and disadvantages of Computer
Output Microfilm, in a manner that is not too
technical, by use of an audio tape and a color fiche
that gives an overall view. It is designed for an individual and costs $25 for nonmembers from N M A .
The Introduction to Micrographics, PLP-I, available
a t $20 for nonmembers, is a similar package that also
runs for 30 minutes. This new educational series
makes use of two important desk tools, the tape
recorder and the fiche viewer.
T h e Congressional Joint Committee has approved
a micropublishing program for both "GPO-documentation" and "non-GPO-documentation." T h e
U . S . G o v e r n m e n t Printing O f i c e ( G P O ) may
convert to microfiche as necessary and as requested
by the individual depository libraries. The program
manager, on the staff of the Assistant Public
Printer, is John D. Livsey, who will be responsible for
planning and implementing the program. He is a
member of the N M A Board of Directors.
T h e N M A has just made "Micrographics Index"
available. It is a computerired index to the holdings
in the N M A Resource Center. some 2,500 items. It
is available prepaid from N M A Publications Sales,
8728 Colesville Road, Silver Spring, Md. 20910 at
$12 for NMA members and $18 for nonmembers.
A publication which will be of interest to librarians
who may have experienced flood d a m a g e is
"Eastman Kodak Guidelines on How to M i n i m i ~ e
Water Damage." It is available from the Business
Systems Marketing Division, Rochester, N.Y.
14650.
Your Representative sponsored the program at
our conference in New York called "Interface
Systems 77" and will report continuing developments in accordance with the NMA objectives previously noted.
Your Representative has participated in a number
of meetings and programs related to N M A activities
and in continuing to do so would like to receive your
comments and suggestions and any supportive information.
LORETTA
J. KIERSKY

National Translation Center
T h e Advisory Board for the National Translation
Center did not meet, so I would like to tell you about
someof the Center's major activities this year.
The Translation Center established a new pricing
policy for searching availability of translations. Organirations which deposit translations in the collection a r e given free search services within certain
limits. More translations have been deposited by
both old and new contributors as a result.
T h e most important activity is the completion of a
study for the National Endowment for the Humanities in r e s p o n s e t o n u m e r o u s c o n c e r n s
expressed over the years for increased production of
needed translations and access to translations in the
Humanities.

The Center contacted a great many scholars and
publishers by questionnaire and interview. Over 35%
responded. The report (to be issued soon after May
31) will include cost estimates for a prototype information clearinghouse and depository operation to
serve the humanities. Included will be the fullest
possible utilization of machine readable data. The
National Endowment for the Humanities wants a
printed publication with various indexes, as well as
an e f i c i e n t information retrieval s y s t e m for
availability. Results of the report will be made
available after submission to NEH-please contact
William Budington, Director, John Crerar Library,
35 West 33rd St., Chicago, 111. 60616.
Do you remember? On Jul 3, 1978, the National
Translation Center will celebrate its 25th anniversary! Various activities are under consideration
now for a celebration-publishing a Festschrift? a
cumulative index to T R I ? a party? Please forward
your suggestions to m e o r to William Budington.
Translations continue to be a problem for librarians, thousands of dollars a r e still wasted on duplication of effort, everyone's help and cooperation in
depositing translations and supporting the Center is
still needed. How about your library?
BETTYBROCINER

President's Committee on Employment
of the Handicapped Library
Sub-committee
T h e Library Sub-Committee met in Chicago, July
1976 at ALA, a t ALA Mid-Winter in Washington
January 1977, and will meet two more times before
my tenure ends May 4 in Washington at the annual
meeting of the President's Committee and again in
June at ALA in Detroit.
The primary thrust of our last year's report was on
the forthcoming White House Conference on the
Handicapped which will be held May 23 27 at the
Sheraton Park Hotel in Washington, D.C. Various
state conferences were held for planning the national
agenda of the Conference and librarians, along with
other lay citirens, participated. One Library SubCommittee member will be a delegate to the
Conference. However, it appears that last year's
request for discussion by the full Conference of library needs for the handicapped and specifically a
proposal for a national information center and network will not beon the agenda.
The Library Sub-Committee voted that there
should be a National Conference on Library Service
to Handicapped Persons. It would be a working
conference to develop recommendations on how libraries can better service people with handicaps. It
would examine services and delivery systems. It
should be open to other than librarians including
vocational educators, placement specialists, rehahilitation counselors, and others. Time and place to be
decided later.
T h e Committee voted to adopt objectives relating
to promotion of statewide directories of library
service to handicapped college students and faculty,
and to promote additional ~ n s t i t u t e son library
service to handicapped people.

T h e H E W Office of L i b r a r y P r o g r a m s h a s
sponsored institutes on service to handicapped
people in the past. Now, with affirmative action and
anti-discrimination regulations, library personnel
need to be aware of the laws and regulations. The
recent militant demonstrations nationwide by the
disabled underline the seriousness with which they
take the government's commitment to affirmative
action for them.
I would like to correct a statement made in my last
year's report: "Affirmative action is not popular with
many institutions but as testimony has come back
from the library job survey, it has been shown that libraries as employers do not have to restructure their
total environment to help one or two handicapped
workers get settled on a job." It is important to correct this for the record since many businessmen's objection to hiring the handicapped has been the misconception that it will cost more in equipment and removing architectural barriers.
The issue of a national information center and network for literature on the handicapped did not reach
the White House Conference level; however, this
does not mean that it is "dead." The Library SubCommittee will continue to discuss internally how
best to inform the information community of the
availability of these services. It is to SLA's credit
that the Conference in New York City will feature as
a part of the Education Division Program, Julian
Stein, Director & Consultant, Programs for the
Handicapped of the American Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation.
The past three years as S L A Representative have
been personally rewarding and I hope that the
Association will continue its affiliation with t h e
President's Committee. Removal of architectural
barriers, affirmative action regulations of the federal
government pertaining to the handicapped, and the
need for a national information center and network
on the handicapped, a r e all goals and issues re-occurring during my service since 1975. The needs are
there and the information community, including
SLA, can do a great deal in applying "pressure" in
the right places, in the distribution of information,
and in educating special librarians, as employers and
employees, as to their role in understanding and accepting the handicapped library employee, library
patron, and handicapped people in general.
WILLIAM
B. S A U N D E R S

Theatre Library Association
The summer meeting of the Theatre Library
Association was held Jul 22, 1976, in Chicago during
t h e annual American Library Association
conference. It featured conducted tours of t h e
Chicago Theatre and the Auditorium Theatre in the
morning and a panel discussion in the afternoon on
"Alternative T h e a t r e : Reflections of C u l t u r a l
Change in Chicago." An evening reception at the
Chicago Public Library's Cultural Center included a
concert reading of Act I of "Back to Methusaleh" by
the Shaw Society of Chicago. As in the past, the
entire program was open to ALA members and other
interested individuals.

In Sep 1976 T L A sent a representative to Vienna
to attend the Congress of the International Society
of Libraries and Museums of the Performing Arts
(SIBMAS). T h e major themes of the conference
were financial difficulties, which have hit state-subsidized collections as well as privately endowed institutions, and the problems and approaches involved in
preserving accurate records of current theatrical
production.
T h e T L A annual business meeting took place in
New York on Oct 29, 1976.
On May 9, 1977, the 1976 George Freedley Memorial Award for an outstanding book on "live"
theatre was presented to Jacques Callot: Artist o/
the Theatre. by Gerald Kahan, with Honorable Mention to Shakespeare on the Anrerican Stage, by
C h a r l e s S h a t t u c k . T h e 1976 T h e a t r e Library
Association Award for a work on recorded performance was given to T h e Good Guys. the Bad Guys
and the First Anlendnlmt: Freespeech and Fairness
in Broadcasting, by Fred W . Friendly.

Throughout the year, plans have been going forward for a Conference on the History of American
Popular Entertainment, to be held in New York,
Nov 17-20, 1977. T h e conference is a Bicentennial
project sponsored jointly by the Theatre Library
Association and the American Society for Theatre
Research.
DOROTHY
L. SWERDLOL
E

Universal Serials and Book Exchange
No report received.

University of Pittsburgh Personnel
Resources Requirements Conference
No report received

sZa news
CHAPTERS €t DIVISIONS
New Y o r k , M u s e u m , A r t s & H u m a n i t i e s
Group-In April the Group toured the CooperHewitt Museum in its new quarters in the Carnegie Mansion. O n e of t h e world's g r e a t
treasure houses of the decorative arts, an
entire floor is devoted to library design.
New Y o r k , Publishing and Newspaper
Groups-At
a joint session on Mar 8, Ben
Lightman described how Time magazine is
published and what role the library plays in the
process.

Pittsburgh-On
Mar 9 members gathered to
hear Daniel H. Shapira, an assistant U S . attorney, speak on "White Collar Crime."
During March and April, the Chapter's
Education Committee conducted a series of six
lectures on "The Librarian as Manager" a t the
University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of
Library and Information Sciences.
A dinner meeting was held Apr I I a t Carnegie-Mellon University. Eugene V. Nelson,
district director of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, spoke on "Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action."

North Carolina-On
M a r 14, a joint dinner
meeting with the Virginia Chapter was addressed by S L A President Mark Baer, who reviewed actions taken a t the Winter Meeting.

Princeton-Trenton-An
all-day workshop on
how to do effective searching of Chemical
abstract.^ and its various indexes was taught
by a Chemical Abstracts Service representative on Apr 14.

Oklahoma-The
C h a p t e r sponsored a 10session c o u r s e on c a t a l o g i n g f r o m M a r
29-May 31. Randy Call, head of cataloging a t
Tulsa City-County Library. was the instructor.
"Public Relations for Special Libraries" was
the subject of the Apr 15 meeting held a t the
Tulsa City-County Library.

Rio Grande-The Chapter held a joint meeting
with the Texas Library Association, Special Libraries Division, in El Paso on Apr 15. Those in
attendance heard Harry Gevertz of the El
Paso Natural G a s Company discuss "The
Energy R i d d l e s c a r e or Scarce?"

Oregon-An
all-day workshop on "Alternatives Within L i b r a r i a n s h i p for N e w and
Experienced Librarians was held Apr 16 a t
Oregon S t a t e University. Topics discussed included job sharing, freelance librarianship,
r6sume preparation, and interviewing.
Pacific Northwest-"Budgeting
and Budgeting
Techniques" was the subject of a M a r 26 workshop conducted by Mike Koenig, Director of
Library Operations, Institute for Scientific Information, Philadelphia.
Philadelphia-The Chapter has published the
1977, 14th edition of the Directory of Libraries
and Information Sources in the Philadelphia
Area (eastern Pennsylvania, southern New
Jersey, and Delaware). T h e directory is available a t $10.00 per copy from: Barbara Ann
Holley, Editor, Acquisitions Department, Lippincott Library/CG, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 19 104.

S a n Francisco Bay Region-The
M a r 23
banquet dinner meeting included a panel discussion entitled "Computerized L i t e r a t u r e
Searching: Public, Academic, and Special Library Challenges."
A joint meeting with the Sierra Nevada
Chapter was held Apr 20 a t a Berkeley rest a u r a n t . H o m e r Dalbey, c o n s u l t a n t a n d
professor of marketing a t San Francisco S t a t e
University, gave a presentation on "Marketing
Your Library Services."
T h e C h a p t e r ' s Education C o m m i t t e e
sponsored a "Reference Update Series" during March and April, consisting of six lectures
on the most important reference works and information sources that have appeared in the
last five years.
Sierra Nevada-On Mar 17 members gathered
in Stockton for a dinner meeting and presentation by Ron Miller, director of California Library Authority for Systems and Services, on

"How California L i b r a r i e s C a n I m p r o v e
Systems and Services."
An all-day workshop for library assistants,
held Apr 6 at McGeorge School of Law, Sacramento, attracted over 200 participants. T h e
workshop was intended to give them a broader
knowledge of libraries' overall operations and
goals. Keynote speaker was Joseph Anderson,
Nevada State Librarian.
South Atlantic-A
workshop on government
documents was given Apr 30 at the Georgia
Center for Continuing Education, Athens.
Southern California-Over
100 people participated in a Chapter-sponsored workshop on
"Looking Beyond the Traditional Job Market"
held M a r 17 a t California l n s t i t u t e of
Technology, Pasadena.
Southern California, Food and Pharmaceutical
Groups-At a Mar 24 dinner meeting, "Getting the Best of Foods, Drugs, and Cosmetics"
was discussed by Irving Goldenfield of HuntWesson Foods and Sebron Koster of Riker
Laboratories, Inc. (Pharmaceuticals).
Texas-The fourth quarterly meeting was held
Apr 29-30 in Austin.
Toronto-In
March, members listened to a
panel discuss the pros and cons of networking.
Panelists included lnez Gaffney, a member of
S L A ' s Networking C o m m i t t e e , and a
representative from the National Library of
Canada.
At the Apr 21 meeting, the group heard a
practical discussion of computer systems
presently used in technical services at several
Toronto special libraries. A tour of the Ontario
Hydro Library followed the meeting.
Upstate New York-Computer
on-line
reference service was the subject of an Apr

SLA Program--ASIS 1 977
SLA will present a program a t this year's
ASIS Annual Meeting entitled "The Prophet
Motive: The Special Librarian of 1985." This is
in keeping with the theme of ASIS '77-111formation Management in t h e 1980s. T h e
three-part S L A presentation, to be given by

22 23 Chapter-sponsored conference at the
University of Rochester. Representatives from
Bibliographic Retrieval Services, Lockheed
C o r p o r a t i o n , t h e New Y o r k Times, and
System Development Corporation provided
demonstrations of their systems.
Washington, D.C.-The
Chapter joined with
the District of Columbia Library Association,
the Potomac Valley Chapter of ASIS, and the
Society of Library and Information Science
Technicians to sponsor a "Microforum '77"
workshop on Apr 2.
At an Apr 27 dinner meeting, members
heard Henriette Avram of the Library of
Congress speak on "The Library of Congress
and the National Library Network."
Washington, D.C., Biological Sciences
Group-At a pot-luck dinner on Mar 24, the
Group listened to Jim Buckler's discourse on
"Caring for Your Plants."
Washington, D.C., Documentation Group-On
Apr 5 a gathering assembled to hear a report
on the Documentation Division a t the national
level.
Washington, D.C., Military Librarians
Group-At
an Apr 14 business meeting in
Alexandria, Va., the program included a
presentation on OCLC.
Wisconsin-A
joint meeting with A S I S
members a t the University of WisconsinMilwaukee was held at the end of March. The
program dealt with utilizing the poster session
concept as an alternative to formal presentations.
A tour of three special libraries in the Fox
River Valley area was taken on Apr 30.
Members visited the Kimberly-Clark Corporation Library, Lawrence University Library,
and the Institute of Paper Chemistry Library.

Nancy Kingman (3M Corporation), Nancy
Clausen ( B o r p - W a r n e r C o r ~ o r a t i o n ) .and
Herbert ~ h i t e ( 1 n d i a n a~ n i v k r s i t ~ w'
) ,ill address the question of whether special librarians
are becoming. will become, or have always
been, "information managers." The program is
scheduled for Tuesday, Sep 27,4-6 p.m., a t the
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

vistas
COMING EVENTS
Sep 14-16. Association of Public Data Users,
1977 Annual Conference. . . Capital Hilton
Hotel, Washington, D.C. Write: Chairman,
Annual Meeting Committee, Association of
Public Data Users, P.O. Box 9287, Rosslyn
Station, Arlington, Va. 22209.

Oct 20-23. Oral History Association, 12th National Workshop and Colloquium . . . Hotel del
Coronado, Coronado, Calif. Write: Ronald E.
Marcello, Executive Secretary, Oral History
Association, Box 13734, N.T. Station, North
Texas State University, Denton, Texas 76203.

Sep 20. Media Services in the College and the
Public Library, Conference. . . Iowa City.
Sponsor: School of Library Science, University
of Iowa. Fee: $15. Write: Ethel Bloesch, School
of Library Science, University of Iowa, 3087
Library, Iowa City, Iowa 52242.

Oct 23-26. 27th Canadian Chemical Engineering Conference . . . Calgary Convention
C e n t r e , Calgary, Alta., C a n a d a . Theme:
Energy and Development. Sponsor: Canadian
Society for Chemical Engineering. Write: Dr.
Jim Higgins, Registration Chairman, 304
Examiner Building, 805 5th St. S.W., Calgary,
Alta., Canada T2P 1 W3.

Oct 3-7. Library Association Centenary
Conference . . . Royal Festival Hall, London,
England. Write: S e c r e t a r y , T h e Library
Association, 7 Ridgmount St., London, WC 1 E
7AE, England.
Oct 5-7. Southern Regional Croup of the
Medical Library Association, Annual Meeting. . . Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia, S.C.
Write: Daniel K. Festa, SRGIMLA, Publicity
Committee, School of Medicine Library,
University of South Carolina, Columbia, S.C.
29208.
Oct 9-12. International Data Processing
Conference and Business Exposition,
I N F O / E X P O '77 . . . Washington Hilton.
Washington, D.C. T h e m e : Management
Development-Today
and Tomorrow.
Sponsor: D a t a Processing Management
Association. C o n t a c t : Lila S u u r m e y e r ,
Conference Coordinator, DPMA International
Headquarters, 505 Busse Highway, Park
Ridge, Ill. 60068.
Oct 17-19. NELINET Task Group on Documents, Workshop on Economic S t a t i s tics . . . Boston Park Plaza, Boston, Mass.
Workshop prepared and presented by
members of U S . Bureau of the Census. Fee:
$65. Write: Anne Shaw, NELINET Task
Group on Documents, University of Rhode Island Library, Kingston, R.I. 0288 I .

Oct 27-29. North Atlantic Health Sciences Libraries, Regional Group of the Medical Library Association, 20th Annual Meeting . . . Sheraton-Mt. Royal Hotel, Montreal,
Que., Canada. Theme: International Connections. Sponsor: Medical Library, McGill
University. Contact: Claire Turnbull, Medical
Library, McGill University, 3655 Drummond
St., Montreal, Que., Canada H3G 1Y6.
Oct 27-29. Ohio Educational Library Media
Association/Ohio Library Association, Concurrent C o n f e r e n c e . . . Dayton Convention
Center, Dayton, Ohio. Theme: Getting to
Know the Ohio Library Media Community.
Contact: Norman V. Plair, 215 E. 3rd St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45402.
Oct 27-29. SLA, Board of Directors. . . Gramercy Park Hotel, New York
City.
Nov 9. Middle East Librarians Association, 6th
Annual Meeting . . . Orientalia Division, New
York Public Library. Write: Janet Heineck,
S e c r e t a r y - T r e a s u r e r , M E L A , Room 560,
University of Chicago Library, Chicago, Ill.
60637.
Nov 14-16. 1977 Pittsburgh Conference on the
On-Line Revolution in Libraries . . . William

Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa. Among the nationally recognized library leaders participating in the conference will be: Melvin S . Day,
reacting to a position paper on the impact of
on-line systems on rational information policy
and on local, state, and regional planning;
Keith Doms, participating in a panel discussion
on the impact of on-line systems; Miriam A.
Drake, presenting a position paper on the impact of on-line systems on library functions;
and Thomas J . Calvin, giving the introductory
speech and closing summary. Direct inquiries
to: Allen Kent, Distinguished Service
Professor, Graduate School of Library and Information Sciences, University of Pittsburgh,
801 L.I.S. Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15260.
Nov 15-18. Library Management Skills Institute . . . Cross Kevs Inn. Columbia. Md.
Fee: $175. Sponsor: -office 'of university Library Management Studies, Association.of Research Libraries, 1527 New Hampshire Ave.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

-

,?? 2 3
S e p H 3 l k 39th FID Conference and
Congress . . . Edinburgh, U.K. Theme: New
Trends in Documentation and Information.
Write: Aslib, 3 Belgrave Square, London
S W I X 8PL, England.
Sep g 2 2 . Aslib, 52nd
ference . . . Edinburgh, U.K.

Annual

Con-

Sep 26-29. International Micrographic
Congress '78, l o t h Annual Convention . . . Johannesburg, South Africa. Contact:
G.J. Bujkovsky, P.O. Box 22440, San Diego,
Calif. 921 22.

, American Society for Information
Science, Annual Meetmg . . . New York.
W r ~ t e ASIS,
:
1155 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washin ton, D.C 20036.

P

=tt
.26:5:
S L A , Board of DirecNew York
t o r s . . Gterrpe~q--1,
City.
44
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Nov 1-3. National Micrographics Association,
Mid-Year Meeting . . Seattle, Wash.
Nov 8-11. Association of College and Research
1978 National Conference
Libraries,
. . . Sheraton-Boston Hotel, Prudential Center,
Boston, Mass. Theme: Academic Librarianship-An Expanding Universe?

Future Meetings

J a n 22-28.
ALA
Midwinter
ing . . . Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.

Meet-

Feb 1-3. S L A Winter Meeting . . . lndianapolis Hilton, Indianapolis, Ind.
Apr 2-8. National Library Week.
Apr 11-13. EURIM 3, European Conference
on the Contribution of Users to Planning and
Policy Making for Information Systems and
Networks . . . Munich/Sheraton Hotel, Munich, Germany. Contact: Conference Organizer, Aslib, 3 Belgrave Square, London S W l X
8PL, England.
May 9-12. National Micrographics Association, 27th Annual Conference. . . Boston,

Jan
21-27.
ALA Midwinter
ing . . . Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.

Meet-

Feb 1-3. SLA Winter Meeting . . . Marriott
Tucson, Tucson, Ariz.
May 8-1 1. National Micrographics Association,
28th
Annual Conference . . .
Atlanta, Ga.
Jun 2-7. Medical Library Association, 78th
Annual Conference. . . Honolulu, Hawaii.
Jun W-14. S L A , 70th Annual Conference. . . Hilton Hawaiian Village and Ilikai,
Honolulu, Hawaii.

#
i
%
&
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Medical Library Association,
-e . . chicago, Ill.
77t< Apnual Conf
Jun 24-30.
ALA
ro
pahw
. . . Dallas, Texas.
Jun +15.
S L A , 69th Annual Con-

Annual

Conference

ference. . . H. Roe Bartle Convention Center,
Radisson Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City,
Mo. Theme: Managing for Change.

Jul 1-4. American Association of Law Libraries, Annual Meeting . . F a i r m ~ n tHotel,
San Franc~sco,Calif. ' ,

Jun 25-28. American Association of Law Libraries, Annual Meeting . . . Americana*
+h-ck&aHoteb Rochester, N.Y.

@& 2+-W. S L A , Board of
Direct o r s . . Ckammcy Pzrk H & d , New York
C1ty.

Jun 25-July
1. ALA
ference . . Chicago, Ill.

Nov 7-9. National Micrographics Association,
Mid-Year Meeting . . . San Antonio, Texas.
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Jan

30-Feb

1. SLA Winter Meeting
Hotel, Houston, Texas.

. . . Rice-Rittenhouse

Jun 8-12. SLA, 71st Annual Conference
Washington Hilton, Washington, D.C.

...

REVIEWS
Handbook of Library Regulations, by Marcy
Murphy and Claude J. Johns, Jr. New York.
Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1977. 176p. $19.75.
ISBN 0-8247-6498-6.
This Handbook is a state-of-the-art report
on the internal, user-oriented regulations in
effect in 305 public, research, special, and state
libraries in the U.S. and Canada. It is an
updated and edited version of an article which
first appeared in vol. 15 (1975) of the Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences.
The regulations dealt with in the four types of
libraries separately surveyed are those governing users, circulation systems, resources
(collections), interlibrary loan and reprography, and administration. The section on
school libraries, which appeared in the Encyclopedia article, has been omitted from the
Handbook because the survey returns proved
not to be representative.
The Handbook will be useful to library
administrators, planners, designers, and educators who wish to compare their own policies
with those of similar types of libraries. The
authors contend that the book will be an aid in
the establishment of standardized procedures
within developing library networks. In actual
practice, such standardization, when possible,
usually depends upon consensus among the
networking libraries rather than upon survey
results which vary as widely as those reported
in the Handbook.
Separating libraries by type necessarily
creates some ambiguity about where to place
some institutions. For instance, the Boston
Public Library is one of the finest research libraries in the country, and the Gutman (educa-

tion) Library at Harvard is both academic (research) and special. The selection of special libraries (actually special librarians) was taken
from the "Chapters" section of the 1973 "Annual Directory Issue" of Special Libraries.
Many of the Chapter officers listed in this section work in the other three types of libraries,
and we cannot tell from the Handbook if the
eighty-five librarians surveyed all represented
"special" libraries, as defined in the text. A list
of the libraries represented in each of the four
categories would have been a useful appendix.
Only public libraries, it appears, were selected
so that a representative sampling of institutions by size was included, though even here
responses were not coded to indicate the
different responses of, say, large and small
public libraries. The authors' decision not to
cover library personnel or budget, either total
or that allocated to various public services,
may reduce the usefulness of the Handbook for
some purposes, and the complete omission of
rules regulating access to and use of computerized information retrieval systems is truly
lamentable in a guide of this type published in
1977.
Notwithstanding these limitations, t h e
Handbook is the most comprehensive report
on library regulations available today and can
serve as a guide for any librarian who needs to
compare one library's policies with those of
other similar institutions.
Malcolm C. Hamilton
Monroe C. Gutman Library
Harvard Graduate School of Education
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Announcement
The Vior Corporation, which manufactured the video projector described in the "Have You
Seen?'section of the April issue of Special Libraries, p. 177, has gone out of business. Special Libraries regrets any inconvenience to readers who unsuccessfully attempted to order this product.

(77-075) Business lnformation Sources. Daniells,
Lorna M . Berkeley, Univ. of California Press, 1976.
439p. $14.95. LC 74-30517 ISBN 0-520-02946-1
Annotated bibliography.
(77-076) The Classification and Cataloging of Sound
Recordings: An Annotated Bibliography. Gaeddert,
Barbara Knisely. Ann Arbor, Mich., Music Library
Assn., 1977. 32p. ( M L A Technical Reports no. 4).
LC 77-232 14 ISSN 0094-5099 ISBN 0-9 14954- 10-5
Chronological arrangement, with an author and
scheme index.
(77-077) Proceedings of IFLA Worldwide Seminar,
May 31-June 5, 1976. Seoul, Korea, Korean Library
Assn., 1976. 545p. $35.00.
Seminar's theme was "Library Resources and National Development- Use and Control of Eastern
Publications by East and West." Available from:
Korean Library Assn., 100-177, I-ka, HoehyunDong, Choong Ku, Seoul.

(77-082) The National Directory of State Agencies,
1976-1977. Wright, Nancy D. and Gene P. Allen,
camps. Washington, D.C., lnformation Resources
Press, 1976. 646p. $55.00. LC 76-46708 ISBN O87815-016-1
Includes the 50 states, District of Columbia, and four
U.S. possessions and territories. Covers 93 functional agency categories. Includes list of agency
functions, state government telephone information
numbers and addresses, state agencies by state,
state agencies by function, and associations of state
government officials.
(77-083) Informace: Technickeho i'stiedi Knihoven
(No. I ) . 30p. Quarterly.
In Czech. For further inl'ojmation, conta,ct t h e
publisher: Stlitni Knihovna CSR. Technlcki Ustiedi
Knihoven, I I 0 0 0 Praha I . Betlimski, C S R .
(77-083) On-Line Information Retrieval 1965-1976: A
Bibliography with a Guide to On-Line Data Bases and
Systems. Hall, J. L., comp. London, Aslib, 1977.
125p. (Aslib Bibliography No. 8). SBN 85142-094-X

(77-078) Hospital Literature Subject Headings.
Dunlap, Alice, ed. Chicago, American Hospital
Assn., 1977. 189p. $10.00. LC 77-519 ISBN 0-87258202-7

Contains over 900 references. Author. report
number, and name/suhject indexes included.

List of headings and cross references used by the
American Hospital Assn., Asa S. Bacon Memorial.
Available from: American Hospital Assn., 840 N.
Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, 111.6061 1.

(77-085) Computer Bank Book: FINI)/SVP's Executive Guide to Computer Data Banks. New York.
FINDISVP, 1 9 7 7 . 2 4 ~ .

(77-079) Professional Services Directory of the
American Translators Association. 3d ed. Croton-onHudson, N.Y., American Translators Assn., 1976.
108p. $12.00 prepaid, $17.00 invoiced.
Includes 407 translators for 53 foreign languages and
82 subject-matter specialities. For further information contact: Ben Teague, Secretary, American
Translators Assn., P.O. Box 1406, Austin, Tex.
78767.
(77-080) Guidelines for Handling Library Orders for
Microforms. American Library Assn., Resources
and Technical Services Division, Resources Section,
Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee. Chicago,
ALA, 1977. 14p. (Acquisitions Guidelines no. 3).
$1.95. LC 76-58322 ISBN 0-8389-3193-6

Includes a Directory o f Data Banks listing major
computer data bases. Single copies requested on
business stationer) available free of charge from:
FIND/SVP, 500 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036.
(77.086) National Inventory of Librarj Needs, 1975:
Resources Needed for Public and Academic Libraries
and Public School LibrarjIMedia Centers. Ladd,
Boyd. Washington, D.C.. U.S. Govt. Print. OF..
1977. 277p. $3.60. ( S / N 052-003-00328-7).
Stud) submitted to the National Commission on Libraries and lnformation Science.
(77-087) Improving State Aid to Public Libraries.
Government Studies and Systems Inc. Washington,
D.C., National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, 1977. 66p.

Basic guide to ordering and fulfilling orders accurately.

Report prepared for the Urban Libraries Council.
Available from: U.S. Government Printing Office,
S I N 052-00325-2, $1.75.

(77-081) The Librarian and Reference Service. Rowland, Arthur Ray. Hamden, Conn., Shoe String,
1977. 281p. (Contributions to Library Literature).
$12.50. LC 76-50092 ISBN 0-208-01600-7

(77-088) Evaluation of the Efiectiveness of Federal
Funding of Public Libraries. Government Studies and
Systems Inc.. 1976. Washington, D.C., U.S. Govt.
Print. O f . , 1977. 118p. $2.00 ( S I N 052-003-00327-9).

Compilation of readings dealing with reference librarianship.

Study prepared for the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.
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What they're glven out for:
at your fingertips.
The latest e d ~ t ~ o
ofnth~sstan
dard reference work, eas~ly
the most comprehens~ve
gu~deto the world of founda
tlons, l~stsand fully descr~bes
more than 2800 U S foundat~ons-~nclud~ng
575 newly
qudl~fyrngfor th15 r>dltlon ,411
foundat~onshav~ngassets of
$1 m ~ l l ~ o
and
n up or total
annual grants of $100,000 or
more are I~sted-represent~ng
more than 90%of all U S
prlvate foundat~onassets and
80% of all grants'

Each listing includes:
Foundat~onname and
address

Date and form of
organlzatlon
Names of donors
Statement of purpose and
descr~pt~on
ot actlvltles,
lnclud~ng
spec~all m ~ t a t ~ o n s
Names of off~cers,trustees,
or d~rectors
F~scalprof~leusudlly based
on 1975 data
New ~nformat~on
~ncludes
telephone numbers, frequency of board meetmgs,
and grant appl~cat~on
procedures Four ~ n d ~ c e
provlde
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adtht~onalchannels for access
to the data-and appendlees

Edit~on5 foundat~onsnot In
E d ~ t ~ o6,ndetmt~onsof types
of foundat~ons,and a l~stof
commun~tyfoundat~onsTHE
FOUNDATION DIRECTORY
IS an ~nd~spensable
volume
for every reference I~brary,for
u agroup
l
conany ~ n d ~ v ~ dor
cerned w ~ t hgranting or
apply~ngfor funds

THE
FOUNDATION
DIRECTORY
6th Edition

696 pages, 4 rndrces (sublect personnel geographrc, dnd founddhon
narn?), tables, rntroductron wrth u p
todate statrstrts 8 3 5 00, plus $1 00
for postage and handlmg

Publ~shedby The Foundat~onCenter
D~str~buted
by

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY PRESS
Address for orders
136 South Broadway. Irvmgton,
New York 10533

BIBLIOGRAPHIC GUIDES are annual, multiple access subject bibliographies based on publications
cataloged by The Research Libraries of The New York Public Library and Library of Congress Marc Tapes.
BIBLIOGRAPHIC GUIDES - - a valuable current awareness tool in I2 subject areas
BIBLIOGRAPHIC GUIDES include:
a All types of materials - non-book resources
as well as books and serials.
a Works in all languages, including non-Roman
languages.
a Complete LC cataloglog informatlon lnclud

Ing traclngs (LC subject heading and added
entries), ISBN, and ident~ficat~on
of New
York Publ~cL~braryhold~ngs

Multiple access to this valuable
information by:
Ma~n
entry (personal authors, corporate names.
names of conferences or symposia, etc.)
a Added entrles (joint authors, ed~tors,or
comp~lers,etc.)
a Titles and series title
a Subject head~ng

All conveniently arranged in one alphabetical sequence. Complete bibliographic
information is given in the main entry,
with abbreviated citations for secondary
entries.

------------G. K . H A L L & CO.
7 0 Lincoln Street
Boston, Massachuretts 0211 1
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YES, please send me complete ~nformatlon
on G . K. Hall's Bibliographic Guides: 1976.

Name
L ~ b r a r y_

_ _ _ _ - -

Address
ZIP

G.I(,HALL K O .
70 Lincoln St., Boston, Mass. 021 11

I

I
o .,,,,
th,ta..,til.,.,ble.
L,--,-,-------l

Also please send me ~ n f o r m a t i o non any 1975

I

I
I
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I

I
I

I
I
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PERIODICALS

the

U.S. a n d

Canada

- and

in t h e E u r o p e a n m a n n e r t h a t has d i s t i n g u i s h e d S W E T S

ZElTLlNGER for

75

years.

FOR MONOGRAPHS

SWETS SERVICE
FOR PUBLISHING

CONTINUATIONS

A N D BOOKS

OOISA'
Your libIrary
Oeserve SW[lS Servile?

pledges t h e same reliable

SWETS SERVICE FOR
FOREIGN JOURNALS

,, ,,,,, ,

CALL LEO BURKELS OR PETER BENCE COLLECT
(215) 644-4944

IA sWETS.

~ E ~ T L ~ N Oc EoR i ~ w )
W Y N . PA 19312

PLACEMENT
"Positions Open"

and store document5 p r ~ n t sc l i p p ~ n g
magazines Shelf-f~lessave space save t ~ m e
searching for loose materlals Styles and
slzes to s ~ u tany need guardnteed q u a l ~ t y
for l o n g use
Among the thousands of
Items for lhbrar~es schools o f f ~ c e s~n the
1977 H ~ g h s m ~catalog
th
Send for your own
free copy

Hlghsmlth
T H E H I G H S M I T H CO. I N C
P.O. 2511700 Fort Atkmson. WI 53538

and "Positions Wanted"

ads are

$2.00 per line; $6.00 minimum. Current members of
SLA may place a "Positions Wanted" ad at a special
rate of $1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum.
In each membership year, each unemployed member
will be allowed o maximum of two free "Positions
Wanted" ads, each ad to be limited to 5 lines including mailing address (no blind box addresses), on
a space available basis.
There is a minimum charge of $11.00 for a "Market
Place" ad of three lines or less; each additional line
is $4.00. There are approximately 45 characters and
spaces to a line.
Copy for display ads must be received by the first
of the month two months preceding the month of
publication; copy for line ads must be received by
the tenth.
Classified ads will not be accepted on a "run until
cancelled" basis; twelve months is the maximum, unless renewed.
Special Libraries Association reserves the right to reject any advertisements which in any way refer to
race, creed, color, age, or sex as conditions for employment.

-

-

POSITIONS WANTED

POSITIONS OPEN

BSc. Chem. '71;. M L S '73; Cataloger '73-74Reference S e l e c t ~ o n Librarian for a university
Science and Engineering Library 1974-present.
Desires a job in Chicago area. Nancy Pope, Box
1167, Bedford, Quebec, Canada J O J 1 AO.

Assistant Librarian and Director of Public
Services-Denver
Public Library: To aid in the
administration of a city library system having approximately 450 employees, 2 bookmobiles, 24 locations. Accountable for directing and supervising the
operation of the Public Services which include the
following organizational units: Children's Lihrary,
Young A d u l t L i b r a r y , Branch Libraries a n d
Bookmobiles, Denver General Hospital Library,
City and County Jail Library and Arts and Recreation, Literature and History, Sociology and Business.
Science and Engineering Departments of Main Library and Circulation and Registration Unit.
Minimum qualifications include graduation from an
accredited four-year college or university, the
Master's Degree in Lihrary Science and ten years
experience as a professional librarian, half of which
must be in public library work including three years
in a responsible supervisory capacity.
1977 salary range $24,348 $31,836, Starting salary
commensurate with experience and abilities. Fringe
benefits include paid vacation and sick leave, paid
holidays, retirement and group insurance programs,
salary merit review increases. Submit r i s u m i indicating salary earned in each position. Position available October I. All replies confidential. Affirmative
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Apply Personnel Officer, Denver Public Library. 1357 Broadway,
Denver, Colorado 80203.

POSITIONS OPEN
Science Librarian-Maintains full public services in
branch library containing 100,000 volumes, staff of 4
full-time para-professionals and student assistants.
Responsible for support of research and instructional
programs. MLS from accredited library school.
Knowledge of terminology and research needs in biological and physical sciences and mathematics, or
second Masters degree in one of those fields. Five
years professional experience in academic or special
library. Ability to communicate clearly, work harmoniously with library users, staff and administration. Relevant foreign languages desirable. Salary
commensurate with qualifications and experience.
Deadline for applications: 15 October 1977. Submit
letter of application, rCsumC and 3 recent letters of
reference. An equal opportunity/affirmative action
employer. Olin Library, Wesleyan University, M d
dletown, Conn. 06457.
Stanford University L i b r a r i e s Assistant Physics Librarian. Initial salary between $1 1,700 13,000.
Responsible for managing daily operation of Physics
Library, including providing public service, participating in collection development, supervising staff.
Requires M L S or equivalent and BS in Physics or
equivalent. Requires ability to work well with patrons and colleagues and to contribute to planning
and execution of library services. Contact: Barbara
Van Deventer, Acting Library Personnel Officer,
Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, C A 94305.
S t a n f o r d is an Affirmative A c t i o n / E q u a l O p portunity Employer.
Chemist/Librarian P r o v i d e basic library management, search and information services to a small, active industrial research group. Must have basic library skills, knowledge of organic chemistry and
manual search experience. Familiarity with computerized on-line search procedures is desirable.
Contact: W. H. Rieger, Reilly T a r and Chemical
Corp., 1500 S . Tibbs Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana,
46241. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M / F / H .

Please mention Special Libraries when
dealing w i t h our advertisers.

12A

Stanford University Libraries Assistant Chemistry
Librarian. Initial salary between $1 1,700- 13,000.
Responsible for managing daily o p e r a t i o n of
C h e m i s t r y L i b r a r y , including providing public
service, participating in collection development,
supervising staff. Requires MLS or equivalent and
BS in Chemistry or equivalent. Requires ability to
work well with patrons and colleagues and to
contribute to planning and execution of library
services. Contact: Barbara Van Deventer, Acting Library Personnel Oflicer, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, CA 94305. Stanford is an Affirmative Action. Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.

Senior Librarian- T o direct large industrial library
on technology, history and economics of steel and
allied fields. ALA-accredited MLS plus training and
experience in sci-tech, business economics, and computer searching. Over 5 years successful library
administration including professional and clerical
staff supervision. Broad, diversified information
background. Articulate, literate, personable, dedicated, energetic worker needed. Salary open.
Generous benefits. Showplace library. One hour to
Philadelphia or Pocono Mountains. Two hours to
New York City. Charming, historic city of 76,000.
Respond with r i s u m e to Miss J. P. Wesner.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Schwab Memorial Library, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016.

ASSISTANT TO MANAGER
(LIBRARY)

Our major health care organization with nationwide responsibility and reputation has a
take-charge opportunity for a professional who can support our library objectives.
You'll coordinatelmonitor projects andlor activities ranging from program planning
and budget recommendation to cost studies and equipment investigation, setting both
short and long range goals.
The responsibilit~esof this position require a graduate library science andlor graduate
business degree, management experience, mature judgment and the human relationslcommunications ability to relate to all levels of staff. You must have a knowledge
of personnel, automation, budgeting, systems design, microformats and audiovisuals
as well as be capable of acquiring a good understanding of library operations and
systems. We'll reward your efforts with an excellent salary and complete fringe
benefits. To arrange a confidential interview, send your resume with salary history and
requirements to:

:a5

MR. ROBERT TRIPLETT
Manager of Recruitment

AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

?
,"

5-,

840 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60611

.--*
An Afhrmatwe A c t ~ o nEqual Opportun~tyEmployer mi

ASSOCIATE
FORM

I
I

I

We are able to offer an attractive career opportunity on our Research Library staff.
Responsibility will involve the analysis of biomedical data and processing of scientific
information (indexing, verification, editing, thesaurus construction) related to an ongoing, computer-based product retrieval system. Applicants should have an MS i n one of
the biological sciences with at least 2-3 years related experience. (MLS degree with a
BS in Biology will also be considered.) Knowledge of data processing and one or more
foreign languages would be an asset.
This appointment offers excellent benefits, and is located at our research Center adjacent to the Garden State Parkway in the northern New Jersey suburban area. The
availability of public transportation is an added convenience.

Please send resume to: Manager of Scientific Employment, Schering-Plough Corporation. 60 Orange Street, Bloomfield. New Jersey 07003.

I1
I

POSITIONS OPEN
Reference Librarian-Librarian to provide reference
service as part of a team of I3 professionals in the
new Perry-Castatieda Library, the main library of
the university library system, with emphasis on the
humanities, social sciences, business, and education.
Also participates in bibliographic instruction programs and computer-based information services.
Qualifications: MLS from ALA accredited program;
minimum of five years post MLS public service
experience in large academic or special library;
substantial experience in business reference; strong
service orientation and interest in user education required. Academic background in social sciences and
experience with on-line searching of business data
bases preferred. Salary dependent upon experience
and qualifications. R e t i r e m e n t plans include
T I A A I C R E F . Position available immediately. Application deadline is October I . Send letter of application and r e s u m i , including a c a d e m i c
credentials, names of three professional references,
and a statement of current salary and salary requirements to: Keith W. Russell, PCL 3.200, General Libraries, T h e University of Texas at Austin, Austin,
Texas 787 12. The University of Texas at Austin is an
Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

THE MARKET PLACE
Film Research Archive O n e of largest private
collections in U S . Over a million clipped and filed
articles, 40,000 magazines, 20,000 glossy publicity
photos, 5,000 playbills, 2,500 books, 200 in-depth exclusive taped interviews with leading filmmakers
(rights obtained with purchase). Write for terms and
prospectus. T h e Film R e s e a r c h Archive, 100
Riverside Drive, New York, New York 10024.

Specialized Subscriptions-Libraries having a heavy
~ p u l a t i o nof scientific and technical iournals in their
subscription program a r e invited to contact Maxwell
International Service for Science and Technology
( M I S T ) which has resumed its activity for the
domestic market. Special advantages offered by this
service can not be matched in the industry. Please
call or write to Maxwell International Service for
Science and Technology, a division of Pergamon
Press, Inc., Fairview Park, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523,
(914)592-9141.

Foreign Books and Periodicals- Specialty: Irregular
Serials. Albert J. Phiebig Inc., Box 352, White
Plains, N.Y. 10602.
Head Special Collections Librarian--University of
Arizona. Responsible for administration of department, coordination of reference service and collection development, and supervision of five full-time
staff. Collections include Arizoniana a n d
Southwestern Americana, history of science, rare
books, and manuscripts. Require degree from ALA
accredited library school or outstanding academic
credentials, several years experience in a Special
Collections Department, demonstrated ability to
supervise, and excellent communicative skills. Prefer
advanced degree in an area related to the collecting
interests of t h e department and knowledge of
Southwestern materials. Spanish language desired.
Faculty status, 12-month appointment, 22 days vacation. Salary: $16,000 minimum. Affirmative Action/Equal Employment/Title IX Employer. Send
resumes by 15 October, 1977, to: Mary Dale
Palsson, Assistant Librarian for Public Services,
University of Arizona, Tucson. Arizona 85721.

Assistant LibrarianITechnical Services Responsible for cataloging, monographic acquisition, and
technical processing. Preference given to candidates
who possess several of the following: MLS and
cataloging experience. Familiar with L C I N L M
classification. Ability to plan and carry out revision
of public catalog. Familiar with library applications
of c o m p u t e r s . S a l a r y c o m m e n s u r a t e with
experience. Qualified candidates should submit
r6sum6 and names of three references to: M. L.
Knill, Recruitment Manager, Frederick Cancer Research Center, Litton Bionetics, Inc., P.O. Box B.
Frederick, Maryland 21701.

Back Issue Periodicals--Scientific. T e c h n i c a l ,
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want lists
and lists of materials for sale or exchange. Prompt
replies assured. G . H . Arrow Co., 4th & Brown Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19 123.
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Ei: Swift, Economical
Access to Vital
Today, you can't afford to miss news of
important techn~caldevelopments in your
field. Nor can you afford the time to read
every publication presenting the results of
vital research in engineering and related
disciplines of science and management.
ENGINEERING INDEX, INC. (€1) provides
s w ~ f t reliable
,
access to this information covering the entire engineering spectrum,
in a variety of forms, frequencies and
fields. For nearly a century Ei has been
c r e a t ~ n g abstracts (accurate representatton) of material publ~shedin over 2000
sources, and considered by its editors to
be of sign~ficant interest and lasting research value. The total data base now
contains over TWO MILLION abstractsan ~nvaluablesource for both current and
retrospect~veinformat~onretrieval. If o r ~ g i nal source documents are not available
locally, copies of most can be obtained
through Engineering Soc~eties Library in
New York City.

energy bioengineering
A

A

Ei monthly, annual
covers all fields of

Depending on your requirements, abstracts can be obtained. . .
In pr~nted,computer-readable (~nclud~ng
on-he) or m~croform
yearly and monthly
In the spec~al~zed
f~eldsof ENERGY and BIOENGINEERING
For Itbrar~es,englneerlng organ~zat~ons,
research groups, unlversltles, governmental agencles, etc
the E n g ~ n e e r ~ nIndex
g
serles of publtcat~onsprovtde maxtmum techntcal awareness at a mtntmum
cost In t ~ m eand money

Ei's Main

.

1977 E Monthly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$695.00
1976 EI Annual . . . . . . . . . . . . . 355.00
Comb~nattonPrlce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$845.00
Call or write for sample copies of Ei products-and

further information:

Engineering Index, Inc.
345 East 47th Street
New York, New York 1001 7
(21 2) 644-761 5,644-761 6,
644-7620

O f k i d United Nations Documents on

HABITAT:
THE U.N. CONFERENCE ON H U M A N SETTLEMENTS
Held in Vancouver, 3 1 May-11 June 1976

Now Made Available by Pergarnon Press-The

OfRdal Publisher

The papers of these most exciting World Conference Proceedings may now be
ordered in their entirety in a convenient microform edition. Individual documents can
also be supplied in paper form. Six thousand pages covering accounts on human
settlements from around the globe are made available by Pergamon Press.
The U.N. Human Settlements Conference papers have been converted into rnicrofiche in Geneva under U.N. supervision. Distribution copies of the fiche are made by
Microforms International Marketing Corporation, a subsidiary of Pergamon Press. Inc.
and are presented in several formats.

Pricing and Order Information

The complete collection on microfiche: $600.00. same price for l6mm or 35mm
microfilm. Individual papers can be supplied on demand. in either microfiche or paper
edition. Prices on request.
Note: 1 his collection contains actual documents released by participating countries.
For detailed information on individual Conference Papers.
lease write for our brochure.

PERGAMON P R E S S , INC.
MAXWELL HOUSE.

FAIRVIEW

PARK

ELMSFORD

N Y

10523

